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Abstract
A virtual world is an interactive 3D virtual environment that visually resembles complex
physical spaces, and provides an online community through which the users can connect,
shop, work, learn, establish emotional relations, and explore different virtual environments.
The use of virtual worlds is becoming popular in many fields such as education, economy,
space, and games. With the widespread use of virtual worlds, establishing the security of
these systems becomes more important. To this date, there is no mechanism to identify users
of virtual worlds based on their interactions with the virtual world. Current virtual worlds
use knowledge-based authentication mechanisms such as passwords to authenticate users.
However they are not capable of distinguishing between genuine users and imposters who
possess the knowledge needed to gain access to the virtual world.
The aim of the research reported in this thesis is to develop a behavioural biometric
system to identify the users of a virtual world based on their behaviour inside these
environments. In this thesis, three unique virtual worlds are designed and implemented with
different 3D environments and avatars simulating the different environments of virtual
worlds. Two experiments are conducted to collect data from user interactions with the
virtual worlds. In the first experiment 53 users participated and in the second experiment, a
year later, 66 different users participated in the experiment.
This research also studies the parameters of user behaviour inside virtual worlds and
presents novel feature extraction methods to extract four main biometric features from the
collected data, namely: action, time, speed, and entropy biometric features. A sample
classification methodology is formulated. Using distance measure algorithms and based on
the collected data, users are identified inside the virtual worlds. Also in this thesis the
application of biometric fusion in enhancing the performance of the behavioural biometric
system is studied.
The achieved average equal error rates in this research were between 26-33% depending
on the virtual world environment and movement freedom inside virtual worlds. It has been
found that avatar actions inside virtual worlds carry more identifying attributes than
parameters such as the avatar position inside the virtual world. Also it has been found that
virtual worlds with very open environments with respect to avatar movement showed higher
EERs when using the biometric system implemented in this research.
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Motivation

1. CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Abstract

This chapter introduces virtual worlds and the motivation behind a behavioural identification
system that can be used inside virtual worlds. It discusses the concept of behaviour and the
relation between behaviour and identity. Then it provides a background of biometric
identification and the security threats associated with biometric identification. The chapter
also summarises some of the research that has been conducted to date on analysing the
behaviour of users inside virtual worlds. Finally it outlines the aim and objectives of this
research project.

1.1

Introduction to Virtual Worlds

A virtual world is an interactive 3D virtual environment that visually resembles complex
physical spaces, and provides an online community through which the users can connect,
shop, work, learn, establish emotional relations, and explore different virtual environments.
Bell (2008) defined   virtual   worlds   as   “A   synchronous, persistent network of people,
represented   as   avatars,   facilitated   by   networked   computers”.   Virtual worlds have become
very popular in many fields such as E-learning (Dharmawansa, Nakahira, & Fukumura,
2011; Gonzalez-Pardo, Rodriguez, Pulido, & Camacho, 2010), economy (Kim, Barua, &
Whinston, 2002; Peng & Xu, 2008; Harris & Novobilski, 2008), space (Noor, 2010;
Romann, 2007), and games (such as the World of Warcraft). The United States National
Aeronautics and Space Administration agency (NASA) use virtual worlds to test the design
of equipment (Cline, 2005, p. 92).
Users of the virtual worlds can interact with the objects of the virtual environments
through avatars. They can perform real world activities such as watching, hearing and
touching the virtual objects through avatars.
In the last few years a large number of virtual worlds has been developed, which share a
number of characteristics (Noor, 2010):
1. Presence and real-time chat facilities in a shared space.
2. Persistence: environment and objects continue to exist in the absence of users
and do not disappear when users are logged out.
3. Users are represented in the virtual worlds by avatars.
4. 3D graphical environments.
Cline (2005) discussed a number of potential impacts of virtual reality environments on
human life and activity. He predicted that virtual reality will be integrated into a human’s  
1
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daily life and activity, and that techniques will be developed to influence human behaviour,
interpersonal communication and cognition. Cline (2005) also suggested that there will be a
shift from the use of virtual reality for mainly communications to the use of virtual reality as
an  extension  of  the  real  world  and  a  “migration  to  virtual  space” will result in significant
changes in economics, culture and other aspects of human life.
Steve Prentice, vice president of the Gartner research group, stated that virtual worlds
mark the transition from web pages to web places (Gartner-Research, 2008). The same
research group predicted that by the end of 2011, 80 percent of active internet users will
have   a   “Second   Life”   in   the   virtual   world   (Gartner-Research, 2007). Linden Labs, the
company behind the popular virtual world  “Second  Life”,  reported  an  average  800  thousand  
monthly repeat logins in the first quarter of 2011 (Linden-Labs, 2011). According to KZero,
a British analytics company, the number of users registered for virtual world sites exceeded
1 billion in the third quarter of 2010 (Watters, 2010).   KZero’s   active   virtual   worlds   user  
forecast predicts 1.9 billion active users by 2013 (KZero, 2010).   ICANN’s   CEO   Paul  
Twomey believed that virtual worlds are the future of global commerce citing the game-like
interfaces such as Google Earth as an example (Biggs, 2007).

1.1.1 User Behaviour in Virtual Worlds
With the expansion of virtual worlds there will be a demand for security of these newly
created virtual reality environments. Similar to all types of systems and applications, virtual
worlds require access control mechanisms to control the access of users to the resources of
these environments. Authentication is the key component of any access control policy in any
system. While almost all virtual worlds implement initial authentication through usernames
and passwords, very few (if any) virtual worlds continuously verify identity of the users after
the initial log in. The importance of subsequent verification results from the possibility of
intruders seizing the control from the genuine users initially logged in to the system. The
difficulty with continuously identifying users inside virtual worlds is that it can be obtrusive
and prevent users from easily interacting with the virtual world. However, continuous user
identity verification can be achieved unobtrusively through analysing user interactions with
the virtual environments.
In addition to user identification, there may also be a need to associate a user with a
particular action or a set of actions where the user accesses the virtual world from an
uncontrolled environment. In an uncontrolled environment, there is no way of identifying
the user using any authentication method other than username-password combination. In
such environments, it may be possible to associate the actions of a user inside the virtual
worlds to the user identity. This can also be useful in providing non-repudiation where the
2
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actions can be used to prevent denial of identity when some harmful behaviour is performed
in a virtual world.
Identifying users in virtual worlds based on their interaction with these environments not
only will be useful for continuous user recognition, but also for verifying the identity of the
users claiming to be the genuine users of the system and possessing the genuine user
password. To the best knowledge of the author, there is currently no research available
which implements behaviour-based user recognition inside virtual worlds. However there
are a few studies about analysing the behaviour of users inside virtual worlds. Most of these
studies concentrate on clustering the users to a number of behavioural groups. Examples are
(Dharmawansa, Nakahira, & Fukumura, 2011; Gonzalez-Pardo, Rodriguez, Pulido, &
Camacho, 2010; Orgaz, R-Moreno, Camacho, & Barrero, 2012).

1.2

What Is Behaviour?

To study user behaviour inside virtual worlds, it is essential to have an understanding of
what behaviour is. According to (Bergner, 2011) there is no unified definition for the
concept of behaviour in psychology, the field that  is  described  as  “the  science  of  behaviour”.  
Bergner (2011) presents   the   most   common   definition   of   the   behaviour   as   “any   observable  
overt movement of the organism generally taken to include verbal behaviour as well as
physical   movements”1; he then criticises that this definition does not describe the vastly
more complex phenomenon of human behaviour, arguing that behaviour includes many
more parameters than physical movement, the least of them being descriptive psychology’s  
description  of  behaviour  as  “an  attempt  on  the  part  of  an  individual  to  bring  about  some  state
of  affairs”.  In  most  cases   behaviour, whether or not it involves overt physical movements,
includes some state of affairs. Bergner proposed using a parametrical approach to describe
behaviour using an equation that includes 8 parameters:
{𝐵} = {𝐼, 𝑊, 𝐾, 𝐾 − 𝐻, 𝑃, 𝐴, 𝑃𝐶, 𝑆}

(  1.1)

Where:


𝐵  is the Behaviour.



𝐼  is the Identity of the person who behaves, the behaver.



𝑊  is Want or the motivational parameter, the state of the affairs that the behaver
intends to produce.



𝐾  is the Know or the cognitive parameter, the distinctions or concepts that are
being acted on.


1

𝐾 − 𝐻  is the Know-How, the skill or competency parameter.

http://webref.org/psychology/b/behavior.htm, last accessed on 16/6/2012
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𝑃  is the Performance, the processes that are involved in the behaviour including
physical movements and body gestures.



𝐴  is the Achievement, the outcome parameter.



𝑃𝐶  is the Personal Characteristics, the individual difference parameter. Personal
characteristics of the behaver which can distinguish different persons, such as
traits, attitudes, interests, styles, values, abilities, knowledge, capacities, etc.



𝑆 is the Significance parameter, the intentions behind the specific behaviour.

Amongst the parameters suggested by Bergner to describe behaviour, a few are
significant to this research. The behaviour of a person is affiliated to his Identity  (𝐼) and
revealing some of the Personal Characteristics (𝑃𝐶)  of the behaver. Based on Bergner’s  
model, behaviour can be described partially by the Identity and Personal Characteristics, but
is it possible to describe the Identity and/or Personal Characteristics knowing some other
parameters of the behaviour? This question is in the core of the problem that this research
addresses: Identifying the user based on his behaviour inside a virtual world.
Some of the behaviour parameters defined above such as Want (𝑊)  and Significance  (𝑆)
parameters cannot be determined easily in a virtual environment unless there is enough
background about what the users intends to do. However the distinctions and objects that
have been acted on such as the various objects inside virtual world (i.e. the Know
parameter  (𝐾)), the skill of performing the behaviour (i.e. the Know-How parameter  (𝐾 −
𝐻)), and the movements and interactions with the virtual environment (i.e. the Performance
parameter  (𝑃)) can be identified. In other words, the question that is asked in the previous
paragraph can be rephrased as the possibility of determining the Identity and/or Personal
Characteristics given the three parameters of Know, Know-How and Performance:
{𝐼, 𝑃𝐶} = {𝐾, 𝐾 − 𝐻, 𝑃}

(  1.2)

The above equation may not always help to reveal the Identity parameter; however one
significant importance of this behaviour parameterisation is in comparing the identities of
two persons based on the known parameters in the above equation. In other words two
identities are equal if the parameters of the behaviour observed from these two identities are
equal. Therefore knowing the identity of a behaver of one instance of two equal behaviours
leads to a conclusion that the second behaver is the same as the first behaver. In practice,
however, there are many challenges such as qualifying and quantifying the parameters of
behaviour in order to compare them. In short as Bergner suggests, in the process of
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comparing behaviours, “if all of the values for two behaviours are identical, the behaviours
are identical”  implying  that  they  are originating from the same Identity.

1.3

Introduction to Biometric Identification

Biometric identification is the process of comparing a submitted biometric sample against a
biometric enrolment database to detect whether or not it matches any of the samples in the
database. Biometrics can be used as a form of Authentication. Authentication is the process
of creating confidence about the truth of some claim made by or about someone or
something. Authentication mechanisms can be one of these three qualities (or a combination
of them) (Pfleeger, 2006):
1. Knowledge: Something the user knows. Examples are passwords, PIN numbers,
passphrases, secret handshakes, images, and security questions.
2. Tokens: Something the user has. Examples are credit cards, identification badges,
physical  keys  and  a  driver’s  license.
3. Biometrics: Physical and behavioural characteristics of the user, such as
fingerprint, voice, face, iris, and gaits are examples of biometric characteristics
that can be used for authentication.
A reliable authentication system is a critical component for many applications that
require access control. In computing, historically, knowledge-based authentication
mechanisms have been more popular than the others. The use of digital tokens was expanded
with the popularity of ATMs – leading to card and pin being widely accepted. However
knowledge and token based authentication mechanisms are vulnerable to some known
security attacks. A memorable knowledge such as a password can be forgotten (e.g. complex
passwords), disclosed (e.g. social engineering attacks), or discovered (e.g. poor passwords).
Similarly tokens can be lost, stolen, or shared. Many token based authentication systems also
use knowledge-based mechanisms to prevent impersonation through theft or loss of the
token, (though this does not prevent sharing of the memorable knowledge). Both knowledge
and token based authentication mechanisms fail to provide non-repudiation, as when they
are shared there is no way for the system to know who the genuine user is.
Throughout this thesis the term biometric recognition is used instead of biometric
authentication as is recommended by ISO/IEC harmonized biometric vocabulary document
(Standing document 2, 2007). Biometric recognition is defined as the automated recognition
of individuals based on their behavioural and biological characteristics and encompasses
biometric identification and biometric verification (Standing document 2, 2007).
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Biometric identification as defined by ISO/IEC is the process of searching against a
biometric enrolment database to find and return the biometric reference identifier(s)
matching a submitted biometric sample of a single individual (Standing document 2, 2007).
Similarly biometric verification is the process of confirming a biometric claim made about
the identity of an individual, through matching the submitted biometric sample with the
biometric reference identifier(s).
Throughout this thesis the biometric enrolment database is defined as the database
containing the biometric reference identifier(s) (the biometric sample(s)) of the set of
individuals who are enrolled to the system. Additionally this database contains nonbiometric data attributed to the individuals (name or number to identify the individual).
A biometric sample is the analogue or digital representation of biometric characteristics
of an individual.

1.4

Background

Biometric mechanisms of authentication have been an appealing solution to some of the
security issues of traditional authentication systems and become a popular approach to
securing computer systems, networks, and other critical resources. While there has been a
significant surge in the use of biometric systems for user identification and verification in
recent years, they have not been a perfect solution. The fact is that although biometric
systems are not vulnerable to kinds of attacks applicable to the classical authentication
mechanisms, there are a large number of known attacks against these systems. A few
security attacks have been reported in (Buthan & Hartel, 2005; Matyas & Riha, 2002; Ratha,
Connell, & Bolle, 2001; Yampolskiy, 2008). Buthan and Hartel (2005) identified three
different types of spoofing attacks to biometric systems:


Coercive impersonation- in this type of attack the attacker physically forces a
genuine user to identify himself to the biometric recognition system or removes
the biometric (for example finger) of the genuine user.



Replay attack- is based on re-presentation of a previously recorded biometric
characteristic,  such  as  recording  someone’s  voice  or  taking  a  picture  of  a  person  
and presenting it to a face recognition biometric system. Replay attack is the
simplest attack possible against a biometric system.



Impersonation attack- is  based  on  a  change  in  attacker’s  appearance  to  match  a  
genuine  user,  for  example  using  makeup  to  copy  somebody’s  face.

Although there are a number of counterattacks against spoofing by using liveness
detection methods as described in (Toth, 2005), or using a multimodal biometric system
6
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(Schuckers, 2002), these methods add to the complexity and cost of the biometric system
and they are not always successful. For example a multimodal voice and face recognition
system can be attacked by concurrent representation of recorded voice together with a
picture of the user’s  face.
Studying possible attacks against current biometric systems reveals a common
characteristic of such systems that makes the spoofing attack possible. This common
characteristic  is  the  physical  accessibility  of  the  biometric  (e.g.  face  or  finger).  As  a  person’s  
behaviour is difficult to identify and quantify, behavioural biometrics has an advantage over
physiological biometrics.2
Behavioural biometrics are a subset of biometrics which uses measurable properties of a
person’s  actions  for  user  recognition.  The  behavioural  biometrics  of  a  user  are not physically
accessible, in contradiction with the other physiological biometric methods where the user
biometric is usually physically accessible (such as fingerprints, iris, and face). Therefore,
behavioural biometrics are more resistant against the spoofing attacks mentioned earlier.
Examples of behavioural biometrics are keystroke dynamics (Araujo, Sucupira, Lizarraga,
Ling, & Yabu-uti, 2004), (Bergadano, Gunetti, & Picardi, 2002), (Hu, Gingrich, & Sentosa,
2008), (Jin, Teoh, Thian, & Tee, 2008), and (Karatzouni & Clarke, 2007), pointer device
identification (Gamboa & Fred, 2004), user verification via web interaction (Gamboa, Fred,
& Jain, 2007), and strategy based behavioural biometrics (Yampolskiy & Govindaraju,
2009).
Counterattacks against biometric spoofing (e.g. liveness detection) may provide potential
solutions (although, as mentioned, they are not always effective) to replay attack and
impersonation attacks. But these solutions failed to cover attacks by coercive means. Attacks
using force and genetic clones cannot be detected by current physiological biometric
systems (Schuckers, 2002). In addition not all behavioural biometrics are resistant against
coercive impersonation. For example it is easy to force a genuine user to identify himself to
a keystroke based biometric system. Without human intervention it is not possible for the
system to detect these kinds of attacks. Some behavioural biometric systems can arguably
overcome this limitation. An example is strategy based behavioural biometrics (Yampolskiy
& Govindaraju, 2009). The strategy based biometric system developed by Yampolskiy and
Govindaraju (2009), uses the strategy of the user in a game of poker for identification
purposes. It could be very difficult and impractical to use coercive impersonation against
this system, because the user under pressure may not be able to apply the strategy correctly
for identification. Also genetic clones may not affect behavioural biometric systems, since
2

In this context pure behavioural biometrics which cannot be observed directly are considered,
such as interaction with a computer system. There are other behavioural biometrics such as voice and
signature that may be observed easily.
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even identical twins raised by the same parents can have significant differences in their
mental and behavioural characteristics (Gage & Muotri, 2012).
However, strategy based systems are vulnerable to a new spoofing attack called mimicry
attacks. For example it is possible to secretly and automatically monitor a user gamestrategy, and use this information to train an intelligent computer program to mimic the
genuine user behaviour (Yampolskiy, 2008). This kind of attack is similar in nature, yet
more difficult to apply, to the replay attack discussed before.
This research is an effort to develop novel behavioural identification mechanisms which
are not dependent on a specific strategy. Such novel identification mechanisms can be used
to identify users inside virtual worlds since user interaction inside these environments
usually does not follow a specific strategy. The virtual worlds used in this research are
strategy-less 3D environments that are implemented for the identification purpose in order to
collect user actions during their visit to the virtual worlds. It is arguably more difficult to
establish a mimicry spoofing attack against such an identification system as there is no
obvious strategy to mimic.
While proposing an unobtrusive identification system for virtual worlds is the main
motivation of this research, the study of the human behaviour in a virtual world can have
several other applications. Examples are:


Developing a user identification mechanism which uses virtual worlds as a tool
for authenticating users.



Differentiating humans from machines (bots) in online games (Golle &
Ducheneaut, 2005; Thawonmas, Kashifuji, & Chen, 2008; Yampolskiy &
Govindaraju, 2007).



Finding users operating multiple accounts in an online system (Ishikawa, et al.,
2010).

1.5

Problem Statement

To   the   best   of   author’s   knowledge,   currently   there   is   no   mechanism   to   identify   users   of  
virtual worlds based on their interactions with the virtual world. Knowledge-based
authentication mechanisms such as passwords are currently used in virtual worlds; however
the virtual worlds are not capable of distinguishing between genuine users and imposters
who possess the knowledge needed to gain access to the virtual world. In addition current
virtual worlds are not capable of determining if the current user is the continuing genuine
user (who has been authenticated to access the system at the start of the session) or an
imposter who has seized the control of the avatar in the virtual world.
8
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1.6

Aim and Objectives

The use of virtual worlds is becoming popular in many fields such as education, economy,
space, and games. With the widespread use of virtual worlds, establishing the security of
these systems becomes more important. The aim of this research is to develop a behavioural
biometric system to identify the users of a virtual world. The identification is achieved by
analysing user behaviour within the virtual worlds and comparing these behaviours to
previously recorded behaviours in the enrolment database.
The objectives of this research are the following:
1. To implement virtual worlds. Ideally 3D environments providing navigatable
spaces for the users and capable of collecting a user’s  behaviour.
2. To run experiments to collect biometric samples from users interacting with the
virtual worlds.
3. To identify and extract the parameters of user behaviour in a virtual world which
have the potential to uniquely identify users.
4. To extract biometric features from the parameters of user behaviour in a virtual
world.
5. To adapt and implement distance measure algorithms to compare the biometric
samples collected from users of virtual worlds.
6. To classify users based on the distance score of biometric samples.
7. To evaluate the performance of the proposed behavioural identification system.

1.7

Layout of the Thesis

This thesis is organised in 6 chapters. The first chapter is an introduction to virtual worlds,
user behaviour inside virtual worlds, and biometric identification. The second chapter
provides an overview of the research that has been conducted in the area of behavioural
biometrics. It also reviews previous related work in the area of user behaviour in virtual
worlds. This chapter also introduces the   biometric   recognition   system’s properties and the
performance metrics used throughout the thesis. The third chapter presents the design and
implementation of the three virtual worlds of this research and explains the differences
between these environments. It also presents the data collection process and various
decisions such as the identification time, number of users, and samples. The fourth chapter
discusses novel methods in the biometric feature extraction process and presents the
biometric score calculation method using various biometric distance measures. It also
presents the sample classification technique used in this research. The chapter ends with a
discussion of the score level biometric fusion technique that is used in the research. The fifth
chapter discusses the performance of the developed biometric system across the three virtual
9
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environments using different biometric features and distance measures. It also details the
results of the experiments of this research. Finally it provides a view of using synthetic
biometric samples compared to real biometric samples in behavioural biometrics and
discusses the   user   acceptability   of   the   developed   biometric   system   through   the   users’  
feedback. The sixth chapter summarises the research carried out and the major findings. It
also discusses the applicability of developed system in virtual worlds such as Second Life,
and covers issues such as processing time, the number of users and the scalability of the
developed system. Finally it outlines the future work for this research. Appendix A defines
the vocabulary that is used throughout this thesis. Appendix B presents more results of the
performance of the developed system and Appendix C provides a breakdown summary of
some of the feedback gathered from the users during the experiments. Appendix D provides
a list of published papers of this research.

1.8

Summary

With the widespread expansion of virtual worlds there will be a demand for security of these
newly created virtual reality environments. Behavioural biometrics can be used to
implement identification mechanisms inside virtual worlds that connect a user’s behaviour to
their identity and provide a method for unobtrusive identity verification. Currently there are
few studies that focus on analysing the behaviour of users inside virtual worlds. Most of
these studies concentrate on clustering the users to a number of behavioural groups. The aim
of this research is to develop a behavioural biometric system to identify the users of a virtual
environment based on their behaviour inside these environments.
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2. CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
Abstract

This chapter introduces biometric recognition systems’ properties and performance metrics
and reviews previous literature in biometric recognition systems. It also presents distance
measure algorithms that have been used in previous behavioural biometric systems to
compare biometric samples. The literature survey of this research showed that there are
currently no studies regarding user biometric identification inside virtual worlds. However
some research about classifying users inside virtual worlds has been identified and it is
thought to be relevant enough to this research project to be included in this chapter.

2.1

Vocabulary

For any researcher studying the biometrics literature, the inconsistency in the use of
biometrics vocabulary   is   obvious   and   troublesome.   Terms   such   as   “recognition”,  
“authentication”,  “identification”,  and  “verification”  often  are  used  interchangeably  and  each  
academic writer uses different terms to refer to the same concepts. For this reason the
biometric vocabulary of this thesis is defined in Appendix A.

2.2

Introduction to the Behavioural Biometrics

Behavioural biometrics are a subset of biometrics that uses measurable properties of a
person’s  actions to identify that person. A behavioural biometric system analyses the current
and previous user interactions with the system to create a profile of individual user
behaviour and then use this profile to identify that user. Behavioural biometrics have some
advantages over physiological biometric systems:


As discussed in section   1.4, behavioural biometrics are more resistant against
spoofing attacks such as coercive impersonation, replay attack, and,
impersonation attacks.



The data gathering process can be unobtrusive and unnoticeable by the user.



They are often less expensive and may require no specialised hardware.

Regardless of the differences between physiological and behavioural biometric
systems, any physical or behavioural biometric characteristic can be used for biometric
recognition as long as it has the following properties (Jain A. , 2007):


Universality: each individual should have the characteristic.
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Distinctiveness: the characteristic should be sufficiently different between any
two individuals.



Permanence: the characteristic should have some degree of invariability to the
matching criterion over a period of time.



Collectability: the characteristic can be quantitatively measured.

In practice, in a biometric system, other issues should be considered, including:


Performance: refers to biometric recognition accuracy and speed. Also refers to
the resources required to achieve the required performance.



Acceptability: refers to the degree that people are prepared and interested to
accept and use the recognition system utilising a particular biometric
characteristic.



Circumvention (security): refers to degree of resistance of the recognition system
against spoofing attacks.

These properties can also be used for evaluating biometric recognition systems.
Acceptability issues revolve around what percentage of users accept using a given biometric
system. This question can only be answered with real-world experience, when the biometric
system is developed in a large scale (Komarek & Maar, 2003). Some acceptability issues of
the biometric system of this research will be discussed later in the Chapter   5. Security
aspects include any possible compromise to the security of the biometric recognition system
such as the spoofing attacks discussed previously (Section 1.4). In this chapter, biometric
systems are compared by their recognition performance. There are a number of parameters
that can be used to evaluate the performance of different biometric systems (Standing
document 2, 2007):
A.

False acceptance rate (FAR):
FAR is the percentage of completed biometric comparisons that result in a false
match.   A   false   match   is   the   comparison   decision   of   “match”   for   samples  
originating from different individuals.

B.

False rejection rate (FRR):
FRR is the percentage of the completed biometric comparisons that result in a
false non-match. A false non-match  is  the  comparison  decision  of  “non-match”  
for samples originating from the same individual. The value computed for the
FAR and FRR will depend on thresholds and other parameters of the comparison
process.

C.

Equal error rate (EER):
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EER is the rate at which both false acceptance and false rejection errors are
equal. The value of the EER can be easily obtained from the receiver operating
curve (ROC). Figure   2.1 shows a sample ROC curve. The EER is a quick way to
compare the accuracy of biometric recognition systems. In general, a lower EER
indicates a better performance for a biometric system. It should be noted that
many of the subsequent comments in this thesis on accuracy and performance of
biometric systems are subjective. The performance of a biometric system should
be assessed based on the intended application. While certain accuracy could be
adequate for a certain application, it could be considered as poor for other
applications.
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Figure   2.1: An example of ROC curve showing the equal error rate of a biometric system.

Later in this chapter, these performance metrics are used to evaluate and compare the
accuracy of different behavioural biometric systems.

2.2.1 Identification versus Verification
The concept of identification is closely related to verification. Verification is the process of
confirming an individual's biometric claim by comparing a submitted sample to one or more
previously enrolled samples in the biometric enrolment database. In identification, there is
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no claim of identity and the system searches for a match to the submitted biometric sample
in the biometric enrolment database.
In spite of the intended biometric action of identification or verification, most of the
processes required for recognition are the same including capturing user biometric
characteristics, extracting biometric features, and comparing biometric samples. These
processes are all independent of the required biometric action. Consequently, all of the
research that has been conducted to study these aspects of recognition processes can be
utilised for general biometric recognition systems.
This research work presents a biometric identification system. However in this chapter
some previous research about biometric verification is discussed in addition to research in
biometric identification techniques.

2.3

Review of Biometric Recognition Systems

Jain (2007) reported that biometric systems based on fingerprints (Maltoni, Maio, Jain, &
Prabhakar, 2009), face (Li & Jain, 2005) and iris (Daugman, 1999) have received the most
attention in recent years. He also reported the error rates of four popular biometric traits
(Table   2.1). This table shows that these biometric traits had error rates between 0.1% and
10%. In this section some of the behavioural recognitions systems are reviewed.
Table   2.1: Performance of four popular biometric recognition systems (Jain A. , 2007).

Biometric

FRR

FAR

Characteristic

From

To

From

To

Fingerprint

0.1%

2.2%

1%

2.2%

Face

0.8%

1.6%

Voice

5%

10%

Iris

1.1%

1.4%

0.1%
2%

5%
0.1%

2.3.1 Pointer Device Authentication
Gamboa & Fred (2004) proposed a behavioural biometric verification technique based on
human computer interaction. Their developed system captured data from a pointing device,
and used this data to authenticate (verify) an individual. They implemented a prototype
system that presented a web based memory game to the user. The game was a grid of tiles
with hidden patterns, which was shown for a few seconds when the user clicked on them; the
aim of the game was to identify the tiles with similar patterns.
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The  use  of  the  game  was  intended  for  motivating  the  system’s  50  users  to  spend  10-15
minutes interacting with the web based environment. Game performance was not used for
verification, only the interaction characteristics are recorded, namely mouse movements and
clicks. The collected biometric features included: mouse absolute x and y coordinates; the
event type (movement or click); and the time of events.
The results of this work suggested that the normal user interaction via the pointing device
contains behavioural information with discriminating power and an equal error rate of 0.2%2% was reported. The reported EERs are very good, though as discussed in the next section
it is not clear why the same performance is not repeated when using the same methods.

2.3.2 User Verification via Web Interaction
The next reported study of Gamboa, Fred, & Jain (2007) proposed a biometric system based
on user interaction with a web page. They propose integrating this biometric feature into a
conventional login web page to enhance the security of the system. Gamboa et al. (2007)
suggested that the users are more cooperative in data collection if it is performed in a game
environment. The results of testing the system were equal error rates of 6.2%-12.5%. Their
results were based on a population of 50 individuals that used the system to play several
memory games for a period of 10 minutes. The biometric feature used in this system was the
mouse movement between successive clicks. However comparing this work with their
previous study (Gamboa & Fred, 2004), it is not clear why using the same techniques for
feature extraction and classification techniques lead to higher EERs even though a similar
memory game is utilised to collect strokes inside the game. In both systems the mouse
movement between successive clicks was used as biometric features and Sequential Forward
Selection algorithm used for feature selection.
In this study, Gamboa et al. (2007) suggested that a keystroke dynamics biometric system
can also be integrated in a continuous authentication system where the system monitors the
user interaction after the user gained access to a system, continuously re-validating the
identity of the user.

2.3.3 Keystroke Recognition
Most current virtual worlds use the keyboard as the main input for navigation (mouse is used
to point at and select objects inside the virtual world). Hence, for this research it is useful to
study the behavioural biometric systems based on input from a keyboard. Biometric
recognition systems based on keystroke dynamics utilise mechanisms to identify users based
on their typing specific behaviours. These systems use different keystroke related biometric
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features to classify users. Bartlow (2009) outlined keyboard biometric features (events) that
can be used in keystroke recognition systems:
1. Key-down: the event that is caused when a key is pressed.
2. Key-up: the event that is caused when a pressed key is released.
3. Keystroke: a combination of key-down and key-up events.
4. Hold-time: the time between a key-down and a key-up event.
5. Delay (Latency): The time between two consecutive keystrokes. This time can be
positive or negative (in the case of overlapping keystrokes).
Previous work in the area of keystroke recognition will be presented in this section.
2.3.3.1 User Authentication through Keystroke Dynamics
Bergadano, Gunetti, & Picardi (2002) stated that unlike other biometric mechanisms,
keystroke analysis does not provide acceptable levels of accuracy. They attributed the reason
to the intrinsic variability of typing dynamics, versus other stable physiological biometric
characteristics. They presented a measure for keystroke dynamics that limits the instability
of this biometric feature and also considers the possibility of typing errors.
The methodology used in (Bergadano, Gunetti, & Picardi, 2002) was to ask 44 persons to
type five samples of a fixed long text of 683 characters. The samples were collected over a
period of one month. The findings of this work show that regardless of the algorithm used in
biometric recognition, the reliability of the adopted method is closely related to the length of
the sample text. This factor can limit the application of the proposed technique in real world.
This finding shows that collecting more data about user behaviour can increase the accuracy
of the biometric system.
The algorithm used by Bergadano et al. (2002) was the degree of disorder distance
measure. They used three consecutive keystrokes (trigraphs) as the biometric feature for
their proposed system. The keystroke analysis technique presented in their work, achieved a
false rejection rate of 4% and false acceptance rate of 0.01% (to calculate FAR another 110
users are asked to provide one sample of the text).
The time needed for one identification session of Bergadano et al. (2002)’s   work   is  
interesting for this research project and therefore is estimated based on the time needed to
type 683 characters. According to (Ostrach) 90% of the people have typing speeds of less
than 63 words per minute (WPM). Also 80% of the people have typing speeds of between 21
WPM to 63 WPM and the average typing speed of a user is 40 WPM. Assuming an average
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of 5 characters per word, more than 80% of the users type 683 characters in between 2
minutes to 6.5 minutes and an average user type 683 characters in about 3.5 minutes.3
The results of Bergadano et al. (2002)’s  work  are  promising, however further research is
needed to study the user acceptance of this system for sole purpose of identification. The
degree of disorder distance measure that is introduced in their work is an innovative
algorithm for behavioural biometric systems and is explained and used in this thesis
alongside some other distance measures (Section   2.4).
2.3.3.2 Typing Dynamics Biometric Authentication through Fuzzy Logic
Jin, Teoh, Thian, & Tee (2008) examined the use of fuzzy logic algorithms in keystroke
dynamics and compared this method to use of statistical algorithms. Their methodology was
to ask 10 individuals to type their own unique familiar string for one time in the learning
process. Then the users are asked to type the same string for another 10 times. The FRR
values are calculated from the collected data of these 10 individuals. Furthermore 14
individuals  are  asked  to  login  to  the  genuine  user’s  profiles  to calculate FAR values.
The work reports that an EER of 20% could be achieved using keystroke dynamics
mechanism. The paper suggested that using this method can overcome the unavoidable
weakness of extreme data influence in statistical methods.
The method used in Jin et al. (2008) gives more freedom to users than the other keystroke
biometric systems presented in this section by allowing users to select their own string. This
flexibility came at a cost of higher EER than the other systems indicating that more work
must be done to obtain user behaviour in less obtrusive systems similar to Jin et al. (2008)’s  
study.
2.3.3.3 Keystroke Dynamics Authentication with Shared Secret
Giot, El-Abed, Hemery, & Rosenberger (2011) proposed a method of authenticating users
through keystroke dynamics of a shared secret. Using a shared secret means that all users
use the same text, but only the users of the system are aware of this secret. They suggested
using Support Vector Machine (SVM) learning algorithms for biometric recognition. Giot et
al. (2011) argued that their system needed a shorter computation time to build a user
enrolment profile (template) than most of the other similar systems. They achieved an
average EER of 15.28% in their proposed system.
There are many other studies in the area of keystroke recognition. Examples are
keystroke systems utilising several keyboard features such as key-down, key-up and holdtime (Araujo, Sucupira, Lizarraga, Ling, & Yabu-uti, 2004), keystroke systems that study

3

An average user that types 200 characters per minute, can type 683 characters in 3 minutes and
25 seconds.
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various algorithms such as the k-nearest neighbour approach (Hu, Gingrich, & Sentosa,
2008; Killourhy & Maxion, 2009), and keystroke systems based on the thump-based
keyboards in mobile devices (Karatzouni & Clarke, 2007).
2.3.3.4 Discussion
The pointer device based recognition discussed in Gamboa and Fred (2004) and Gamboa,
Fred, & Jain (2007) provided a mechanism to use user interactions with a pointer device
such as mouse for identification and verification. This mechanism can be combined with
keystroke based recognition systems for stronger multimodal recognition systems via web
interactions as suggested by Gamboa, Fred, & Jain (2007). However pointer based
recognition is intrusive to users, similar to keystroke recognition systems discussed above.
Some other research such as (Lin, Chang, & Liang, 2012) proposed unobtrusive mouse
based verification of users performing file related operations in an file explorer and reported
best FAR of 6% and FRR of 5%. Another unobtrusive mouse based verification was (Chao,
Zhong-min, Xiao-hong, Chao, & You-tian, 2010) which reported a FAR of 1.67% and an
FRR of 3.68% using sequential greedy selection and SVM techniques. The algorithms used
in feature extraction and classification in pointer based and keystoke recognition have the
potential to be utilised in virtual world identification systems when the virtual world allows
mouse based interaction with the virtual environment.

2.3.4 Strategy Based Behavioural Biometrics
Yampolskiy & Govindaraju (2009) suggested that a behavioural biometric signature can be
generated from the strategy of an individual when playing a game of poker. This work was
an expansion of the behaviour based intrusion detection approach. They implemented
software to extract behavioural profiles for each player in the game of poker. The generated
behavioural  signature  is  continuously  compared  with  players’  current  actions  and  significant  
changes in behaviour are reported as security breaches.
The methodology used in this work was to create a player profile either from a database
of poker hands or from observing a live game of poker. Then the generated player profile is
compared with the newly collected player data. Using a similarity measure, a score is
generated indicating the similarity between the current style of play and the historically
collected style of play of a single user.
Yampolskiy & Govindaraju (2009) stated the advantages of their developed solution to
be inexpensive (as no special hardware required), not intrusive during the enrolment period,
and providing continuous player verification. They demonstrated that strategy based
biometric systems, such as the one in their work, are vulnerable to mimicry spoofing attacks
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by secretly observing the target user during play, generating a behavioural signature of user
actions,  and  subsequently  training  a  behaviour  generating  system  to  mimic  user’s  behaviour.  
This problem and countermeasures to prevent it are explained in (Yampolskiy, 2008).
They also reported equal error rates of as low as 7% using weighted Euclidean similarity
measure for the behavioural profiles enhanced with temporal and spatial information. The
results of their study show the possibility of developing biometric recognition systems based
on a behavioural signature inside a game.
The strategy based behavioural biometrics suggested by (Yampolskiy & Govindaraju,
2009) has some similarities with identification in virtual worlds. The main similarity is that
it does not limit users to a predefined set of interactions with the system. The users can have
their own strategy to play the game. This is the case in a virtual world, where users can
navigate with complete freedom and the user behaviour cannot be precisely predicted in
advance. This means that the set of feature sets can be variable for different users and
complicate the recognition process. However the user interaction with virtual worlds is more
unpredictable than the strategy based recognition. In virtual worlds there are no firm
strategies similar to game of poker. This is additional complication for extracting meaningful
behaviour that can uniquely identify the users and is a novel aspect of the research described
in this thesis.
Table   2.2 shows a summary of main properties of some of the behavioural biometric
recognition systems. This table suggests that behavioural biometric systems can have highly
variable EERs of up to 20% depending on the algorithms used for feature extraction and
sample comparison.
Table   2.2: Summary of some behavioural biometric recognition systems: biometric type, number of users,
samples per user, algorithms, and performance.

Paper

Biometric

Gamboa &

Pointing

Fred (2004)

device

No. of

Samples

Users

per User

50

-

Algorithms

FAR

FRR EER

Statistical

-

-

classifiers

0.2%2%

interaction
Gamboa et al.

Web

(2007)

interaction

Bergadano et

Keystroke

al. (2002)

dynamics

Jin et al.

Keystroke

(2008)

dynamics

50

-

Statistical

-

-

classifiers
44

5

Degree of

6.2%12.5%

0.01% 4%

-

-

20%

disorder
10

10

Fuzzy logic
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Paper

Biometric

Giot et al.

Keystroke

(2011)

dynamics

No. of

Samples

Users

per User

100

5

Algorithms

FAR

FRR EER

Support

-

-

15%

-

-

7%

vector
machine

Yampolskiy &

Game

30

Govindaraju

strategy

2

Statistical
classifiers

(2009)

2.4

Similarity and Distance Measure Algorithms

A distance measure algorithm allows a biometric system to compare the newly submitted
samples with the samples in the biometric enrolment database. A distance measure takes
biometric features of two samples as input and outputs a distance score of the two samples.
A similarity measure performs the same function with an output of similarity score of two
samples. Five different similarity and distance measures are presented in this section.
1.

Maximum and minimum similarity measure

2.

Degree of disorder of an array (distance similarity measure)

3.

Euclidean similarity measure

4.

Mahalanobis distance measure

5.

Interclass statistics similarity measure

2.4.1 Maximum and Minimum Similarity Measure
The maximum and minimum similarity measure compares one vector at a time to a group of
vectors. Each vector contains the biometric feature variables of a single biometric sample.
This simple measure calculates the similarity of a given vector 𝑥   =    (𝑥 , 𝑥 , . . . , 𝑥 ) to a
group of vectors with the maximum vector  𝑀   =    (𝑀 , 𝑀 , . . . , 𝑀 ), and the minimum
vector    𝑚   =    (𝑚 , 𝑚 , . . . , 𝑚 ). The similarity score of vector 𝑥 to the group of vectors is:

𝑆=

1   ,

𝑚 <𝑥 <𝑀

(  2.1)

The similarity score S, has a maximum value of N. Hence the distance 𝐷 of the vector x
to the group of vectors can be calculated as:
(  2.2)

𝐷 =𝑁−𝑆
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2.4.2 Degree of Disorder of an Array
Bergadano, Gunetti, & Picardi (2002), used the concept of degree of disorder of an array, to
calculate the distance between two biometric samples. For an array 𝐴 of 𝑁 elements, the
degree of disorder of 𝐴 with respect to a second array 𝐵 is the sum of the distances between
the position of each element in  𝐴, with the same element in 𝐵 (Bergadano, Gunetti, &
Picardi, 2002).   The   arrays’   elements   should   be   identical,   and   they   should   differ   only   in  
position of the elements. As an example, assume that array 𝐴 = {𝑅, 𝑇, 𝑌, 𝑈, 𝐼} and  𝐵 =
  {𝐼, 𝑅, 𝑇, 𝑈, 𝑌}. The degree of disorder of 𝐴 and 𝐵 is  (1 + 1 + 2 + 0 + 4)    = 6.
The minimum distance using this distance measure is 0. The maximum distance of two
arrays 𝐴 and 𝐵 can be computed when array 𝐵 has elements in reverse order with respect to
array  𝐴 and can be obtained using the following equation:

𝑁
,
2
=
⎨𝑁 − 1
⎩ 2 ,
⎧

𝑑

    𝑖𝑓  𝑁  𝑖𝑠  𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛

(  2.3)

    𝑖𝑓  𝑁  𝑖𝑠  𝑜𝑑𝑑

In the distance score computation, array 𝐴 represents the feature variables of one
biometric sample and array 𝐵 represents the feature variables from a second biometric
sample which is intended to be compared with the first one. The number of feature variables
(𝑁) is different among biometric samples. Equation (  2.3) shows that the distance value is
not independent of the number of elements of the array. Hence a normalisation is required to
facilitate comparison of the distance of biometric samples. To normalise a distance evaluated
using degree of disorder, it is divided by the value of the maximum disorder of an array of 𝑁
elements (Equation (  2.3)). Using this method the degree of disorder of arrays of different
sizes can be compared.

2.4.3 Euclidean Distance Measure
Euclidean distance is one of the most popular distance functions. Euclidean distance can be
calculated as the sum of the squared distances between the elements of the 𝑛-dimensional
vectors 𝑥   𝑎𝑛𝑑  𝑦 (Yampolskiy & Govindaraju, 2009):

𝑑 =

(𝑥 − 𝑦 )
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Vectors 𝑥   𝑎𝑛𝑑  𝑦 represent the feature variables of two biometric samples of subject of
comparison.

2.4.4 Mahalanobis Distance Measure
The Mahalanobis distance of a multivariate vector  𝑥 = (𝑥 , 𝑥 , . . . , 𝑥 ) , from a group of
values with mean 𝜇 =    (𝜇 , 𝜇 , . . . , 𝜇 ) and covariance matrix 𝑆 is defined as:

𝐷 (𝑥) =

(𝑥 − 𝜇) 𝑆

(𝑥 − 𝜇)

(  2.5)

Mahalanobis measure can compare the feature variables vector  𝑥 of one sample to a
group of samples. Mahalanobis distance is widely used in classification techniques and is
closely   related   to   Hotelling’s   T-square distribution used for multivariate statistical testing
and other analysis methods (Wikipedia).

2.4.5 Interclass Statistics Distance Measure
The interclass statistics distance measure was introduced by Lee & Park (2003). They
proposed new methods of selecting the distance measure and the verification threshold. In
current biometric systems, the number of samples given per person is relatively small. This
makes the job of classifying or verifying new samples difficult and inaccurate. The proposed
strategy is to extract more information about the data distribution in the biometric system
and to use this data in developing a new distance measure.
Assume 𝒙 = (𝑥 , 𝑥 , … , 𝑥 ) is a random variable with dimension  𝐷, representing one
sample of the biometric system. All data sets can be divided into 𝐾 subsets:

𝑋 = 𝒙      𝑛 = 1,2, … , 𝑁 }  (𝑘 = 1,2, … , 𝐾)

(  2.6)

Each subset 𝑋 consists of data from a class 𝐶 representing samples of one person. For
verification purposes, the current methods use the probability density function 𝑝 (𝒙) to
represent the data belong to one class. This method is not very accurate when there is not a
sufficient number of data 𝒙 per class (person). It is often not feasible to collect large number
of samples in a biometric system resulting in inaccurate classification and verification. To
provide the verification algorithm with more samples, Lee & Park (2003) suggested
introducing a new random variable  𝒚, defined from a pair of data (𝒙, 𝒙′) from the same
person:
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(  2.7)

𝒚 = ℎ(𝒙, 𝒙 )

The ℎ can be defined based on the nature of the biometric system. The definition used in
this thesis is the same suggested by Lee & Park (2003):
(  2.8)

𝒚 = ℎ(𝒙, 𝒙 ) = 𝒙 − 𝒙′

After calculating 𝒚 from all possible combinations of two samples 𝒙 and  𝒙′ in each
subset  𝑋 , a new set 𝑌 consisting of the newly created 𝒚 = (  𝒚 , 𝒚 . . . , 𝒚 ) can be defined.
The standard deviation and mean of the y can be estimated using the following:

𝝈 =   

1
  
𝑀

(  2.9)

(𝑦 − 𝜇 )

Where 𝜇   =    (  𝜇 , 𝜇 , … , 𝜇 ) and is given by:

𝜇 =   

The notation 𝑦

1
  
𝑀

(  2.10)

𝑦

represents the 𝑑-th element of 𝑚-th data 𝑦

in the new set  𝑌. The

distance of two samples 𝑥 and 𝑥′ can then be defined by the following:

𝑠  (𝑥, 𝑥′) =

2.5

(𝑥 − 𝑥′ − 𝜇 )
𝜎

(  2.11)

Synthetic Biometric Data versus Real Data

Some of the behavioural recognition systems do not have reliable databases, which are
required for development of these systems. The reason is that many of these systems are still
in their infancy. Testing a biometric system demands thousands of biometric samples to
establish the performance of the system in terms of FARs and FRRs (Yampolskiy &
Govindaraju, 2009). To collect this huge number of samples a large number of volunteers
are required and the process is usually expensive and time consuming. Some previous
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research suggested using synthetic biometrics to generate the required samples
(Yanushkevich, 2006; Yampolskiy & Govindaraju, 2009).
Synthetic biometrics are artificially generated biometric data that resembles the
biological biometric data and can be used for existing biometric systems (Yanushkevich &
Stoica, 2007). Synthetic biometrics have many applications in testing biometric tools and in
enhancing the security of biometric systems when used to generate biometric data forgeries
or imposter biometric samples. However the quality of the generated biometrics usually is
not on par with the real data collected from volunteers. Therefore the biometric system
efficiency should be established using real user data before it can be further tested and
enhanced by using synthetically generated biometric samples.

2.6

User Behaviour inside Virtual Worlds

A literature survey shows that there is currently no research where user behaviour inside
virtual worlds is used for identification or verification purposes. To the best knowledge of
the author, the research project described in this thesis is a first to implement this novel idea.
There are, however, a few studies available which analyse the user behaviour inside virtual
worlds to provide some sort of user classification.
A more interesting area of research for many studies in the past was studying the
behaviour of users in the context of their intentions to return to virtual worlds in the future.
For example Goel, Johnson, Junglas, & Ives (2011) proposed   a   model   to   predict   user’s  
intentions to return to a virtual world. They suggested that these intentions can be
determined based on a state of deep involvement that the users tend to lose the time track.
Goel et al. (2011) states that the intentions are highly correlated to the behaviour inside
virtual world. Other studies such as (Yeh, Lin, & Lu, 2011) investigated the social aspect of
user behaviour and its relation to the virtual world engagement.
In the context of user classification, Gonzalez-Pardo, Rodriguez, Pulido, & Camacho
(2010) proposed a new virtual world platform that allows the design and implementation of
virtual spaces with tools to monitor a set of avatars which are managed by the platform
administrator. They suggested that it is possible to automatically collect complex data from
users’   avatars   such   as   their   current   location,   eye   gazing   data,   chat,   and   other   avatar  
interactions with the virtual world. Gonzalez-Pardo et al. (2010) also presented clustering
techniques that can be used to analyse actions and behaviours of avatars inside the virtual
world, allowing the identification of behavioural groups. These groups can represent
different behavioural categories. Gonzalez-Pardo et al. (2010) showed that it is possible to
classify students using a virtual world for learning purposes into two groups: students that
are  paying  attention  and  distracted  students  with  respect  to  the  teacher’s  explanation.
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Orgaz, R-Moreno, Camacho, & Barrero (2012) proposed a similar technique to clustering
avatars based on avatar location, eye gazing data, and actions they perform inside the virtual
world. In the experiments that have been run in this research they used K-means clustering
method to classify avatars to three groups, based on the tasks that students are asked to
develop in the virtual world. These tasks inside the virtual world included programming and
design tasks, public chats and private chats. Ultimately the clustering algorithm successfully
classified the students (9 in each session and 4 sessions of 30 minutes periods) to different
task groups.
While Gonzalez-Pardo et al. (2010) and Orga et al. (2012) used location and eye gazing
data to analyse the behaviour of the avatars, Dharmawansa, Nakahira, & Fukumura (2011)
used real user facial expressions to analyse the student behaviour in the virtual environment
in addition to movement and communication data gathered from the virtual world. The
image of the real user face is recorded using a webcam to extract and analyse four facial
expressions. The facial expressions then can be projected to the avatars’  faces  in  the  virtual  
environments. However the influence of this technique on the behaviour of the students is
not discussed. Some other research work suggests using a combination of avatar visuals and
their facial behavioural traits for identification of users rather than the real user visuals
(Gavrilova & Yampolskiy, 2010).

2.7

Other Applications of User Behaviour Analysis

2.7.1 Differentiating Humans from Bots
Online games can be regarded as a form of virtual environments similar to virtual worlds.
With millions of users playing these games, they are becoming increasingly important in
economics and social areas. However Game bots or the automated game playing software,
are one of the challenges facing online game providers and users. According to
(Thawonmas, Kashifuji, & Chen, 2008) some of the techniques that have been used in the
past to prevent game bots included using CAPTCHA (Golle & Ducheneaut, 2005; von Ahn,
Blum, Hopper, & Langford, 2003), using dissimilarities in movement patterns (Chen, Liao,
Pao, & Chu, 2008), using operating system window event sequences (Kim, Hong, & Kim,
2005), or using traffic level. However game bot developers use countermeasures to prevent
bot detection. Thawonmas et al. (2008) suggested that the dissimilarities between action
frequencies and action types between humans and bots can be used for detection of game
bots. Since these measures are related to the user behaviour inside the games, Thawonmas et
al. suggests that it is less likely that game bot developers can provide countermeasures to
this technique. The current research also uses frequency and type of actions as one of the
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biometric features for user identification. Therefore the developed methods can help
identifying game bots being used inside the games.
The use of behaviour based recognition systems for game bot identification and
verification is recommended by (Yampolskiy & Govindaraju, 2007). While this is a step
further than differentiating humans from bots but the same methodologies can be used for
both purposes.

2.8

Summary

In this chapter previous research about biometric recognition and user behaviour inside
virtual worlds is presented. It has been suggested that although most of the literature in
biometric recognition discusses user intrusive recognition systems, algorithms from these
systems can find a novel application in identifying users of virtual world. However the
feature extraction techniques used in this research are novel and have not been previously
used in the literature. Finally previous literature about analysing user behaviour inside
virtual worlds to classify users to different behavioural groups is reviewed.
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3. CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY
Abstract

In this chapter the design and implementation of the three virtual worlds of this research is
presented and the differences between these environments are explained. The three
implemented virtual worlds are a maze (restricted environment), a car (highly open
environment) and a subracer (moderately open environment). The data collection process is
presented and various decisions such as the identification time, the number of users, and the
number of samples are discussed. Finally samples of collected data are shown.

3.1

Design and Implementation of the Virtual Worlds

In order to have complete control on the virtual world and the avatar actions inside the
virtual world, unique 3D virtual environments have been implemented with characteristics
similar to popular virtual worlds with the ability to collect user interactions that can be used
for identification purposes. In reality, virtual worlds can have very different environments
and to investigate the user behaviour in diverse environments with different user avatars and
movement capabilities, three different 3D environments have been considered in this study.
In this section the design and implementation of these three virtual worlds are discussed.
To study the different design possibilities of the virtual worlds, several properties of
current virtual worlds can be investigated. These properties are:
1. 3D graphical environments: the environment that a user observes inside the
world. It can contain the various paths that users navigate through and the
objects inside the world.
2. Avatars: the graphical representation of the user inside the virtual world. It can
be a humanoid avatar, a vehicle, etc.
3. Avatar movements: the type of avatar’s  movement inside the virtual world. The
movement can be 2D or 3D and can be slow or fast depending on the avatar.
Examples are walking or flying for a human avatar and driving for a car avatar.
4. World constraints: refers to flexibility of the movement of the avatar inside the
world and depends on the paths and obstacles inside the world. A world can
have a restricted environment, a moderately open environment, or a highly open
environment. A restricted environment limits the movement of the avatar to
specific paths and areas such as rooms of a building. A moderately open
environment provides more flexibility to the avatar movement such as an
outdoor environment with obstacles (trees, benches, etc.) around the
environment. A highly open environment allows the avatar to freely move
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around without limitation such as a flying humanoid avatar in an outdoor
environment.
5. Actions: refers to number and type of the actions available to the user to interact
with the environment.
The virtual worlds of this research are designed to include a variety of different
properties of real virtual worlds to study the effect of these properties on the identification of
users of virtual worlds. To achieve these diverse virtual worlds, the 3D environment, type of
avatars, world constraints, and avatar movements’ properties are considered. Most virtual
worlds mimic the appearance of the real world containing environments such as buildings,
museums, galleries, streets, water, etc. Also, typically, the avatar inside these worlds is a
walking humanoid avatar, and sometimes the avatar is a vehicle such as a car. In some
virtual worlds such as Second Life, the avatar can also navigate the world in a fly mode. The
environments dictate the world constraint, i.e. the movement flexibility of the avatar. As an
example, inside a building the avatar cannot pass through the walls, while in a street the
movement is less restricted than the building since an outdoor environment may have fewer
obstacles than an indoor environment. By investigating all these choices and to separately
study the effect of each of these properties on the performance of the system in user
identification, the three virtual worlds of this research project are designed. These three
implemented virtual worlds are:
1. A maze virtual world (2D avatar movement)
2. A car virtual world (2D avatar movement)
3. A subracer virtual world (3D avatar movement)
The maze virtual world simulates the movement inside a building in a virtual world. To
achieve this it uses corridor paths and provides a walking avatar which limits the movement
inside the corridors (despite the name there is no puzzle to solve inside this virtual world).
The car virtual world uses a car avatar and uses roads with an open environment to simulate
the more open environments of virtual worlds. Both maze and car avatars utilise a 2D
movement. The subracer virtual world utilises a submarine avatar with a 3D movement
inside a moderately open underwater environment which limits the avatar movement by the
rocks surrounding the environment. All the virtual worlds of this research project utilise a
third person camera view similar to most current virtual worlds. Table   3.1 summarises the
properties of maze, car and subracer virtual worlds.
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Table   3.1:

Virtual  worlds’ properties.

Virtual

World

World

Constraint

Maze

Restricted

Corridors

Car

Open

Subracer

Moderate

Number

Avatar

Avatar

Movement

Speed

Squirrel

2D

Slow

6

Roads

Car

2D

Fast

6

Circular

Submarine 3D

Fast

9

Paths

Avatar

of
Actions

Virtual worlds can be designed using 3D graphical modelling software similar to the one
that is used in developing 3D games. Examples of these software are Ca3DE, 3ds Max,
Maya, Blender, Modo, etc. Most of these graphical packages are capable of modelling the
virtual worlds required for this research project. The virtual worlds of this study are
implemented using Blender. Blender is an open source 3D graphics modelling software
which can be used for creating animations, and interactive 3D applications or video games 4.
The virtual  world’s objects can be modelled inside the software and the virtual  world’s  logic  
can be implemented either visually using logic bricks or using Python programming
language. In this research project the logic was implemented using Python and logic bricks.

3.1.1 Design and Implementation of the Maze Virtual World
The maze virtual world aims to simulate the movement inside a building in a virtual world.
Since this movement typically involves moving between different corridors and rooms and
choosing paths inside the building, the maze world is designed to include a series of
interconnected horizontal and vertical corridors with different shapes and a walking avatar
that can navigate through the virtual environment. To model the corridors using Blender, a
2D blueprint is created first. Then this 2D blueprint is converted to 3D corridors. In order to
create the blueprint, different paths and junctions can be designed.
Virtual   worlds’   spaces   are   typically   built   by   the   users   using   the building blocks of the
virtual world. For the maze virtual world the corridors and paths can be put together in many
different combinations and shapes. It is important to have a unique design pattern inside this
world so that the identification performance can be associated with the specific design of the
world. Hence the basic building blocks of the world are designed first and later are
combined to create the 2D blueprint of the maze world. Figure   3.1 shows the junctions and
paths used as the building blocks of the blueprint of the maze. A combination of these
4

The Blender version used in this research is Blender 2.49b, released on 16 th Sep 2009
(http://download.blender.org/release, last accessed on 15/2/2012).
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components creates the 2D blueprint of the virtual environment. There are 14 different
components creating the 2D blueprint. The main component is the 4 way junction which
connects other components. These components provide a total of 12 different corridor types
as it will be discussed in Section   4.1.3.2 and shown in Figure   4.8.

Figure   3.1: Corridor junctions and paths used as the building blocks to create the 2D blueprint.

The building blocks can be put together in various different combinations. To create the
maze virtual world these blocks are arranged in a configuration shown in Figure   3.2 to create
the 2D blueprint of the maze. This particular blueprint is one of many possible
combinations. The aim of this particular design is to provide as many paths possible to the
users motivating them to interact with the world by making decisions about corridors to
navigate.
Other combinations can be designed and implemented as a future work. Creating the
blueprint from individual paths and junctions simplifies the construction of other mazes
from different blueprints.
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Figure   3.2: Two dimensional blueprint of the maze virtual world.

The resulting 2D blueprint is converted to the 3D maze by extruding it on the z axis5 and
textures are added to it later. Figure   3.3 shows a snapshot of the virtual world after adding
light sources and the textures. Adding texture and light is necessary to make the maze virtual
world’s  appearance  be  similar  to  conventional  virtual  worlds.  Some of the added textures are
shown in Table   3.2.The next step is to add the avatar to the virtual world. For simplicity, and
to use an attractive avatar, an avatar in a Blender open game called YoFrankie is used6. This
avatar is a squirrel with a set of predefined actions and animations such as walking, jumping,
running and a few other cosmetic animations. Figure   3.4 shows the avatar and the final
appearance of the maze virtual world. The maze avatar navigates the virtual world similar to
a humanoid avatar (walking).
To implement the maze world’s  logic, Blender logic bricks are added to the virtual world.
The Blender game engine uses logic bricks to allow defining functionality for the game
elements. However due to complexity of the maze logic, both logic bricks and Python code
are used in the virtual world. Logic bricks can be used to sense keystrokes and initiate a
Python script or perform some limited activities such as moving objects or the camera. The
5

The junctions and paths are created using curve objects in Blender and joined to create the
blueprint. The resulted blueprint is extruded and converted to a mesh object to add textures to the
maze.
6
http://www.yofrankie.org/, last accessed on 16/2/2012.
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Python script has the responsibility of recording the keys pressed by the user, the time of key
presses and the Euclidean coordinates of the avatar at the time of key press to a plain text
file created for each session of user interaction with the virtual world.

Figure   3.3: Snapshot of the maze virtual world.
Table   3.2: Textures used for floor, roof and wall of the maze virtual world.

Floor and Roof

Wall

Textures
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Figure   3.4: Snapshot of the maze virtual world showing the avatar.

The maze avatar can perform a set of 6 actions shown in Table   3.3 based on the
navigational abilities of the avatar. The corridors limit the movement of the avatar to
predefined paths. Therefore the maze world is characterised to be restrictive. The user still
can make decisions at junctions and choose corridors to enter in addition to moving the
avatar inside corridors. However the   maze’s   avatar   cannot   jump   from   one   corridor   to  
another. The avatar movement is two dimensional and in four directions with relatively low
speed compared to the other virtual worlds of this research project.
Table   3.3: Maze virtual world’s actions.

Key

Action

Comments

Up key

Moving forward

Pressing contradictory keys such
as up and down simultaneously
stops the movement of the avatar.

Down key

Moving backward

Right key

Turn right

Left key

Turn left

M key

Jump

Pressing M twice causes a special
double jump

N key

Run

A 360 degree rotation, if pressed
with up or down keys causes the
avatar to run in the specified
direction
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3.1.2 Design and Implementation of the Car Virtual World
The car is the second virtual world of this research. It is intended to simulate the outdoor
environments of the virtual worlds such as streets and roads which provide an open world
for the users to navigate through. The car virtual world includes roads that the user can drive
on using a car avatar. The car’s  virtual  environment is large enough for the user to navigate
through. A green area of grass surrounds the roads, and the user can drive on this area as
well as roads. The roads and grasses are enclosed with a large rectangular shaped wall
determining the virtual world boundaries.
Similar to the maze,   the   car   virtual   world’s design starts with the blueprint of the
environment. For possible comparison purposes, the same blueprint of the maze virtual
world is used as a base to create the roads.
The car avatar is a car object. It contains many smaller objects such as body, glass, tyres,
lights and other components. It also has some complicated animations. The car avatar used
in this virtual world is a vehicle used in a Blender game engine tutorial7. Figure   3.5 shows
the vehicle object at the design stage. Figure   3.6 shows the final car avatar of the car virtual
world after applying textures and adding light sources to the environment. Table   3.4 shows
some of the textures used for different parts of the car’s  virtual  environment  such  as  roads,  
grasses, walls and the tyres. The aim is to provide a realistic appearance to the car avatar to
better simulate real virtual worlds.

Figure   3.5: Vehicle object at the design stage.

7

http://www.tutorialsforblender3d.com/Game_Engine/Vehicle/Vehicle_2.html, last accessed on
16/2/2012.
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Figure   3.6: Snapshot of the car virtual world.
Table   3.4:  Textures  used  for  road,  grass,  walls,  and  car’s  tyres of the car virtual world.

Road

Grass

Wall

Tyre and Rim

Texture

Similar to the maze virtual world, Blender logic bricks and Python code are used to
control the virtual world logic and respond to user input. A similar Python script is used to
record all the keys pressed by user, the time of key presses, and the Euclidean coordinates of
the car object at the time of key press. These data are recorded at the time of a key press or
release. This means that the position of the avatar is not recorded to the file at regular times;
however, it can be computed later using mathematical interpolation techniques. Table   3.5
shows the car virtual  world’s actions. These actions allow the user to navigate inside the car
virtual world.
Table   3.5: Car virtual world’s actions.

Key

Action

Comments

Up key

Accelerate

When pressing contradictory keys
of up and down simultaneously,
the speed of the avatar slowly
decreases.
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Key

Action

Comments

Down key

Reverse

Reverse is slower than forward
(100 units per sec. versus 40 units
per sec.)

Right key

Steer right

When pressing the contradictory
keys of left and right
simultaneously, the avatar tends
to move to the left direction.

Left key

Steer left

Left Shift

Brake

Left Ctrl

Ebrake

Similar to hand brake effect
(more effective brake)

The car avatar can move freely inside the virtual environment. This is different from the
maze where the user could not exit the corridors. This freedom of movement characterises
the car virtual world as an open world. Similar to the maze avatar, the car movement is in
two dimensions and in four directions. However the car moves much faster than the maze’s  
avatar and can pass more roads within a specific time. The number of actions of the car is
equal to the maze (6 actions).

3.1.3 Design and Implementation of the Subracer Virtual World
The two previously designed virtual worlds have a common limitation: the avatars can only
move in two dimensions. The third virtual world intended to have a 3D movement, which is
an additional z direction movement. To facilitate this 3D movement an underwater
environment is considered for this virtual world with a submarine avatar. Wartmann (2009)
implemented a submarine game in an underwater environment using the Blender open
source software. This game is considered as the third virtual environment of this research.
The original game has been changed to make it more suitable for the purposes of this
research. This is achieved by removing a predefined route that the user had to follow and
giving freedom to user to select any route inside the environment. A Python script is added
to the virtual world to record the user interactions with the environment similar to the
previous virtual worlds. The subracer avatar is a submarine shown in Figure   3.7.
The moderately open environment of this virtual world can simulate the flying mode of
virtual worlds such as Second Life. In this mode the avatar is flying slightly higher than the
ground avoiding the obstacles on the ground but the movement is still limited by various
buildings in the path.
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Figure   3.7: Snapshot of the subracer virtual world’s avatar.

The submarine can be navigated inside a large wide circular path bounded by the rocks.
There are also a few boxes around the virtual world that can be shot during the visit to the
virtual world. The user can also hit the boxes with the avatar to remove them. This can
enrich the number of possible user interactions with the environment and simulate activities
such as hitting the objects to collect them inside virtual worlds. Figure   3.8 shows the
subracer virtual world from top view and Figure   3.9 shows a snapshot of inside the virtual
world which includes the underwater environment, the avatar, and the boxes.
The users are not aware of the almost circular nature of the subracer. It is not clear
because of the lack of long distance visibility underwater inside the virtual world and its
large environment. The virtual world avatar (submarine) can freely move inside the circular
path. The degree of the freedom of the submarine is less than the car (limited to the large
circular path) and more than the maze’s   avatar. This will characterise the subracer to be a
moderately constrained world.
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Figure   3.8: Subracer virtual world environment, top view of the design stage.

Figure   3.9: Snapshot of subracer virtual world showing the underwater environment, the avatar, and the boxes.
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The subracer virtual world has 9 actions which are three actions more than the maze and
car virtual worlds. One other important difference of the subracer with respect to the maze
and car is the 3D movement of the avatar. The submarine can move in 6 directions versus
the 4 directions of maze and car. This could mean more decisions are required from the user
and it may provide more data for the biometric recognition. Table   3.6 shows possible actions
inside the subracer virtual world. Also the submarine movement nature is different than the
squirrel and the car in the first two virtual worlds. Since the subracer is an underwater
environment, the physical rules of movement are different here, which means that
accelerating is slower and when not pushing the avatar forward it can quickly slow down
and sink to the bottom of the environment. This requires the user to keep interacting with the
avatar to keep it in the intended route and in turn provides more behavioural data from the
user.
Table   3.6: Subracer virtual world’s  actions.

Key

Action

Comments

Up key

Pitch up

Pressing contradictory keys
such as up and down
simultaneously stops the
movement of the avatar.

3.2

Down key

Pitch down

Right key

Turn right

Left key

Turn left

W key

Forward thrust

Moving forward

Q key

Turbo speedup

Works only for a short period

A key / D key

Roll the ship

Not always needed

Space

Fire the gun

To hit the boxes

Experiments and Data Collection

3.2.1 Experiments
Before conducting the identification experiments in any biometric recognition system, a few
factors of the experiments should be determined. These factors are:
1. The identification time
2. The number of users
3. The number of biometric samples per user
4. The experiment time period
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In this section the decisions made in this research about these different factors are
discussed.
3.2.1.1 Identification Time
After implementing the virtual worlds, the next step is to run experiments to collect data
from users interacting with these virtual worlds. Each user should interact with the virtual
worlds for a specified amount of time, called the identification time. During the
identification time, the system will collect the user interactions with the virtual world. Then
based on these collected data, the user can be identified in a later process. One important
factor of the experiments is to determine the identification time length. In regular virtual
worlds, active users usually spend long periods of time per virtual world visit. As an
example   Linden   Lab   reported   that   Second   Life’s   users   spent   more   than   100   minutes   on  
average per virtual world visit (Takahashi, 2009). For the experiments of this research,
because of the time limitation, the visit time length cannot be very long. While it is expected
that longer visits allow the system to collect more data about the user behaviour and
therefore identify the user with better accuracy, in practice long visits times could have
disadvantages such as distracting the users from concentrating on the virtual environment
and causing boredom for the users. The reason is that the developed virtual worlds of this
research are smaller in size than the regular virtual worlds and do not allow user
transportation to new spaces. Hence the visit time should be limited.
Some of the behavioural recognition systems in the past used identification times
between 3.5 minutes to 15 minutes. Table   3.7 shows identification times for some of the
biometric recognition systems alongside the performance of these systems in terms of EERs.
In tests that were performed to identify the approximate length of time for identification
inside virtual worlds, three users visited the virtual worlds for a specified amount of time. It
has been found that 4 minutes was the maximum time before these users start to feel
boredom and lose concentration inside the virtual world. Therefore it is decided that each
user should interact with the virtual world for a period of 4 minutes for the system to collect
one biometric sample from the user. The biometric sample in this research is a set of avatar
interactions with the environment and other data (e.g. the avatar location) collected from the
user during a period of 4 minutes.
When moving to regular virtual worlds with longer visit times, it is possible to divide the
single visit to several fixed periods of 4 minutes or more. Each of these periods can provide
data for one biometric sample of the user; hence a single visit can provide multiple biometric
samples.
While in this research only 4 minutes visit times are considered, it is desirable to study
the effect of other identification time periods. Studying various identification times can help
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in optimising the system with respect to this parameter. This issue has not been addressed in
this thesis and had been left for the future studies.
Another related important factor is the effect of the habituation on the performance of the
biometric system. Habituation can be defined as the effect of the continued use of a
biometric system on the behaviour of the user. It is possible that the user’s   behaviour  
changes as a result of habituation. This change might increase the quality of the user samples
as they learn how to use the system better, or it might decrease the quality of user samples as
familiarity with the system can introduce carelessness (Theofanos, Micheals, Scholtz,
Morse, & May, 2006). The habituation can also be related to the identification time and
should also be studied alongside it.
Table   3.7: Identification time, number of users, and samples per user for some previous biometric recognition
systems.

Paper

Identification

No. of Users

Time (minutes)
Gamboa & Fred

Samples per

EER

User

10-15

50

-

0.2%-2%

10

50

-

6.2%-12.5%

2- 6.5 (avg. 3.5)
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5

~2%-4%

Jin et al. (2008)

-

10

10

20%

Giot et al. (2011)

-

100

5

15%

Yampolskiy &

-

30

2

7%

(2004)
Gamboa et al.
(2007)
Bergadano et al.
(2002)

Govindaraju
(2009)

3.2.1.2 Users
To test the performance of the suggested identification system in this research and collect
the samples required for identification tests, some volunteers are required to interact with the
developed virtual environments. A larger group of volunteers can establish the performance
of the system with greater accuracy, since more identification tests can be performed. Table
  3.7, shows that a few biometric recognition systems are tested by a number of 30-50 users.

Others have chosen to use less or more users, for example 10, and 100 users respectively.
In the experiments of this research, two separate groups of 53 to 66 users are asked to
participate in two separate experiments. The user set of this research are all final year male
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engineering students in University of Portsmouth.8 The dominant age group is between 2025 years old. The virtual worlds are provided to users via the project website9. There are not
any constraints on the time and place of the test. Users are free to visit the virtual worlds at
their convenience using their own PC or laptop, from home or in the University, and within
a specific time frame. They have been asked to email the biometric samples generated by the
system (text files) to the researcher after each visit to the virtual world.
3.2.1.3 Biometric Samples and Data Collection
Two experiment factors, namely: the identification time and number of users were discussed
in the previous sections. One other important factor of the experiments is the number of
biometric samples. The number of the biometric samples per user is particularly important
since these samples create the enrolment database. More samples could reveal more
characteristics of the user behaviour and in turn could improve the system performance.
However both time and user limitations prevent collecting a large number of samples since
the process is time consuming and requires users to participate for a long time in the
experiments. Therefore most biometric recognition systems, depending on the time required
to capture one sample, only collect a few biometric samples. Examples of number of
samples are shown in Table   3.7. For the requirements of this research, 4 biometric samples
have been collected from each user and per each virtual world.
The data collection is performed during a one month period. This time period is similar to
the work performed by Bergadano et al. (2002). Each user visits all the virtual worlds once
per week and for a period of one month. Thus the total biometric samples gathered from one
user for all the virtual worlds are 12.
Two identical experiments are run in this research. The second experiment is conducted
one year after the first experiment due to availability of volunteers. In each experiment a
separate group of users are asked to visit the virtual worlds four times within a one month
period. In the first round a total of 53 users participated in the experiment. In the second
round and a year later, a total of 66 different users participated in the experiments. No user
from the first group participated in the second experiment. The users visited each virtual
world once per week for a total of four weeks. At the end of each week the users are required
to submit the biometric sample generated by the virtual worlds to an email address provided
to them. Table   3.8 summarises  the  experiments’  main  factors.

8
9

There is only one exception, one user is female.
http://www.al-khaza.myweb.port.ac.uk/, last accessed on 16/3/2012
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Table   3.8: Identification experiments’ main factors.

Experiment Year

Number

Samples per

Identification

Experiment time

of users

user per world

time (minutes)

period (weeks)

#1

2010

53

4

4

4

#2

2011

66

4

4

4

3.2.1.4 Experiment 1
In this experiment, 53 users have been asked to participate in the experiment with the
experiment properties set according to the Table   3.8. Since this was the first run of the
experiment on this scale, some unexpected problems happened during data collection
process:
1. Some users did not submit all samples.
2. Some samples are not complete. Although a Python script inside the virtual
worlds   limited   a   single   virtual   world’s session to 4 minutes, some users
interacted with the virtual worlds for less than the determined time, by forcing
the virtual  world’s  session to terminate before 4 minutes.
3. In the subracer virtual world some users interacted with the virtual worlds more
than the determined time, by forcing the virtual world to restart in the middle of
the session.
Table   3.9 summarises the number of biometric samples gathered from the users in this
experiment. The data from the users who have not submitted all samples are excluded from
the analysis giving 40 users and 160 samples from the first experiment in the analysis
process.
Table   3.9: Number of biometric samples gathered for different virtual worlds per week in the first experiment.

Maze

Virtual Car

Virtual Subracer

Total Samples

World

World

Virtual World

of the Week

Week 1

46

47

46

139

Week 2

52

52

52

156

Week 3

50

50

52

152

Week 4

52

52

52

156

Total Samples

200

201

202

603

3.2.1.5 Experiment 2
The second experiment was identical to the first experiment; the virtual worlds have not
been changed. In this experiment 66 users were asked to participate in the identification
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tests. To overcome the problems of the first experiment, the volunteers were asked to avoid
exiting the virtual worlds and restarting them during the visit. However still some users did
not submit all samples.
Table   3.10 summarises the number of biometric samples gathered from the users in the
second experiment. Similar to the previous experiment, the users who have not submitted all
the samples are excluded from the experiment giving 50 users and 200 samples from the
second experiment for the analysis process.
Table   3.10: Number of biometric samples gathered for different virtual worlds per week in the second
experiment.

Maze

Virtual Car

Virtual Subracer

Total Samples

World

World

Virtual World

Week

Week 1

65

66

66

197

Week 2

66

66

66

198

Week 3

65

65

65

195

Week 4

64

64

63

191

Total Samples

260

261

260

781

3.2.1.6 Database Limitations
Biometric systems utilise physical and behavioural characteristics of individuals for
identification and verification. These characteristics can change with time, causing
difficulties for developing biometric systems that work in the long-term. For example, some
studies showed that biometric features extracted from signature biometric data vary as a
function of age. As age increases, features related to pen dynamics such as velocity,
acceleration, and pen lifts typically decrease and features related to execution time increase
(considering age-bands of 26 − 40, 41 − 60 and > 60) (Erbilek & Fairhurst, 2012).
Therefore a biometric system’s performance can vary across different age groups.
In addition to age, other user demographics such as gender and ethnicity could also affect
a biometric system. One of the limitations of this research was that the user sets of the
experiments were limited to the age group of 20 − 25 male engineering students. This
restriction is caused by the availability of the volunteers of the research, and may prevent the
study of the performance of the system across wider age groups. However restricting the
user set is desirable for this study hence the more important factor in this research is
establishing a basic performance of a behavioural biometric system in virtual worlds.
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3.2.2 Data Representation
The data collected from the users interacting with the virtual worlds are recorded to a text
file which represents one biometric sample of the user. Each biometric sample contains a
large number of user interactions with the virtual world including the keys pressed by the
user, the time of the key presses and the Euclidean coordinates of the avatar at the time of
key press. Figure   3.10, Figure   3.11, and Figure   3.12 show examples of collected biometric
samples of different virtual worlds. There are 6 fields in each biometric sample file, namely:
key, pressed, time, x, y, and z. The key field represents the action that can be performed by
the user. The pressed field shows whether the action is performed or not by a zero or one
value. The time field records the time of the action and x, y, and z fields show the Euclidean
coordinates of the avatar at the time of the action.

Figure   3.10: A biometric sample of the maze virtual world.

Figure   3.11: A biometric sample of the car virtual world.
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Figure   3.12: A biometric sample of the subracer virtual world.

3.3

Summary

In this chapter the implementation of the three virtual worlds is presented. The virtual worlds
differ in the environments, movement constraints, movement directions (2D or 3D), and
number of actions (6 to 9) that make the navigation possible inside the virtual world. Two
experiments have been run in this research with a gap of one year which collected 4 samples
per virtual world from 40 users in the first experiment and 50 users in the second
experiment. The identification time interval has been set to 4 minutes.
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4. CHAPTER 4: BIOMETRIC FEATURES EXTRACTION
AND SAMPLE CLASSIFICATION
Abstract

A biometric recognition system constitutes various processes for acquiring biometric
samples, extracting the biometric features from the samples, and comparing the features with
previously recorded templates in a biometric enrolment database. In this chapter the
biometric feature extraction process is discussed. Various biometric features extracted in this
research, namely action, time, speed, and entropy biometric features, are introduced. The
extraction method of each of the biometric features is formulated. Then the biometric score
computation process is covered. The user profiles used in enrolment database, the thresholds
and sample classification techniques are presented. The methods to compute the
performance metrics, namely FAR, FRR, and EER, are discussed and finally the score level
biometric fusion technique used in this research is presented.
Figure   4.1 shows a process flow diagram of the recognition system of this research. This
chapter discusses details of each of the processes shown in this flowchart.
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User profile:
enrolment
biometric samples

Captured
biometric sample

Extract
behavioural
parameters

Extract
behavioural
parameters

Extract
behavioural
parameters

Extract
behavioural
parameters

Samples’  
parameters
(actions,
Euclidean
coordinates, time)

Samples’  
parameters
(actions,
Euclidean
coordinates, time)

Samples’  
parameters
(action, Euclidean
coordinates, time)

Samples’  
parameters
(actions,
Euclidean
coordinates, time)

Feature extraction

Feature extraction

Feature extraction

Feature extraction

Biometric features

Biometric features

Biometric features

Biometric features

Comparison
(score calculator)

Comparison
(score calculator)

Distance Scores

Distance Scores

Classification
(Identification/
Verification)

Threshold

Threshold
calculation

Comparison
decision (Accept,
Reject)

Figure   4.1: Process flow diagram of the developed biometric recognition system.

4.1

Biometric Features

Biometric features are the information (in the form of repeatable, distinctive numbers or
labels) extracted from biometric samples which can be compared to biometric features
extracted from other biometric samples (Standing document 2, 2007). The repeatable
property of biometric features implies low variation between biometric features extracted
from samples of the same individual. Similarly, the distinctive property of the biometric
features implies high variation between biometric features extracted from samples of
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different individuals. These properties are essential for a successful biometric recognition
process.
The biometric samples collected from the users during the identification experiments of
this research contain several types of parameters of user behaviour. These parameters are:
1. Actions of the user inside the virtual world (e.g. avatar movements inside virtual
world). Refer to the key and pressed fields in Chapter   3 (Section   3.2.1.6: Data
Representation).
2. Euclidean coordinates of the virtual world’s avatar at the time of the action (x, y,
and z coordinates of the avatar). Refer to the x, y, and z fields in Chapter   3
(Section   3.2.1.6: Data Representation).
3. Timings   of   the   actions   (actions’   start   time,   duration,   and the delay between
actions). Refer to the time field in Chapter   3 (Section   3.2.1.6: Data
Representation).
From these parameters different biometric features can be extracted either from one
parameter (e.g. action and time features), or by combining some of these parameters together
(e.g. speed and entropy features). In this research the following biometric features have been
extracted from the samples:
1. Action feature
2. Time feature
3. Speed feature
4. Entropy feature
Each of the above biometric features is extracted using a feature extraction method. It
could be possible to extract other features from the biometric samples, based on different
algorithms. For example, considering the actions and the time parameters, it may be possible
to extract a new biometric feature which further relates these two parameters together. Such
a biometric feature could relate the action taken to the time period of the session (start,
middle, or end of the session). However establishing the repeatability and distinctiveness of
these newly generated biometric features would be essential for these features to be useful in
biometric comparisons. As will be shown later, some of the features extracted in this
research showed better performance as a result of being more distinct and/or more
repeatable. Proving these properties can be performed in two ways. The first method is
through experiments and analysis, to observe which features of biometric samples show
these properties. However with a large number of extraction methods for multiple features, it
is difficult to empirically test the efficiency of all possible features. The second method is
through theoretical analysis, which is related to psychology and the human cognitive
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sciences. An example could be finding a relation between the human activities versus the
time of these activities based on certain psychological studies. This approach proves to be
very challenging and it too needs to be assessed through the first method. In this research,
the first method is used. The second method could be explored in the future. To overcome
the limitation and impracticality of testing all feature extraction methods, a number of
meaningful biometric features are selected, inspired from some previous work in behaviour
studies and behavioural identification.
In the current work, different biometric features have been extracted from several
parameters. Some extracted biometric features (e.g. action and time features) are similar in
nature to the biometric features that proved to have a good performance in behavioural
identification systems such as keystroke dynamics. Some other biometric features (e.g.
speed and entropy features) are inspired from the study of movement behaviour in virtual
aversive and non-aversive environments (aversive environments introduce some form of
virtual physical threat such as fire, smokescreen, and warning alarm to the user (Maïano,
Therme, & Mestre, 2011)). Analysis experiments have been run to understand the
performance of different behavioural parameters of biometric samples in biometric
comparisons.

4.1.1 Action Feature
During the visits the user may perform different actions. The actions can occur in different
sequences and at different frequencies. The sequence and frequency of the actions can be
used as a biometric feature to compare biometric samples.
It is possible to analyse a sequence of 1, 2, or 3 consecutive actions to extract three
different biometric features. Each of these features can be analysed independently to find out
its repeatability and distinctiveness. The concept of analysing a sequence of actions is
inspired from keystroke dynamics where in some cases biometric features are extracted from
the timing properties of a sequence of three consecutively pressed keys. Bergadano, Gunetti,
& Picardi (2002) reported an improvement on the performance of the system when utilising
this method. In keystroke biometric systems, the user is usually restricted to type a
predetermined text or shared secret. This can be either a long text, for example 683
characters in (Bergadano, Gunetti, & Picardi, 2002), or a short shared secret, for example 16
characters in (Giot, El-Abed, Hemery, & Rosenberger, 2011). Unlike these systems, the
sample collection module of the system implemented in this research does not impose any
predetermined order to perform actions.
Figure   4.2 demonstrates these action biometric features. Suppose that the user performs
different actions 1 to 5 (in order) at the start of the virtual   world’s   session. These actions
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may also appear in the same session at later times. In the mono-action biometric feature,
when the feature extractor encounters the first action (action 1 in this case), a feature
variable 𝑓 is assigned to it and initialised to the value of 1. Subsequently any appearance of
this particular action in the future will increase the value of this variable. Similarly the
biometric feature variables 𝑓   to 𝑓   are initialised when encountering actions 2 to 5. Any
future appearance of actions 2 to 5 will increase the corresponding feature variables. Note
that the first subscript  shows that the variable is a mono-action feature variable. The second
subscript denotes the variable index. The variable indices are numbered based on the first
appearance of the actions. The number of the mono-action feature variables depends on the
number of different actions that the user performs in the session. When moving to di-action
feature variables, the first two subsequent actions are dealt with as one combined action and
a unique biometric feature variable 𝑓

is assigned to them with an initial value of 1. This

variable will increase only if these actions appear again in the same order. Similarly actions
2 and 3 constitute a combined action with a feature variable  𝑓 . The same concept is also
applied for the tri-action biometric features where any three subsequent actions are
considered as a combined action with a unique feature variable.

f31

f32

f33

Tri-action
f21

f22

f24

f23

Di-action
f11

f12

f13

f14

f15

Action 1

Action 2

Action 3

Action 4

Action 5

Mono-action

Time (seconds)
Figure   4.2: Concept of mono-action, di-action and tri-action feature variables.

4.1.1.1 Actions Representation
It has been shown in Chapter 3 (Section 3.2.2: Data Representation) that each sample file
contains the keys and the status of the keys (pressed value) saved with the time stamp in the
virtual   world’s session. It also has been explained that the maze and car have 6 possible
actions (keys), and the subracer has 9 possible actions (keys) which the user can use to
control the avatar in the virtual environment. However the concept of the actions is different
in biometric feature extraction modules. The sample collection module logs the states of the
virtual world specific keys every time an action is performed. For example in the car virtual
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world it records the state (0 or 1) of gas, reverse, brake, ebrake, left, right alongside the time
stamp of the time of the recording (Figure   3.11). Whenever the user presses or releases any
of the keys, the status of all keys will be recorded with the time stamp of the event. A set
contains the status of 6 (or 9) virtual   world’s specific keys in the form of 6 (or 9) binary
digits of zero or one. This set of binary digits can be represented by one binary number of 6
or 9 digits. An example is shown in Table   4.1. Assume that the user is visiting the car virtual
world, pressing the gas and left keys at some point of time, and then releasing the gas key.
These two states (pressing and releasing the gas key) are considered two distinctive actions.
Although in the first one the user uses two keys, it is still considered one action. These
actions can be represented by binary numbers 100010, and 000010, respectively. A decimal
conversion of these binary numbers yields action numbers 34, and 2 respectively. When the
user repeats these particular actions in the same session, then the same decimal number will
be generated, which simplifies computing the frequency of each particular action in one
session and for one user. These frequencies will be assigned to biometric feature variables
(mono-action in this example) and subsequently can be compared with biometric features
computed from other samples. For di-action and tri-action biometric features the binary
numbers of subsequent actions can simply be concatenated to form a new binary number
representing the combined actions.
Table   4.1: Decimal and binary representation of an action.

Key 1

Key 2

Key 3

Key 4

Key 5

Key 6

Equivalent

Equivalent

Binary

Decimal

Label

Gas

Reverse

Brake

E-brake

Left

Right

-

-

Status 1

1

0

0

0

1

0

100010

34

Status 2

0

0

0

0

1

0

000010

2

Assuming mono-action features, the maximum number of possible actions can be
calculated using the following equation:
(  4.1)

𝑁=2

Where 𝑘 represents the number of virtual world specific keys, and 𝑁 is the total number
of different actions which can be performed in the virtual world. This equation assumes that
the input device (keyboard) is capable of logging 9 simultaneously pressed keys. This
number (𝑁) is 2 = 64 for maze and car virtual worlds and 2 = 512 for subracer virtual
world. However in practice users tend to use fewer keys at the same time. Figure   4.3 shows
the average number of performed actions per biometric sample for a different number of
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simultaneously pressed keys. For the subracer virtual world, while there are 9 keys, there
was no instance of pressing more than 6 keys simultaneously. These statistics show that
there were very few instances when users pressed 5 and 6 keys concurrently. Figure   4.3
demonstrates that beyond 4 keys, there are very few actions performed per biometric sample.

Average Number of Actions per Biometric Sample

1200
Maze10
Maze11
Car10
Car11
Sub10
Sub11

1000

800

600

400

200

0

0

1

2
3
4
Number of Simultaneously Pressed Keys

5

6

Figure   4.3: Graph of the average number of actions per biometric sample for different number of simultaneously
pressed keys.

Therefore to approximate the possible number of actions available for user in each virtual
world, a sum of the actions performed using 1, 2, 3 and 4 simultaneous keys should be
considered (in addition to 0 keys which means no keys are pressed). The following equation
can be used to compute this value:

𝑁′ =

𝑘
𝑖

(  4.2)

Where 𝑘 represents the number of possible virtual world specific keys and 𝑁′ represents
the approximate number of actions available inside any of the virtual worlds. The notation
  represents mathematical combination.
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Table   4.2 compares the maximum and approximate number of actions calculated using
equations (  4.1) and (  4.2) alongside the number of all different actions used by all users
during the sample collection. As can be observed, 𝑁′ is a more realistic value for the
maximum number of actions that users perform during their interaction with the virtual
worlds.
Table   4.2: Computed number of maximum and approximate actions alongside the real number of actions
performed by users inside virtual worlds.

Maze 2010

Maze 2011

Car 2010

Car 2011

Sub 2010

Sub 2011

𝑵

64

64

64

64

512

512

𝑵′

57

57

57

57

256

256

Number

63

55

48

51

228

246

of

Used

Actions
4.1.1.2 The Search Space of the Action Biometric Feature
Finding the value of 𝑁′ can be beneficial when calculating the so called search space or
password space. This can be used when considering the scalability and security of the
biometric system and the effectiveness of the brute force attack (mostly in memorable
authentication systems).
Let 𝑍 represent average number of actions that a user performs in one session of virtual
world. Knowing the value of  𝑍, it is possible to calculate the search space to evaluate the
scalability and security of the system. The search space 𝑆 can be computed using the
following equation:
(  4.3)

𝑆=𝑁

As an example in the maze virtual world (2011) and for 200 samples, the average value
of 𝑍 is equal to 16. Therefore:  

𝑆 =    𝑁

= 57

= 1.24 ∗ 10

This search space is larger than the search space of a password based authentication
system of length of 15 characters which includes small and capital letters and numbers. For
the subracer virtual world the search space is much larger with the same number of actions:

  𝑆 = 256

= 3.4 ∗ 10
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This value is larger than the search space of a password of length of 21 characters. It is
worth mentioning that a brute force attack is not applicable for behavioural biometric
systems such as the one in this research. However, these numbers show that the system is
highly scalable with regard to number of users. Adding additional actions can further
increase the scalability. Note that this scalability can be achieved using only the action
features. Adding additional biometric features (using biometric fusion) can further enhance
the scalability of the system.

4.1.2 Time Feature
Each action starts and ends at specific times, decided by the user. During the data collection
a timestamp has been associated with start of each action (including no action or idle states).
From each individual action the following time characteristics can be extracted:
1. The start time of the action, which is the time in seconds from the start of the
virtual world session when the user starts to perform a specific action with a
unique decimal representation.
2. The duration of the action, which is the time in seconds from the start of one
action to the start of the next action with a different decimal representation.
3. The delay between two actions; this can be introduced when there is an idle state
between two actions. The idle state is defined as the user releasing all the keys
for a specific period of time. Then the delay between two actions is the duration
of this idle state between them. However, it is possible to regard the idle state as
a single unique action (with a decimal representation of 0) and assign a start time
and duration to it. Specifically since the idle states do not occur between all
actions this method is used in this research.
The time biometric feature can be extracted using two different methods. These methods
are similar to the di-action and tri-action feature analysis, in which two and three
consecutive actions are considered. In the first method the time period between the start of
one action and the start of the next consecutive action is calculated. In other words this value
represents the time duration of the first action. This method is referred to as digraph method
and is shown in Figure   4.4. Suppose that the user performs actions 1 and 2 at the start of the
virtual  world’s session. The time between the start of action 1 and the start of action 2, is the
time duration of action 1 and is stored in the feature variable 𝑡 . This feature variable
contains the time duration of action 1 when it is followed by action 2. If action 1 repeated in
the same session but followed by a different action other than action 2, then the resulting
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time duration will be a different time feature variable. However when actions 1 and 2 be
repeated in the same sequence, then another value for 𝑡   will be generated. The method to
deal with these multiple values is discussed later. The feature variables 𝑡 , 𝑡 , … are
assigned based on the first appearance of actions. For example, 𝑡   is assigned to the time
duration of the first action in the virtual world session.
In the second method the time period between the start of the first action and the third
action of three subsequent actions is considered. This method is referred to as the trigraph
method. When the user performs three subsequent actions 1, 2, and 3, the time period
between the start of action 1 and the start of action 3 is calculated and assigned to the feature
variable  𝑡

   .

In other words 𝑡

   is

the time duration of action 1 plus the time duration of

action 2 when these two actions are followed by action 3. Whenever, during the same
session, these three actions are repeated in the same sequence another value for the feature
variable 𝑡

   is

generated. Note that 𝑡

followed by action 4. This means that 𝑡

   is

the sum of durations of actions 2, and 3 when

   and

𝑡

   both  include  action  2’s  time  duration.

Figure   4.4: Time biometric feature calculation methods. Notations 𝑡

to  𝑡

(digraph) and 𝑡

to 𝑡

(trigraph)

are time feature variables for actions 1 to 4.

Digraphs and trigraphs are used in keystroke biometric systems (Bergadano, Gunetti, &
Picardi, 2002). Digraphs are defined as the latency between two consecutively pressed keys.
Similarly, three consecutively pressed keys are referred to as trigraphs in these systems. The
reason for adopting digraph and trigraph methods in time calculations is to increase the
number of time feature variables (this will be further discussed in the next section).
4.1.2.1 Mean Time versus Total Time
As explained in previous section, there could be multiple values for the time feature
variables  𝑡 , 𝑡 , . ..    , 𝑡 , 𝑡 , . . . , 𝑒𝑡𝑐. This raises the issue of how to calculate the final
value for the time feature variables. Two approaches can be taken to solve this problem. The
first approach is to further distinguish these feature variables using additional characteristics
or parameters related to these values, provided that these distinguished characteristics be
repeatable. For example it is possible to timestamp each of these feature variables with
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respect to the start of the session to distinguish them; but then these variables are less likely
to be repeated in the future and it makes the comparison difficult. The second approach is to
derive statistical parameters from multiple values of feature variables and use the statistical
parameters for biometric comparisons. In this research two statistical parameters are derived
from multiple values of each time feature variable. These parameters are: mean time, and
total time. As the name suggests, mean time refers to the statistical mean of the multiple
values of each feature variable. Bergadano et al. (2002) used this method to calculate the
mean duration of a trigraph (three consecutively typed keys) typed more than once. Total
time on the other hand is the sum of multiple values of each time feature variable. Table   4.3
shows an example of total and mean time calculation. This table shows both mean time and
total time feature variables extracted from one of the biometric samples of the maze virtual
world (2011). The method used in this example is digraph feature extraction method. The
table also shows the corresponding binary representations of the actions associated with the
feature variable. It shows that for example in the first row, the action 000000 has been
performed 6 times followed by action 000100, and the mean time duration of this action is
0.45895 seconds. Also the total time duration that this action is performed followed by the
action 000100 is 2.7537 seconds. It is worth noting that action 000000 represents idle action
(no keys pressed). The second row of the table measures the mean time duration of action
000000 when followed by action 001000 and so on. As can be observed, action 000000 (idle
action) has been performed four times; each time it has been followed by a different action
resulting different time feature variables. This fact explains the reason behind using digraph
and trigraph methods. In this example using the digraph method results in four feature
variables for action 000000, instead of one feature variable. Fewer feature variables can
decrease the performance of the biometric system since they convey fewer properties of user
behaviour. This theory has been tested in previous research. Bergadano et al. (2002) stated
that based on their experiments, the smaller the number of trigraphs (feature variables), the
lower the performance of the system to discriminate between genuine users and imposters.
For the biometric sample presented in Table   4.3, the digraph method resulted in 57 time
feature variables, and trigraph method resulted in 116 time feature variables. Without using
any of these methods only 18 feature variables would be extracted.
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Table   4.3: Digraph mean time and total time feature variables.

Number
Variable

Decimal

Mean

Total

of

Count

Action 1

Action 2

Representation Time

Time

Multiples

1

000000

000100

4

0.45895

2.7537

6

2

000000

001000

8

0.13637

1.2273

9

3

000000

010000

16

0.09857

0.09857

1

4

000000

100000

32

1.2429

28.587

23

5

000001

000000

64

0.18164

0.18164

1

6

000001

100001

97

0.25642

0.25642

1

7

000100

000000

256

0.32047

1.9228

6

...

...

...

...

...

...

...
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101010

101000

2728

0.3853

0.77059

2

54

101010

101110

2734

0.61482

1.2296

2

55

101100

101000

2856

0.74891

0.74891

1

56

101110

001110

2958

0.75668

0.75668

1

57

101110

101010

2986

0.4722

0.9444

2

Mean time and total time biometric features convey slightly different information. The
difference between these two features is that the mean time features contain the action time
durations independent of the frequency of the actions, while the total time feature carry the
information related to the frequency of actions in addition to the time durations.

4.1.3 Speed Feature
The speed biometric feature can be extracted from two parameters out of the three
parameters collected from biometric samples (Section   4.1). These parameters are Euclidean
coordinates of the avatar at the time of the actions (x, y, and z coordinates of the avatar), and
the start time of the actions. From these two parameters, it is possible to identify the location
of the avatar at different times during the session. The displacement of the avatar versus time
can be used to calculate the speed of the avatar at different times. The speed of the avatar
may reveal some behavioural characteristic of the users inside the virtual world.
Maïano, Therme, & Mestre (2011) used movement indicators such as speed and
trajectory (in addition to execution and time) inside a virtual reality environment containing
three  corridors  to  measure  the  impact  of  aversive  environments  on  users’  anxiety  states  and  
movement behaviours. Their experiments involved fourteen participants navigating through
the corridors in two consecutive sessions. The two sessions were different in the sense that
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in the first session all corridors were in a natural non-aversive state, while in the second
session one of the corridors contained aversive components such as fire, smokescreen, and
warning alarms. They reported significantly increased speed variability and less fluent
displacement (increased trajectory entropy) between two sessions while the users navigated
the corridor with an aversive environment. While the change in the movement behaviour in
other corridors (without aversive environments) was not significant, these changes may
reveal some of the behavioural characteristics of the users. Speed and trajectory entropy of
the avatar movements inside the virtul worlds have been extracted as two additional
biometric features in this research.
The significant change of user behaviour in an aversive environment could indicate that
users can show different behavoiur when exposed to coersive attacks and provide a
countermeasure against coercive impersonation spoofing attacks.
4.1.3.1 Linear Interpolation
As mentioned in Chapter 3, a Python script is responsible for recording the Euclidean
coordinates (location points) of the avatar in addition to the other parameters of the user
interaction with the virtual worlds. Blender software allows the Python script to run either
continuously or at specific times during the virtual  world’s  session. The python subroutine
responsible for recording the parameters (the write subroutine) is only activated with a
change in user activity when the user starts a new action or stops the current action. Thus the
parameter values, including the x, y and z coordinates, are recorded to the sample data files
only when a change in user actions is detected. This means that the coordinates of the
avatars at the other times are not explicitly recorded in data files. However, it is possible to
extract these data using the linear interpolation method.
For maze and car virtual worlds, assume that   (𝑥 , 𝑦 ) and   (𝑥 , 𝑦 ) represent the avatar
location points at times 𝑡 and 𝑡 respectively. The avatar movement in maze and car virtual
worlds is a linear 2D movement10; hence it is possible to compute the location of the avatar
at a time 𝑡 in the interval   (𝑡 , 𝑡 ) and for a value 𝑥 in the interval (x , x ) using the
following interpolation equation:

𝑦 = y + (x − x )

(y − y )
(x − x )

(  4.4)

Also given the linear 2D movement, and assuming that the horizontal distances between
the new location points between   (𝑥 , 𝑦 ) and   (𝑥 , 𝑦 ) are equal to  ∆𝑥, then:
10

The car virtual world may have a linear acceleration when the gas action is performed. The
resulting error will be corrected when the user stops the gas action or when he starts any other action
such as steering to left or right.
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𝑛=

(𝑥 − 𝑥 )
∆𝑥

(  4.5)

Where 𝑛 represents the number of the new location points. The time interval between
these locations can be calculated using the following equation:

∆𝑡 =

(𝑡 − 𝑡 )
𝑛

(  4.6)

Hence by assigning a value to ∆𝑥 it is possible to calculate 𝑛 and  ∆𝑡. For the maze virtual
world, ∆𝑥 is set to 0.5 and for car virtual world it is set to 20. The reason is that the car
virtual world dimensions are 40 times larger than the maze virtual world. This value
generates enough location points for calculating speed and entropy features since these
location points can detect all the corridors and junctions that have been passed by the user11.
Figure   4.5 shows the path passed by the user in a session of maze virtual world (2011) with
the location of the junctions in the maze environment. Figure   4.6 and Figure   4.7 show the
avatar location points at different times during the same virtual world session.
Using this interpolation technique the location of the avatar can be identified at all times
during the virtual world session. This is particularly important when the user performs an
action for a relatively long period of time. In that case the location points only show the
location of the avatar at the start and the end of the action. Meanwhile the user may have
passed a few junctions and corridors (or roads). Using only the original location points, it is
not possible to detect these junctions and corridors and hence the interpolation technique is
necessary.

11

The horizontal length of the maze virtual world environment is 122 units, which gives a
maximum of 122/0.5=244 horizontal location points. Similarly the car virtual world horizontal length
is 4880 units, which also results in 244 horizontal location points.
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Figure   4.5: The passed path by a user in a session of maze virtual world (maze sample 4 -2011). The circles
represent the junctions inside the virtual world.
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Figure   4.6: The avatar location points at different times inside the virtual world (maze sample 4 -2011). The red
plus signs show the original location points which were written to the sample file, while the blue dots (may
appear as circles in the graph) show the computed location points for the avatar. See Figure   4.7 for a larger view.
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Figure   4.7: Zoomed in bottom left side of the graph of Figure   4.6.

4.1.3.2 Extracting the Speed Feature Variables
The speed of the avatars can be computed in several ways depending on the length of the
avatar displacement in which the speed is calculated through it. The choice of displacement
length affects the number of speed feature variables from only one (average) speed variable
for the whole path passed by the avatar, to many more variables for shorter displacement
paths. Theoretically, the performance increases by maximising the number of feature
variables provided that they comply with biometric feature properties of repeatability and
distinctiveness. To ensure these properties it is essential to be able to identify the mate
feature variables, which may be defined as the variables that have been extracted from
similar displacements. For example, the speed of the avatar moving from the point (𝑥 , 𝑦 )
to the point (𝑥 , 𝑦 ) can be assigned to one speed feature variable. Whenever the avatar
passes the same two points another feature variable is generated which is a mate to the first
feature variable. However it is not certain that in the other sessions the users pass the same
two points.
To address the challenge of extracting the mate speed features, it is possible to calculate
the average speed of the avatar across the corridors and roads of maze and car virtual worlds.
This reduces the problem of identifying mate features to identifying mate corridors and
roads (defined later). The speed features that are calculated based on displacements inside
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mate corridors are considered as mate speed features and can be used in biometric
comparisons. The mate corridors can also be used to identify the mate entropy features as is
discussed in the next sections. Since the blueprints of maze and car virtual worlds are
similar, the same methodology can be applied in car virtual world to identify the mate roads.
Figure   4.8 shows the different types of corridors available inside the maze virtual world. The
corridors are classified based on the shape and direction. However it is expected that during
the session, the user behaves independently of the direction of the corridors since the
environment is 3D and the virtual worlds use a third person camera view. Therefore the
corridor types are further classified into more general groups shown in Table   4.4.

Figure   4.8: The corridor types of the maze virtual world (top view). Note that type 0 indicates that no corridor is
detected.
Table   4.4: The corridor groups identifying the mate groups of the maze virtual world.

Corridor Group

Corresponding Types

1

0

2

1,2

3

3,4

4

5,6,7,8

5

9,10,11,12
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Table   4.4 shows 5 different groups of the corridors including the state when no corridor
is detected between consecutive junctions (group 1). More precisely a no-corridor state
implies that a very short type 1 or type 2 corridor exists between two neighbour junctions.
Corridors which belong to the same corridor group are called mate corridors. Speed feature
variables can be calculated for all corridors that have been passed during the virtual world
session. Similar to time feature variables, speed feature variables can have multiple values.
If a user passes corridors that are classified as mate corridors during the virtual  world’s  visit,
then multiple values are generated for a single speed feature variable. When the same mate
corridors are passed during different sessions, the extracted speed features are called mate
speed feature variables. The mate feature variables are used in biometric comparisons to
determine the similarity of the biometric samples as will be discussed in the next sections.
Multiple values for one speed feature variable introduce the same challenges of their
counterpart time feature values. Similar to the method used in time feature extraction,
statistical properties of these values should be extracted and used in comparisons. When
there is more than one value for any speed feature variable, the mean of the speeds is
calculated and assigned to the variable12.
The displacement of the avatar inside a corridor is often not in a straight line. It
constitutes a set of displacements determined by the location points (Figure   4.9). To
calculate the average speed of the avatar inside each corridor, the set of (interpolated)
location points  (𝑃 , 𝑃 , … , 𝑃 )  inside the corridor are determined. Let  (𝑃 , 𝑃 )  be the x-y
coordinates of the avatar at time   𝑃   of a location point  𝑃 . The displacement 𝐷 of the avatar
inside a corridor 𝑘  is equal to the sum of Euclidean distances between successive location
points inside the corridor:

𝐷 =

(𝑃

− 𝑃 ) + (𝑃

−𝑃 )

(  4.7)

Where 𝐷    represents the length of displacement curve of the avatar inside the corridor
𝑘  and 𝑀 represents the number of location points inside the corridor. The displacement time
inside the corridor 𝑘 is then:

𝑇 =

(  4.8)

𝑃

12

The standard deviation or total of the speed values can also be used. However the mean speed
had a better performance and was used instead.
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The average speed inside the corridor 𝑘  can be calculated using the following equation:

𝑉 =

𝐷
𝑇

(  4.9)
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Figure   4.9: The interpolated location points for a type 9 corridor (maze sample 4 -2011). The two circles on the
right side of the figure represent the junctions limiting the corridor.

To determine the location points inside each corridor  (𝑃 , 𝑃 , … , 𝑃 ), the whole path that
is passed in the virtual  world’s  session is analysed to determine the junctions alongside the
path. The junctions passed by the   user  can   be  determined   using   the  junctions’   coordinates  
and  the  location  points’  coordinates.  If  a  location  point  on  the  path  is near  a  junction’s  centre  
(minimum one unit distance from the junction in maze virtual world and 40 units from the
junction in car virtual world), then that particular junction is a junction passed in the path.
The location points between each such pair of junctions determine the points for one
corridor as is shown in Figure   4.10.
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Figure   4.10: The location points for a type 9 corridor of the path shown in Figure   4.5. The location points are
shown with red plus signs. The first and last points are shown with a red circle. The blue dots show location
points that belong to the other corridors.

There should be enough speed feature variables to provide the necessary distinction
between biometric samples of different users. In the methodology used above only 5 groups
of corridors are used which produces only 5 different speed feature variables. To increase
the number of speed feature variables, the speed of the avatar in two or more successive
corridors can be considered for possible correlations. The speed of the avatar in one corridor
could be related to the speed of the avatar in the previous corridor in the path. This
correlation means that the speed of the avatar in one corridor cannot be independent of the
speed of the same avatar in the previous corridor. Since the avatar can move continuously
and without stopping between corridors, then a high speed in one corridor implies that the
avatar is more likely to maintain a high speed in the subsequent corridors. This is especially
true when the corridors are in one row (corridor types 1 and 2).
Assuming that the path passed during the visit to the virtual worlds includes any two
consecutive corridors 𝑘 − 1 and 𝑘 and that these corridors belong to corridor groups 𝑔
and  𝑔

respectively, the speed feature variable 𝑉   for corridor 𝑘 can be identified by a new

group  𝑔 = 𝑔 ∗ 𝑔

. Any other speed feature variable that belongs to this new group is a

mate feature variable of  𝑉 . Since each of the corridors can be in one of the 5 groups, a total
of 25 feature variables can be generated using this method.
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The method that is explained above for extracting speed biometric features has been
applied to extract the speed feature variables for the car virtual world by using the roads
instead of corridors. The same types and groups of roads can be defined inside the car virtual
world. However the speed feature variables cannot be obtained from subracer virtual world
using the same methods. The subracer virtual world does not include specific paths (it
includes one very wide circular path) and it is not possible to calculate the mean speed inside
specific paths similar to the corridors and roads of the other virtual worlds. The movement
inside the subracer virtual world is 3D and hence there are more possibilities for the location
of the avatar. Therefore finding mate speed feature variables inside the subracer virtual
world is not possible due to nature of the subracer environment and its avatar movement.
This argument is also valid for the trajectory variability (entropy) biometric features
which are discussed in the next section. In this research, the speed and entropy biometric
features are only calculated and discussed for the maze and car virtual worlds.

4.1.4 Entropy Feature
Trajectory   variability   or   geometric   index   of   entropy   (in   short   “entropy”)   is   defined   as   the  
fluency of the curvature that arises from the displacement of the avatar between two
specified points. The geometric index of entropy can be used to assess the complexity of a
spatial trajectory, or path (Maïano, Therme, & Mestre, 2011; Pijpers, Oudejans, Holsheimer,
& Bakker, 2003). Cordier et al. (1994), described the entropy 𝐻 as  the  following:  “consider  
a finite curve 𝐺 of length 𝐿 and with convex hull 𝐶 (its perimeter). The straight line 𝐷
intersects 𝐺 at 𝑁 points. The entropy of system 𝐷 is defined as log  𝑁.”  The  entropy  of  the  
curve is given by the following equation (see Figure   4.11):

𝐻 = log

2𝐿
𝐶

(  4.10)

This concept can be used to compute the geometric index of entropy for the displacement
of the avatars inside corridors and roads of maze and car virtual worlds, where 𝐿 is the
length of displacement curve of the avatar inside the corridor (or road), and 𝐶 is the convex
hull of the displacement curve. A less fluent avatar displacement (more deviations from the
shortest path inside the corridor or road) will result in a higher index of entropy.
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Figure   4.11: Entropy of a curve (Cordier, Mendes France, Pailhous, & Bolon, 1994).

The convex hull of a planar point set (e.g. points on the curve  𝐺) is the smallest convex
polygon 𝐶 containing the point set (Barber, Dobkin, & Huhdanpaa, 1996; Liu & Chen,
2007). The location points   (𝑃 , 𝑃 , … , 𝑃 )  inside each corridor in the path have been
extracted in the previous section. The convex hull for each set of the points inside any
corridor can be identified based on the definition above. Figure   4.12 and Figure   4.13 show
an  example  of  convex  hulls  of  one  sample  of  the  maze.  (The  Matlab  function  “convhull”  is  
used

for

convex

hull

computations.

Refer

http://www.mathworks.co.uk/help/techdoc/math/bspqjqi-1.html, last accessed 21-5-2012.)
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Figure   4.12 The convex hulls of avatar location points represented by red lines and the original location points
represented by blue plus signs (maze sample 1 -2011). See Figure   4.13 for a larger view.
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Figure   4.13 Zoomed in view of the bottom centre of Figure   4.12. It shows three convex hulls for three corridors
passed in the path.
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Assuming that a convex polygon C (Figure   4.11) for the set of location points inside a
corridor k is identified with the set of points  (𝐶 , 𝐶 , … , 𝐶 ), and let  (𝐶 , 𝐶 )  be the x-y
coordinates of any point  𝐶 of the polygon. The convex hull 𝐶 of the avatar inside a corridor
𝑘  can be calculated from the following equation:

𝐶 =

(𝐶

− 𝐶 ) + (𝐶

−𝐶 )

(  4.11)

The length 𝐿 of the displacement curve 𝐺 in Figure   4.11 is equal to the displacement 𝐷
of the avatar inside the corridor  𝑘 (Equation (  4.7)). However experimental results showed
that using the length of the corridor 𝑘 for the value of 𝐿 improved the performance of the
system. The length of the corridor is the shortest path from the start to the end of the
corridor. Hence the entropy of the Equation (  4.10) can be rewritten as:

𝐻 = log

2𝐿
𝐶

(  4.12)

Entropy feature variables can be classified to the same groups that are defined for the
speed feature variables. In fact for each speed feature variable, there is one corresponding
entropy feature variable. Also similar to the time and speed biometric features, multiple
values for each of the entropy variables can exist. Statistical properties of these values such
as   mean   and   sum   can   be   used   to   calculate   “mean   entropy”   and   “total   entropy”   biometric  
features.

4.1.5 Summary of the Biometric Features
The following are the summary of the biometric features presented in previous sections:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Mono-action
Di-action
Tri-action
Digraph time


Mean Time

 Total Time
5. Trigraph time


Mean Time

 Total Time
6. Speed
7. Entropy
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4.2

Biometric Scores

To compare the biometric features extracted from the user samples, a distance score can be
calculated. A distance measure algorithm can be used to calculate the distance score between
two samples. Five similarity and distance measures were presented in the literature review of
this thesis (Section   2.4). Out of these measure algorithms only three are found to be accurate
in this system:
1. Degree of disorder of an array (distance similarity measure)
2. Euclidean similarity measure
3. Interclass statistics similarity measure
Maximum and minimum similarity measure and Mahalanobis distance measure did not
provide accurate results for this research. In case of Mahalanobis measure, this is because of
the nature of the data that was being used to supply the measure; the input data to the
algorithm had many zero values. The results are meaningless and are discarded.
The degree of disorder and Euclidean measure are the main distance measure algorithms
used in this research. Interclass distance measure is also used in this thesis. The results of
applying interclass measure are not very different (in most cases worse) from distance and
Euclidean measures. In fact introducing the new random variable y had the effect of
minimising the standard deviation of the error rates when using different feature extraction
methods. This effect comes as a consequence of trying to minimise the sample deviations in
the proposed algorithm. Changing the h function in equation (  2.8) could improve the results
of this algorithm.

4.3

User Profiles

Given a set of biometric samples, the biometric identification problem can be reduced to
determining the origin of the new samples. In general, it is expected that the distance
between two biometric samples of the same user will be less than the distance between two
samples of different users. However this is not always the case and two samples from
different users can randomly have a smaller distance between them. This can happen since in
general the behavioural samples show large variations due to the nature of behavioural
biometric characteristics. To reduce this random effect, the new samples can be classified by
comparing to more than one existing sample of the same user. Bergadano et al. (2002) used
this method to classify new typing samples of a keystroke biometric system.
Suppose that three users  𝐴,  𝐵, and 𝐶 each have three samples and Let 𝑋 be a new
unknown incoming sample from the same virtual world which belongs to one of the three
users. The three samples of each user create a profile of that user. A user profile reflects the
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behaviour of the user when interacting with the virtual environments and contains a number
of samples collected from the user at biometric enrolment:
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑒  𝐴 = {𝐴 , 𝐴 , 𝐴 }
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑒  𝐵 = {𝐵 , 𝐵 , 𝐵 }
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑒  𝐶 = {𝐶 , 𝐶 , 𝐶 }

(  4.13)

To classify the new sample 𝑋 as belonging to one of the three users, it is possible to
compute the mean distance of the sample 𝑋 from each of the profiles:
1
⎧𝑚𝑑(𝐴, 𝑋) = [𝑑(𝐴 , 𝑋), 𝑑(𝐴 , 𝑋), 𝑑(𝐴 , 𝑋)]
3
⎪
1
𝑚𝑑(𝐵, 𝑋) = [𝑑(𝐵 , 𝑋), 𝑑(𝐵 , 𝑋), 𝑑(𝐵 , 𝑋)]
3
⎨
1
⎪
⎩ 𝑚𝑑(𝐶, 𝑋) = 3 [𝑑(𝐶 , 𝑋), 𝑑(𝐶 , 𝑋), 𝑑(𝐶 , 𝑋)]

(  4.14)

Where 𝑑(𝐼 , 𝑋)denotes the distance between two samples 𝐼 and 𝑋 and 𝑚𝑑 represents the
mean distance of the sample 𝑋 from the profile of each user. The distance between two
samples can be calculated using distance measure algorithms discussed in Section   2.4.
As discussed in Chapter   3 (Section   3.2.1.3), in the data collection process, 4 samples
have been collected from each user and per each virtual world. During this process, no strict
decisions have been made about which samples are the enrolment samples and which are the
testing samples. Enrolment samples constitute the user profile and each of the testing
samples is classified to belong to one of the users. Out of 4 samples of each user, different
enrolment profiles can be built for the analysis. For instance, if two samples constitute the
user profile, the remaining two samples can be used as input to the classification algorithm.
Each  such  sample  is  compared  against  all  other  users’  profiles  to  identify  the  origin  of  the  
sample.
For 50 users, if 𝑋 is one of the 200 biometric samples, the mean distance of 𝑋 is
computed to each of the 50 user profiles. Sample 𝑋 will be classified to belong to the user
whose mean distance of 𝑋 from their profile is the smallest. For the analysis purposes of this
research each user profile constitutes of exactly three samples and the fourth sample is used
as the testing sample. Let 𝐼 , 𝐼 , 𝐼 , 𝑎𝑛𝑑  𝐼 be the samples collected from a user  𝐼. Four
different profiles can be created from these samples based on which sample is the testing
sample:
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𝑃(𝐼, 𝐼
⎧
𝑃(𝐼, 𝐼
⎨𝑃(𝐼, 𝐼
⎩𝑃(𝐼, 𝐼

) = {𝐼
) = {𝐼
) = {𝐼
) = {𝐼

,𝐼
,𝐼
,𝐼
,𝐼

,𝐼
,𝐼
,𝐼
,𝐼

}
}
}
}

(  4.15)

Where 𝑃(𝐼, 𝐼 ) denotes a profile of user 𝐼 when 𝐼 is the testing sample. As can be
observed in the expression above, the number of profiles is equal to the number of samples.
Using this profiling method, all samples will be used as testing samples in turn. This allows
the system to perform more identification tests and subsequently provides a better insight
into the performance of the system. For simplicity 𝑃(𝐼, 𝐼 ), 𝑃(𝐼, 𝐼 ), … , 𝑃(𝐼, 𝐼 )  can be
written as  𝑃(𝐼, 1), 𝑃(𝐼, 2), … , 𝑃(𝐼, 4).

4.4

Thresholds and Sample Classification

When comparing biometric samples often the output is a distance score (or similarity score).
In biometric verification systems, the threshold is a numerical value (or set of values) which
determines the match or non-match decision for two biometric sets of samples. This decision
is made based on if the distance score is above (or below) the predetermined threshold value.
For different biometric systems with different policies and security levels, the threshold
value is assigned to the system according to these differences. In contrast to verification
systems, in biometric identification systems a threshold usually does not exist. The new
sample is classified as to belong to the user whose mean distance from their profile is
smallest. In these systems there is no need for a verification threshold factor.
However, in the identification system of this research, a different threshold may be
defined to compare distance scores. For the 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑒  𝐴 = {𝐴 , 𝐴 , 𝐴 } in (  4.13), it is possible
to compute the mean distance as in (  4.14) with replacing the unknown sample 𝑋 with
samples 𝐴 , 𝐴 and  𝐴 :
1
⎧𝑚𝑑(𝐴, 𝐴 ) = [𝑑(𝐴 , 𝐴 ), 𝑑(𝐴 , 𝐴 ), 𝑑(𝐴 , 𝐴 )]
3
⎪
1
𝑚𝑑(𝐴, 𝐴 ) = [𝑑(𝐴 , 𝐴 ), 𝑑(𝐴 , 𝐴 ), 𝑑(𝐴 , 𝐴 )]
3
⎨
1
⎪
)
),
),
)]
⎩𝑚𝑑(𝐴, 𝐴 = 3 [𝑑(𝐴 , 𝐴 𝑑(𝐴 , 𝐴 𝑑(𝐴 , 𝐴

(  4.16)

Computing the mean of the mean distances yields:
1
𝑚𝑑(𝐴, {𝐴 , 𝐴 , 𝐴 }) = [𝑚𝑑(𝐴, 𝐴 ) + 𝑚𝑑(𝐴, 𝐴 ) + 𝑚𝑑(𝐴, 𝐴 )]
3
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Where 𝑚𝑑(𝐴, {𝐴 , 𝐴 , 𝐴 }), or in short  𝑚𝑑(𝐴), is the mean distance of the samples of the
profile of user 𝐴 from his profile and can be used as a reference mean distance or threshold
of the profile. Given an unknown sample 𝑋 and its mean distance  𝑚𝑑(𝐴, 𝑋), the sample 𝑋
can be classified to belong to user 𝐴 if and only if the distance of 𝑋 from  𝐴 be smaller or
equal to the threshold  (𝑚𝑑(𝐴)):
𝑋 ∈ 𝐴   ⇔ 𝑚𝑑(𝐴, 𝑋) ≤ 𝑚𝑑(𝐴)

(  4.18)

However, as discussed in the previous section, because of the variations in behavioural
characteristics, the above expression may not be correct for all samples originating from
user  𝐴. Furthermore, it is expected that the above equation does not exclude all 𝑋 from users
other than  𝐴. Therefore a constant may be included into the expression (  4.18) as following:
𝑋 ∈ 𝐴   ⇔ 𝑚𝑑(𝐴, 𝑋) ≤ 𝑚𝑑(𝐴) ∗ 𝑘

(  4.19)

The notation 𝑘 represents a threshold constant that can be used to adjust the strictness of
the classification condition. For values of   𝑘 smaller than 1, the samples from other users are
less likely to be classified to belong to user  𝐴. On the other hand for values of 𝑘 larger than
1, the new samples from the user 𝐴 are less likely to be rejected:
0 < 𝑘 ≤ 1,
𝑘 > 1,

𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑟  𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠  𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑠  𝑙𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑙𝑦  𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑖𝑛𝑒  𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠  𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑠  𝑙𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑙𝑦  𝑟𝑒𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑

(  4.20)

Hence the value of the threshold should be optimised for acceptable false acceptance
rates (FAR) for small values of 𝑘 versus acceptable false rejection rates (FRR) for large
values of  𝑘. The optimum value of 𝑘 for each user can be found based on the samples
constituting the user profile and it can further optimised by known outsider samples. Hence
the value of the threshold constant (𝑘) can be variable for different users and can be saved
alongside the user profile and optimised by known outsider samples similar to a learning
system.

4.4.1 FAR, FRR, and EER Computation
The classification is performed by using a simple nearest neighbour classifier (KNN) (Arya,
Mount, Netanyahu, Silverman, & Wu, 1998). To find the nearest neighbour one of the
distance measure algorithms presented in Section   2.4 is used.
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Let I , I , I , … , I be the samples collected from users  U , U , U , … , U where  N = 4M,
for 4 samples per user, such that:
𝑈 = {𝐼 , 𝐼 , 𝐼 , 𝐼 }
𝑈 = {𝐼 , 𝐼 , 𝐼 , 𝐼 }
𝑈 = {𝐼 , 𝐼 , 𝐼 , 𝐼 }
⎨
…
⎪
,𝐼
,𝐼 }
⎩𝑈 = {𝐼 , 𝐼
⎧
⎪

(  4.21)

Furthermore assume that the profiles of a user 𝑈 are  𝑃 𝑈 , 1 , 𝑃 𝑈 , 2 , 𝑃 𝑈 , 3   and
𝑃(𝑈 , 4) as defined in (  4.15). Let the mean distance of each of the samples 𝐼   from the
profiles of each of the users 𝑃(𝑈 , 𝑟), 𝑟 = {1,2,3,4} be denoted by  𝑚𝑑 𝑈 , 𝐼
(  4.14). Also let 𝑚𝑑 𝑈

as defined in

be the threshold for profile 𝑟 of the user 𝑈 as defined in (  4.17).

For all samples 𝐼 , 𝑖 = {1,2, … , 𝑁}, which do not belong to the user  𝑈 , 𝑗 = {1,2, … , 𝑀}, and
for different profiles  𝑟 = {1,2, … ,4}, the classification decision cl(j, i, r) of 1 or 0 can be
made using the following:

cl(j, i, r) =

1,

𝑚𝑑 𝑈 , 𝐼 ≤ 𝑚𝑑 𝑈

∗𝑘

0,

𝑚𝑑 𝑈 , 𝐼 > 𝑚𝑑 𝑈

∗𝑘

(  4.22)

Where notation  𝑘  represents the threshold constant as defined in (  4.19). The average FAR
value for different profiles 𝑟 in the identification system can be computed using the
following:

𝐹𝐴𝑅 =

1
𝑀(𝑁 − 4)

  
[

𝑐𝑙(𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑟)
, ∉[

,

(  4.23)

]]

The condition  𝑖 ∉ [4𝑗 − 3,4𝑗] ensures that the samples 𝐼 of a user 𝑈 are excluded from
the computations to achieve a fair FAR value. A similar formula can be used to compute the
average FRR value in the identification system:

𝐹𝑅𝑅 =

1
𝑀

1,       𝑚𝑑 𝑈 , 𝐼

> 𝑚𝑑 𝑈
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Where samples 𝐼 are samples of user 𝑈 that do not constitute the profile  𝑈 as in (  4.15),
since false rejection rates for any user should be computed using samples of the same user
and not using outsider samples.
Using equations (  4.23) and (  4.24), one can find the average FAR and FRR of the
identification system across all users and for different user profiles  𝑟. The values of FAR and
FRR depend on the value that is assigned to the threshold constant (𝑘) as is shown in (  4.20).
Increasing the value of 𝑘 decreases FRR and decreasing this value decreases the FAR as can
be seen in the equations above. Decreasing FRR and FAR improves the performance of the
identification system. However it is not possible to optimise both of these performance
metrics and a trade off is needed. For some identification systems this trade off is when
FRR=FAR. This value is called the equal error rate (ERR) of the identification system.
Some systems may demand higher security and sacrifice the higher false rejection rates to
get lower false acceptance rates.
To find the average EER for different profiles 𝑟 in the identification system a receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curve can be used to plot FARs and FRRs for different
values of the threshold constant  𝑘. Figure   4.14 shows a sample ROC curve for the action
biometric feature and for values of  𝑘 = [0,5], with increments of 0.005 in size. The ERR=30
at point  𝑘 = 1.545.
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Figure   4.14: ROC curve for mono-action biometric feature (for profiles with  𝑟 = 1), of maze virtual world 2011,
degree of disorder measure.
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Three different approaches can be used to calculate the threshold. The first approach is
the one used in equation (  4.17), by computing the mean of distances of the samples of the
profile of user from the profile itself and is called average threshold method. The other
methods are the minimum and maximum threshold methods and include computing the
minimum and maximum of these distances respectively. Each of these approaches has a
different effect on the values of false acceptance and rejection rates. The minimum threshold
has similar effect of decreasing the value of the threshold 𝑘 and the maximum threshold has
similar effect of increasing it. In all the results which are presented in this research, unless it
is specified, the average threshold method is used.

4.5

Multimodal Biometric and Biometric Fusion

A biometric recognition system is essentially a pattern recognition system which works by
acquiring biometric samples from an individual, extracting a biometric feature set from the
acquired samples, and comparing the feature set with the previously recorded biometric
samples in a biometric enrolment database (Tran, Liatsis, Zhu, & He, 2011). Physiological
and behavioural biometric systems are often affected by the imperfect nature of biometric
samples. Problems such as intra-subject variations, inter-subject similarities, and subjectdependent characteristics are challenges affecting the performance of biometric recognition
systems (Tong, Wheeler, & Liu, 2010).
Using multimodal biometrics is a popular method to overcome some of these limitations.
In multimodal biometrics, multiple sources of biometric information are used to improve the
biometric system performance. The development of biometric systems based on multimodal
biometric information has attracted researchers in the field of biometrics (Jain, Nandakumar,
& Ross, 2005). However, multimodal biometrics can add to the complexity and cost of the
system when utilising several biometric technologies and sensors.
Many biometric systems use feature selection techniques such as distance discriminant
(FSDD) (Liang, Yang, & Winstanley, 2008) to identify and discard the redundant features
(i.e. features that are highly correlated) and also to rank the biometric features in the order of
their importance with respect to the recognition algorithms. Then feature or score level
fusion can be used to combine multiple feature information for biometric recognition.
However the approach that has been used in this research is different. The biometric
features (Section   4.1) extracted from the user behaviour inside a virtual world are of very
different natures. This reduces the possible redundancy of these features. In this research, it
is more desirable to study the performance of different biometric features in isolation. Then
based on the results, two or more of these biometric features can be combined to improve
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upon the results of biometric comparisons. This approach allows the performance of several
similarity measure algorithms in the proposed system to be assessed.
Drosou, Ioannidis, Moustakas, & Tzovaras (2012) proposed a behavioural biometric
system that uses score level fusion to combine two biometric features for user identification
based on the spatiotemporal analysis of human activities. A similar approach is used to
implement a fusion technique for behavioural identification inside virtual worlds. The scores
from any of the biometric features can be used for score-level fusion. Biometric features
with better individual performance are more likely to improve the performance when fused
together.
Different levels of fusion may be defined based on the type of the available information.
These levels are (Ross & Govindarajan, 2005):
1. Sensor-level fusion
2. Feature-level fusion
3. Score-level fusion
4. Rank-level fusion
5. Decision-level fusion
In sensor-level fusion multiple sensors are used to acquire raw data from users, then these
data can be combined to extract biometric features from them. On the other hand in featurelevel fusion, biometric features from multiple sources are consolidated into a single
biometric feature by using methods of feature normalisation, transformation, and reduction
schemes (Ross & Govindarajan, 2005). Since the biometric features extracted in this
research do not reside in commensurate vector space, the application of this fusion technique
is not easily possible. In score-level fusion the biometric scores which are generated by
multiple biometric comparison modules are combined to create a new score. Score-level
fusion is the most common fusion technique applied, due to the trade off between
information availability and fusion complexity (Tran, Liatsis, Zhu, & He, 2011).
A biometric score is the outcome of comparing two feature sets extracted using the same
feature extractor. Biometric scores are typically categorised to two classes: similarity scores,
and distance scores, which respectively reflect the similarity or distance of the compared
biometric samples. These scores can be rescaled arbitrarily without affecting the
performance of the biometric system, provided that the values are scaled in a monotonic
manner (Hube, 2010). This implies that it is possible to rescale the similarity (or distance)
scores from different feature extractors to the same minimum-maximum value and combine
these scores to generate a new score that can be subsequently used in biometric comparison
modules. In general, score level fusion techniques can be divided into three categories as
follows (Horng, et al., 2009; Nandakumar, Yi Chen and Dass, & Jain, 2008):
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Transformation based score level fusion, in which the match scores are
normalised using certain normalisation schemes to a common domain and then
combined. An example of this method is sum-rule based fusion.



Classifier-based score level fusion, in which the biometric score fusion is
considered as another classification problem and a classifier is created to
distinguish the genuine and imposter scores.



Density-based score level fusion. An example of this fusion technique is
likelihood ratio test with Gaussian mixture model.

In this research the transformation based (sum-rule based) score level fusion method is
used. Let 𝑋 be the set of similarity scores from biometric features extracted from different
feature extractors, and let  𝑥   ∈   𝑋. The normalised similarity score of 𝑥 is then can be
marked by  𝑥′. To normalise the set of similarity scores, the following method can be used to
map the similarity scores to interval  [0, 1). The original distribution and characteristics of
the features will be retained as the result of the scaling process.

𝑥′ =

𝑥
∑

(  4.25)

𝑥

Following the score normalisation, the sum-rule-based technique can be used to combine
the new normalised similarity scores  𝑥′ and to create a new similarity score. The procedure
for sum-rule-based fusion is stated in (Horng, et al., 2009): After computing the normalised
scores (𝑥′ , 𝑥′ , . . . , 𝑥′ ) from a single user (from different feature extractors), the fused
score 𝑓 can be calculated using the following equation:
𝑓 = 𝑤 𝑥′ + 𝑤 𝑥′ + ⋯ + 𝑤 𝑥′

(  4.26)

The notation 𝑤 represents the weight of each normalised score  𝑥 , for  𝑖   =   1, 2, . . . , 𝑚. In
the experiments of this research, equal weights are used. The newly generated fused score 𝑓
can be used in the comparison process to determine the identity of the user.
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4.6

Summary

In this chapter the parameters of user behaviour inside the virtual worlds are presented.
Novel mathematical methods are developed that allow extracting biometric features from
these parameters. The following biometric features’ extraction methods are discussed: 1Mono-action, di-action, and tri-action, 2- Digraph and trigraph time (mean and total), 3Speed, and 4- Entropy.
Four different user profiles for each user are created to be used in biometric comparisons.
The classification is performed using a simple nearest neighbour (KNN) classifier. The
sample classification methodology is formulated using mathematical representation and a
biometric threshold constant is introduced. The threshold is changed to compute different
values of the FAR and FRR of the biometric system and ROC curve is used to compute the
EER of the system. Lastly the use of multimodal biometrics is discussed. Transformation
based score level fusion is considered to be used in sample comparisons.
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5. CHAPTER 5: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Abstract

In section   5.1.1 of this chapter, the performance of the three distance measures, namely
degree of disorder, Euclidean, and interclass measures are discussed. It is shown that
Euclidean and disorder measures perform better in the biometric system of this research
project. In section   5.1.2, the identification performance of the three action biometric
features, namely mono-, di-, and tri- action features, introduced in Chapter   4, are compared.
It is shown that the mono-action feature performs better than di- and tri- action features. In
section   5.1.3 different threshold methods, namely average, minimum, and maximum
methods are compared and it is demonstrated that the average threshold method has a better
performance. Having determined the above results, in section   5.2, the mono-action feature is
compared with time, speed, and entropy biometric features. In section   5.3, the effect of
biometric fusion on the performance of the biometric system is investigated. The two
biometric features which had a better performance, namely mono-action and digraph time
biometric features are combined in the score level to create a new distance score. In section
  5.4, the results of the two experiments are compared to investigate the consistency of the

results across both experiments. In the following sections of this chapter the results of using
synthetic data in biometric comparisons are presented. Finally user acceptability of the
developed  biometric  system  through  the  users’  feedback  is  discussed.
The performance of a biometric recognition system depends on a variety of factors.
Amongst these factors are the feature extraction method, the measure algorithm used to
compute the biometric scores and the threshold used in the classification process. Figure   5.1
shows the same process flow diagram of Figure   4.1 with the addition of feature types,
measure algorithms, and threshold types presented in Chapter   4.
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Feature extraction
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______________
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5.Trigraph time
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Biometric features:
______________
1. Mono-action
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6.Speed
7.Entropy

Biometric features:
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1. Mono-action
2.Di-action
3.Tri-action
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6.Speed
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Biometric features:
______________
1. Mono-action
2.Di-action
3.Tri-action
4.Digraph time
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6.Speed
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(score calculator)

Distance Scores
_________________
1.Degree of Disorder
measure
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3. Interclass measure
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_________________
1.Degree of Disorder
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2. Euclidean measure
3. Interclass measure

Classification
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Verification)

Threshold
_______________
1. Average
2. Min.
3. Max.

Threshold
calculation

Comparison
decision (Accept,
Reject)

Figure   5.1 Process flow diagram of the developed biometric recognition system with feature types, measure
algorithms, and threshold types presented in Chapter   4.
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As can be seen in the process flow diagram, three different factors should be determined
in the biometric recognition system. These three factors are shown in Figure   5.2. Each of
these factors was discussed in detail in Chapter   4.
Biometric

Distance Measure

Feature Type

Algorithm

Threshold Type

Action
Mono-action
Di-action
Tri-action

Time
Digraph time
Trigraph time

Degree of disorder

Average threshold

Euclidean measure

Minimum threshold

Interclass measure

Maximum threshold

Speed
Entropy
Figure   5.2: Biometric recognition system factors.

In this research, it is important to find the selection of factors which results in the best
performance for the developed biometric system. The 7 biometric features, 3 distance
measures and 3 threshold types in Figure   5.2 result in 63 various combinations of these
factors, from which the biometric system can be built. Not all the 63 combinations provide
acceptable performances in the biometric system. In this chapter the combinations which had
better performances in identification tests have been highlighted through comparison of most
of the 63 combinations. In the Section   5.1 of this chapter, the three action features are used
with the three distance measure algorithms and threshold types to determine the best
combination of them. Then in the following sections, the other biometric features, namely
time, speed and entropy biometric features are compared.
Two experiments have been run in this research. In the first experiment, and out of 53
users, 40 users are selected; excluding the users who have not submitted all 4 samples.
Additionally for testing purposes, and in the first stage (section   5.1), this group is further
reduced by a third (14 users) accepting only those where all of their samples are between
228 and 240 seconds. For all other sections the data from 40 users is used. Reducing the
number of users in the first stage of the analysis helps in reducing the processing time, as
will be explained later.
For the second experiment and out of 66 users, the data from 50 users with 4 complete
samples are used. The first experiment is referred to as 2010 experiment and the second
experiment is referred to as 2011 experiment.
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5.1

Performance of Action Biometric Feature

In this section the performance of the action biometric feature is investigated using all three
distance measure algorithms shown in Figure   5.2. Also three different threshold methods are
used in the analysis for comparison purposes. To compare the performance of the three
action biometric features introduced in Section 4.1.1, namely: mono-action, di-action, and
tri-action; the behavioural feature variables are extracted and assigned to action feature
variables as explained in this section. Once the behavioural variables are extracted, the
similarity measures discussed in Section   4.2 are used to compute distance scores of
biometric samples. FARs, FRRs, and EERs can then be found using the method described in
Section   4.4.1.
Di-action and tri-action biometric feature extraction require long processing time because
of the large number of feature variables. Equation (  4.2) can be used to find the possible
number of actions available for a user in each virtual world. The number of di-action and triaction feature variables can be computed as 𝑁

and 𝑁

respectively. For example, the

number of tri-action feature variables in the subracer is:

𝑁

=

𝑘
𝑖

=

9
𝑖

=   16777216

(  5.1)

Depending on the number of input samples to the system, this large number of feature
variables needs a long processing time for score calculation. For instance to find the distance
scores of 200 samples of subracer virtual world from each other using the degree of disorder
algorithm, more than 102 hours of processing time is required13. Hence to accelerate the
analysis process in this section, 56 samples are used out of the 160 samples of the first
experiment (about a third) to evaluate the performance of mono-action, di-action, and triaction biometric features and also study the effect the threshold methods on the performance
of the biometric system. For 56 samples, the time required for the same analysis above will
be reduced to less than 24 hours. More discussion about the processing time and its effect on
the implemented system is presented in Chapter   6.

5.1.1 Performance of Different Distance Measures
Table   5.1 shows the average equal error rates of using mono-action, di-action, and tri-action
biometric features with the degree of disorder distance measure for the three virtual worlds
13

Using a PC running Windows 7 SP1 32-bit, Intel Core 2 Duo CPU E8400@3.00 GHz, and 4
GB of RAM.
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and computed for all 4 profiles using the method explained in Section   4.4.1. Also Table   5.2
and Table   5.3 show equal error rates of these action features using Euclidean and interclass
measures respectively. The last columns of these tables show the average EERs across the 4
profiles. These numbers are used to compare mono-action, di-action, and tri-action  features’  
performances across different virtual worlds and distance measures. All EERs computed in
these tables are using the average threshold method.
Table   5.1: EERs of action biometric features using degree of disorder distance measure for 56 samples.

Virtual

Biometric

World

Feature

Maze

Car

Sub

Profile 1

Profile 2

Profile 3

Profile 4

Average

Mono-action

35.7

38.2

28.6

28.6

32.8

Di-action

28.6

35.7

35.7

35.7

33.9

Tri-action

28.6

28.6

41.4

35.7

33.6

Mono-action

26.9

35.1

35.7

42.9

35.1

Di-action

28.6

37.7

35.7

42.9

36.2

Tri-action

29.9

38.7

28.6

35.7

33.2

Mono-action

23.2

25.0

32.1

14.3

23.7

Di-action

28.6

20.6

22.3

19.6

22.8

Tri-action

35.7

30.4

25.6

26.5

29.6

Table   5.2: EERs of action biometric features using Euclidean distance measure for 56 samples.

Virtual

Biometric

World

Feature

Maze

Car

Sub

Profile 1

Profile 2

Profile 3

Profile 4

Average

Mono-action

32.1

28.6

35.7

37.0

33.4

Di-action

34.8

34.5

28.6

37.7

33.9

Tri-action

35.7

35.7

26.6

40.8

34.7

Mono-action

21.4

28.6

35.7

32.1

29.5

Di-action

25.7

31.8

30.3

35.7

30.9

Tri-action

25.0

28.6

30.3

32.7

29.2

Mono-action

34.8

21.4

13.6

28.6

24.6

Di-action

35.7

21.4

18.1

32.1

26.8

Tri-action

35.7

28.6

27.5

29.4

30.3
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Table   5.3: EERs of action biometric features using interclass distance measure for 56 samples.

Virtual

Biometric

World

Feature

Maze

Car

Sub

Profile 1

Profile 2

Profile 3

Profile 4

Average

Mono-action

39.3

27.1

39.9

42.9

37.3

Di-action

39.3

26.7

35.7

46.4

37.0

Tri-action

35.7

32.3

35.5

42.9

36.6

Mono-action

30.7

35.7

39.3

39.3

36.3

Di-action

29.3

35.7

42.9

35.7

35.9

Tri-action

34.8

35.7

40.4

35.7

36.7

Mono-action

39.3

42.9

32.1

28.6

35.7

Di-action

35.6

29.2

32.1

31.1

32.0

Tri-action

42.9

38.1

28.6

39.3

37.2

The results in Table   5.1, Table   5.2, and Table   5.3 show different EERs from 13.6% to
46.4% for various profiles. It was expected that profile 4 has a poorer performance than the
other profiles since the testing sample in this profile is the first sample collected from users.
During the collection of this sample, the user has to learn to navigate inside the virtual
worlds. Therefore, it is expected that the user behaviour changes slightly in the subsequent
samples. When the first sample is used as the testing sample (in the fourth profile),
depending on the learning curve, it is expected that the identification performance is lower
than the other profiles. However, with the exception of the car virtual world, it appears that
no specific profile had a better performance in any of the virtual worlds.
Figure   5.3 shows a graph of the performance of degree of disorder, Euclidean and
interclass distance measures presented in the tables above. As can be observed in this figure,
the degree of disorder and Euclidean measures perform better than the interclass measure
across all virtual worlds and action features. The interclass measure performance is more
consistent across the different virtual worlds compared with the other distance measures, but
it has a lower average performance (higher EERs).
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50
Degree of disorder
Euclidean
Interclass

45

Equal Error Rates (%)

40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

mono1

di1

tri1

mono2
di2
tri2
Action Biometric Features

mono3

di3

tri3

Figure   5.3: Comparison of the performance of different distance measures. The notations mono1, di1, and tri1
represent the maze virtual  world’s action features. Similarly mono2, di2, and tri2 represent the car virtual  world’s
action features and mono3, di3, and tri3 represent the subracer virtual  world’s action features.

The overall average EERs for degree of disorder, Euclidean, and interclass measures are:
31.2, 30.4, and 36.1 respectively (Table   5.1, Table   5.2, and Table   5.3). Figure   5.3 shows that
Euclidean distance measure performance was better than the disorder distance measure in
the car virtual world, and worse in the subracer. Overall it appears that in all action
biometric features, the Euclidean measure was a better performer with a very narrow margin
compared to the degree of disorder measure. More discussion about the performance of
degree of disorder and Euclidean measures is presented in Section   5.2.1.
In the case of interclass distance measure, the results suggested that introducing a new
random variable 𝒚 in Equation (  2.7) has the effect of minimising the variations of error rates
when using different action biometric features and threshold methods. This behaviour of
interclass measure comes as a consequence of trying to minimise the sample deviations in
this distance measure. Changing the ℎ(𝒙, 𝒙 ) function in Equation (  2.8) can improve the
results of this measure. Table   5.4 shows the average equal error rates of interclass distance
measure in comparison with the degree of disorder and Euclidean distance measures. The
table also shows the standard deviation of error rates across the three distance measures. The
standard deviation in this table indicates the variation of the EERs with respect to different
threshold methods and across the three action features (mono-, di- , and tri-action). It can be
observed in the table that the standard deviation of EERs for the interclass measure is 3.5%
on average compared with 11-12% for the other distance measures.
Interclass distance measure also introduces processing overhead over the degree of
disorder and Euclidean measures and therefore may not be suitable for the behavioural
identification system of this research project considering its poor performance. For the
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purposes of this research and in the subsequent analysis, the degree of disorder and
Euclidean distance measures are used because of the better performance of these two
measures.
Table   5.4: Maze virtual   world’s average EERs and standard deviation (SD) of EERs across the three action
biometric features and different threshold methods.

Distance Measure
Degree of disorder
Euclidean measure
Interclass measure

Profile1

Profile2

Profile3

Profile4

Average

EER

32.7

34.6

35.4

33.7

34.1

SD

11.0

11.6

15.9

11.5

12.5

EER

35.6

33.3

28.4

39.2

34.1

SD

10.6

13.9

13.6

9.2

11.8

EER

39.3

32.2

38.4

43.7

38.4

SD

2.6

6.7

3.0

1.6

3.5

5.1.2 Performance of Mono-action, Di-action, and Tri-action Biometric
Features
The previous section compared the performance of different distance measures. This section
answers the question of which of the three action biometric features performs better in the
biometric identification system. Table   5.5 presents the average EERs across the three virtual
worlds and for mono-action, di-action, and tri-action biometric features. The table shows
average EERs of 29.8, 30.8, and 31.8 respectively for these biometric features. Based on
these results from Table   5.5, the mono-action biometric features achieved slightly lower
error rates than their di-action and tri-action counterparts. The reason for the better
performance of the mono-action and di-action biometric features versus the tri-action
features can be related to the behaviour of the users in performing actions inside the virtual
worlds. It seems that in a sequence of three consecutive actions, the possibility that the
choice of the second action possesses identifying attributes is more than the same possibility
for the third action. In other words, for each three consecutive actions, the choice of the third
action is more correlated to the second action than the choice of the first action. The result is
the slightly better performance of the mono-action and di-action biometric features.
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Table   5.5: Comparison of mono-action, di-action, and tri-action biometric features.

Biometric

Degree of disorder measure

Euclidean measure

Feature

Maze

Car

Sub

Maze

Car

Sub

Average

Mono-action

32.8

35.1

23.7

33.4

29.5

24.6

29.8

Di-action

33.9

36.2

22.8

33.9

30.9

26.8

30.8

Tri-action

33.6

33.2

29.6

34.7

29.2

30.3

31.8

Figure   5.4 and Figure   5.5 also compare the performance of mono-, di-, and tri-action
features with degree of disorder and Euclidean measures. The same conclusions can be
drawn from the average EERs shown in these figures. In general these figures show that the
mono-action biometric feature performed better in identification comparisons in all virtual
worlds, and hence it will be used in the future analysis to represent the action biometric
feature. This will also reduce the processing time required to compute the FARs, FRRs, and
EERs since mono-action features require less processing time than tri-action features.
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Figure   5.4: Comparison of mono-action, di-action, and tri-action biometric features using degree of disorder
measure. P1 to P4 represent profile 1 to profile 4 in this graph and in all future graphs.
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Figure   5.5: Comparison of mono-action, di-action, and tri-action biometric features using Euclidean measure.
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5.1.3 Performance of Different Threshold Methods
Three different threshold computation methods have been introduced in Section   4.4.1 to
calculate the threshold in Equation (  4.17). These threshold methods are namely, average
threshold, minimum threshold and maximum threshold. In the results presented in previous
sections, the average threshold method was used. In this section, the EERs of using these
different threshold methods with mono-action biometric feature are shown in Figure   5.6 and
Figure   5.7.
For the degree of disorder distance measure in Figure   5.6, the average and minimum
threshold   methods   have   comparable   error   rates.   The   maximum   threshold   method’s   error  
rates often vary from the average and minimum thresholds, sometimes being better or worse.
In the Euclidean distance measure, shown in Figure   5.7, the maximum threshold method
performs worse than the average method by a slight margin and worse than the minimum
threshold method with a more noticeable difference in performance. The reason for better
performance of the average method could be related to the better balancing of the values of
FARs and FRRs which are used to compute the EER.
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Average Threshold
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Maximum Threshold
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Figure   5.6: Comparison of average, minimum and maximum threshold methods EERs computed using degree of
disorder measure and mono-action biometric features.
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Figure   5.7: Comparison of average, minimum and maximum threshold methods EERs computed using Euclidean
measure and mono-action biometric features.

Each of these threshold methods has a different effect on the values of false acceptance
and rejection rates. The minimum threshold method decreases the FARs while increasing
FRRs. The maximum threshold method has the inverse effect of increasing FARs and
decreasing FRRs. However by adjusting the threshold constant (𝑘) in Equations (  4.22) and
(  4.24), it is possible to produce a similar effect (increase or decrease FARs and FRRs) across
all of these threshold methods. The threshold method can be chosen depending on the
required policy in the recognition system. For the purposes of this research, in the future
sections, the average threshold method is used, hence it has slightly better EERs and also it
better balances the value of FARs and FRRs through adjusting the threshold constant  (𝑘)
value.
Table   5.6 shows the overall average EERs for the degree of disorder and Euclidean
measures shown in the previous figures. Similar to what is observed in these figures; average
and minimum threshold perform slightly better than maximum threshold.
Table   5.6: Average EERs comparison of different threshold methods and distance measures.

Distance Measure

Average

Minimum

Maximum

threshold

threshold

threshold

Degree of disorder measure

30.5

31.6

31.8

Euclidean measure

29.1

27.4

30.3
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5.2 Comparison of Action, Time, Speed, and Entropy
Biometric Features across Both Experiments
In the previous section the performance of the biometric identification system using different
distance measures and threshold methods has been investigated. It has been found that
Euclidean distance measure performs slightly better than degree of disorder measure with
action biometric feature. Also it has been shown that mono-action biometric feature
performs better than di-action, and tri-action biometric features. In this section the
performance of the action biometric feature is compared with the other biometric features,
namely, time, speed, and entropy. As discussed in previous section, the average threshold
method is used throughout the results of this section and all the following sections.
The   analysis   in   this   section   will   be   performed   using   both   experiments’   data.   The   first  
experiment is denoted by 2010 experiment and the second experiment is denoted by 2011. In
this section, 40 samples from the first experiment and 50 samples from the second
experiment are used to compare different biometric features.

5.2.1 Degree of Disorder versus Euclidean Distance Measure Performance
Although the Euclidean measure had a slightly better performance when used with the action
biometric feature, it has been found that the degree of disorder measure has a better
classification performance with some of the other biometric features. An example is the time
biometric feature where the degree of disorder measure achieves an average EER of 35.6
while Euclidean measure achieves poor average EER of 45.7 (Table   5.7).
Table   5.7: Comparison of EERs when using degree of disorder and Euclidean measures with the (mean digraph)
time biometric feature (DoD denotes Degree of Disorder measure).

Distance

Maze10

Maze11

Car10

Car11

Sub10

Sub11

Average

DoD

33.4

31.8

34.6

38.4

37.6

37.9

35.6

Euclidean

43.4

45.8

45.8

44.8

46.8

47.6

45.7

Measure

The reason for the better performance of the degree of disorder in classifying time
biometric features may be related to the discrete nature of the degree of disorder versus the
continuous nature of the Euclidean distance. Since the time feature variable values fall in
relatively small ranges (e.g. the mean time in Table   4.3 is in the range of [0.08, 1.74]), the
Euclidean distances of these values are similar and difficult to classify. However since the
degree of disorder measure orders these variables in arrays irrespective of their values, then
it could classify time feature variables with better accuracy. Action feature variables usually
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have more diverse values for the frequency of actions and hence both Euclidean and degree
of disorder have almost similar performances as it has been shown in previous sections. The
entropy feature variables also showed better performances with the degree of disorder
measure, while the speed feature variables showed slightly better performance when
classified using Euclidean distance measure. Again, the reason could be that the speed and
entropy values have similar diverse and narrow distributions to the action and time feature
variable values respectively.
Figure   5.8 shows a comparison of these two distance measures when used with the time
biometric feature. It shows that for the time biometric feature and in both experiments the
degree of disorder performs better than Euclidean. Given this better performance, in the
future analysis of this chapter the degree of disorder measure will be used (the slightly better
performance of the Euclidean distance measure in action feature can be neglected because of
the better performance of the degree of disorder with the time biometric feature).
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Euclidean Measure

Equal Error Rates (%)
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Figure   5.8: Comparison of EERs when using degree of disorder and Euclidean distance measures with digraph
time biometric feature.

5.2.2 Performance of Action, Time, Speed, and Entropy Biometric
Features
Table   5.8 compares the average EERs of using the extracted mono-action, mean digraph
time, speed, and entropy biometric features for biometric comparisons. As it has been
mentioned in Chapter   4, the speed and entropy features have not been extracted for the
subracer. The results from Table   5.8 show that the mono-action biometric feature has a
better identification performance (an average 33%) than the other biometric features. To
visualise these results, the EERs of the maze virtual world using different extracted
biometric features are shown in Figure   5.9. The mono-action and time biometric features
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outperform the speed and entropy features with a large margin. Furthermore the mono-action
feature’s  performance  is  slightly  better  than  the  time  feature  in  the  maze   virtual world. The
mono-action and time feature performance difference is even larger for car and subracer
virtual worlds as it can be observed in Table   5.8. The reason for the different performances
of action, time, speed and entropy biometric features is due to the number of feature
variables and number of user actions in virtual worlds, as it will be discussed in Sections
  5.2.3,   5.2.4, and   5.2.5.
Table   5.8: Average EERs of mono-action, time, speed, and entropy biometric features.

Virtual World

Mono-action

Digraph time

Speed

Entropy

Maze 2010

31.5

33.4

44.0

42.4

Maze 2011

32.8

31.8

48.6

48.9

Car 2010

36.0

34.6

41.4

41.0

Car 2011

34.9

38.4

42.5

41.4

Sub. 2010

29.1

37.6

-

-

Sub. 2011

34.4

37.9

-

-

Average

33.12

35.60

44.12

43.42
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Figure   5.9: Comparison of average EERs of maze virtual world using mono-action, (mean trigraph) time, speed,
and entropy biometric features.

5.2.3 Performance of the Action Biometric Feature
The results from Table   5.8 show that the actions feature in car world’s environment has a
lower performance than the maze and subracer. This is also depicted in Figure   5.10. To find
the   reason   for   this   lower   performance,   the   virtual   worlds’   properties   and   controls   were  
investigated. It has been found that the users tend to utilise more actions to control the
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avatars of maze and subracer virtual worlds than the actions utilised to control the car virtual
world. For example some users use the forward (gas) action of the car for long period of
times. This is not feasible for the maze and subracer since these virtual worlds are more
restrictive with respect to avatar movement while car virtual world has an open world. This
behaviour indicates poor quality data and is not representative of a person navigating in a
virtual world. This can be the reason for the lower performance of the car virtual world
compared to the other virtual worlds. It can be suggested that biometric recognition
performance in virtual worlds with very open environments, similar to the car virtual world
which require little user interaction, could be relatively low. Also it can be suggested that
running the experiments in a controlled environment could be useful to increase the
concentration of the users inside virtual worlds and, in turn, collect better quality data.
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Figure   5.10 Comparison of mono-action biometric feature performance across both experiments and the three
virtual worlds.

5.2.4 Performance of Speed and Entropy Biometric Features
In this section the performance of the speed and entropy biometric features are discussed.
The speed and entropy features provide poor performance of near 44% (Table   5.8). Speed
and entropy features are extracted from maze and car virtual worlds and are related to the
path that the user passed during the data collection session. The reason for the poor
performance of these features is that the number of speed and entropy feature variables is
usually less than the action and time feature variables. As explained in Section   4.1.3.2, the
total number of speed and entropy feature variables is 25. Depending on the corridors that
are passed during the virtual   world’s session, not all of these feature variables contain
values. Some users pass only through a few types of corridors (or roads) and that
significantly reduces number of speed and entropy variables in comparison with the actions
feature variables. This justification is supported by comparing the car and the maze results
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for speed and entropy features. As stated in Chapter   3, the car avatar moves faster than the
maze avatar. Therefore the users in a car virtual world can pass more roads than the maze
virtual world in the same period of time. This, in turn, slightly increases the speed and
entropy feature variables with non-zero values. The result is better performance of speed and
entropy features for the car virtual world (about 41-43% for the car versus 42-49% for the
maze virtual world). Figure   5.11 illustrates the better performance of entropy features in car
virtual world compared to the maze.
Another justification for the poor performance of speed and entropy could be related to
the method by which these features are extracted. As has been explained in Section   4.1.4 ,
when multiple values exist for speed and entropy feature variables, statistical properties of
these values such as mean or total are used to calculate the final value of the variable.
However this might not reflect the behaviour of the user in an efficient manner as there may
be some variations in these features that are not reflected by mean or total values. Results
show that these variations were also not reflected by other statistical properties such as
standard deviation, as similar results were achieved when using this statistical property.
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Figure   5.11 Comparison of performance of entropy biometric feature in maze and car virtual worlds.

5.2.5 Performance of Time Biometric Feature
The time biometric feature yields better results than the speed and entropy. However the
performance remains lower than mono-action biometric feature. A similar justification to the
speed  and  entropy’s  poor  performance  can  be  made  for  time’s  inferior  results.  As  explained  
in Section   4.1.2.1, when there are multiple values for the time feature variables, statistical
parameters of these values are derived to form mean time or total time feature variables.
These statistical parameters might not perform well in classification tests. However since
there are usually more time variables than speed and entropy variables, the time biometric
feature performs better in identification tests.
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5.2.5.1 Digraph Time versus Trigraph Time Biometric Features
As has been stated in Section   4.1.2, the time biometric feature can be extracted using two
different methods:
1. Based on the time period between the start of one action and the start of the next
consecutive action which is referred to as digraph time.
2. Based on the time period between the start of the first action and the start of the
third action of a three subsequent actions and is referred to as trigraph time.
The previous sections discussed the performance of the digraph time biometric feature. In
this section the performance of the digraph and trigraph biometric features are compared.
Table   5.9 shows the EERs  of using digraph and trigraph biometric features. This table shows
that the trigraph time’s performance is much lower than the digraph time (average of 40.2%
versus 35.6%). The reason behind the better performance of the digraph time feature is not
instantly clear. It could be that the digraph features possess more behavioural attributes than
trigraph features. Assuming that the user choice of the future actions is related to the
previous actions of a user, these results could mean that in a sequence of three consecutive
actions, the choice of the third action is less correlated to the first action and more to the
second action. This finding can be supported with the results in section   5.1.2 suggesting that
mono-action and di-action biometric features perform better that tri-action.
Appendix B presents more results of the performance of different biometric features in
user identification in terms of EERs.
Table   5.9: Comparison of EERs of digraph and trigraph time biometric features.

Virtual World Digraph Time Trigraph Time
Maze 2010

33.4

38.4

Maze 2011

31.8

33.9

Car 2010

34.6

40.0

Car 2011

38.4

41.6

Sub.2010

37.6

45.6

Sub 2011

37.9

41.5

Average

35.60

40.18
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5.3 The Effect of Biometric Fusion on the Performance of the
Biometric System
In this section the results of performing biometric fusion in the identification system of this
research are presented. As discussed in Section   4.5, the score level fusion technique is used
to combine distance scores from different biometric features to gain the classification
potentials of several biometric features.
It has been found that using biometric fusion to combine biometric features with poor
performances does not improve the overall identification performance. Therefore from the
different biometric features introduced in this research, the mono-action and digraph time
biometric features (which had better performances) are combined in the score level to create
a new distance score. This new distance score is used in identification tests. The results of
these identification tests are shown in Table   5.10. This table shows that using biometric
fusion improved the average EERs across all virtual worlds and in both experiments. This is
also illustrated in Figure 5.12. The improvement achieved over both mono-action and
digraph time features. However the improvement over the time biometric feature was more
noticeable due to the lower performance of this biometric feature.
The maze virtual  world’s improvement over mono-action was the most notable with a 57% increase in performance (lower EERs). The car virtual   world’s performance gain was
between 1-2% and the subracer virtual  world’s performance gain was around 2%. It appears
that the maze virtual world larger performance gain is due to the better time feature EERs of
this virtual world compared with car and subracer virtual worlds as it can be observed in
Table   5.10. Appendix B presents more results of the biometric fusion of mono-action and
digraph/trigraph time biometric features.
Table   5.10: Comparison of biometric fusion performance in terms of EERs with the mono-action and digraph
time biometric features.

Virtual

Mono-

Digraph

World

action

Time

Fusion

Gained

Gained

Performance Performance
over Action

over Time

Maze 2010

31.5

33.4

26.6

4.9

6.8

Maze 2011

32.8

31.8

26.2

6.6

5.6

Car 2010

36.0

34.6

33.7

2.3

0.9

Car 2011

34.9

38.4

33.5

1.4

4.9

Sub. 2010

29.1

37.6

27.3

1.8

10.2

Sub. 2011

34.4

37.9

32.6

1.8

5.3

Average

33.12

35.60

30.00

3.12

5.61
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Figure   5.12: Comparison of the performance of mono-action features, digraph time features, and fusion (a) EERs
of maze and car10 virtual worlds (b) EERs of car11 and subracer virtual worlds.

5.4

Comparison of Experiments

The results of the two experiments showed that, in general, the performance of the system
across both experiments in 2010 and 2011 was consistent. The number of users has not
affected the results (further discussion is provided in Section   6.3). Figure   5.13 shows a
comparison of the (mono-action and digraph time) fusion performances of the two
experiments. The performance reported from the second experiment is comparable to the
first experiment across different virtual worlds.
The importance of repeating experiments comes from the fact that unlike other
recognition systems, the discrimination power of the behavioural traits used in this research
is not known. However since extensive work has been conducted on some behavioural
systems such as keystroke based systems, the discrimination property of these systems are
better known (e.g. (Bergadano, Gunetti, & Picardi, 2002)). In the case of this research, to the
best knowledge of the author, there is no similar system available at the time of writing and
as a result repeating the experiments is necessary to prove the discrimination property.
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Figure   5.13: Comparison of the performance of biometric fusion between the two experiments.

For the sake of completeness, the results of the two experiments are compared for monoaction and digraph time biometric features in Figure   5.14 and Figure   5.15. It can be seen that
the performance of the system across these two biometric features is comparable. The other
biometric features follow the same pattern. Note that in the case of the digraph time, the
performance varies between virtual worlds, but overall the results are comparable.
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Figure   5.14: Comparison of the performance of mono-action time feature between the two experiments.
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Figure   5.15: Comparison of the performance of digraph time biometric feature between the two experiments.
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5.5

Synthetic Biometric Data Results

As has been explained in section   2.5, one of the challenges of behavioural recognition
systems is the lack of adequate real biometric samples. While thousands of biometric
samples are required to establish the performance of these systems for practical applications,
usually it is not possible to collect this huge number of samples.
In this research a set of 200 synthetic samples has been generated for the maze virtual
world which shares the same statistical distribution of the second experiment’s data samples.
The mean and the standard deviation of each of the feature variables are computed and based
on these statistics random synthetic data are generated based on the normal distribution.
Table   5.11 shows a comparison of the EERs of the action features extracted from real and
synthetic biometric samples. These results show that the real user samples’ average EER is
32.8 while the synthetic average EER is 49.3. Two conclusions can be drawn from these
sample synthetic data results. First is that mimicking the user behaviour using the synthetic
algorithms needs sophisticated algorithms and might not be performed easily in behavioural
biometric systems. The second conclusion is that they confirm that the user behaviour inside
virtual world may carry distinct characteristics of the user that can be used to identify the
users and not random interactions with the environment.
Table   5.11: EERs of action features extracted from of real and synthetic biometric samples.

Profile 1

Profile 2

Profile 3

Profile 4

Average

Real Action

30

34

32.7

34.5

32.8

Synthetic Action

52.1

45.1

50.6

49.3

49.3

5.6

The Biometric System  Acceptance  and  Users’  Feedback

As discussed previously in Chapter 2, for a biometric characteristic to be used for
identification or verification, it should satisfy a number of properties. One of these properties
is the user acceptability of the biometric characteristic. To study the user acceptability of
collecting user interactions inside virtual worlds, this biometric system needs to be
developed in a large scale (Komarek & Maar, 2003). However it is possible to perceive an
idea of how likely the system will be accepted by users when developed in large scale. In the
first experiment of this research, the users have been asked to provide one paragraph of
feedback and opinions about the biometric system. In this section, a summary of the users’  
feedback has been provided:
7.5 percent of users stated that their emotions in different situations may change their
behaviour. This problem is associated with most behavioural biometric recognition systems.
This can affect the performance of the biometric system (particularly FRRs) adversely.
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Hence the change in behaviour will result in a failure to identify the user by comparing the
submitted samples to the ones stored in enrolment database. This can also make the system
more secure against spoofing attacks specially the coercive impersonation. When an attacker
tries to  force  a  genuine  user  to  authenticate,  the  change  in  user’s  emotions  may  affect   their
behaviour significantly and they may not be able to log in to the system. For other situations
when the user is naturally in a different emotional mood, a longer registration period could
help to improve false rejection rates.
23 percent of users complained that spending time in the developed virtual worlds of this
research could be a very tedious and boring process. This is usually no problem in the real
virtual worlds as the users entering these virtual worlds have the motivation to spend some
time in these environments. A few users suggested that defining certain activities to perform
by users in the virtual worlds could improve them and lessen the monotony of the virtual
worlds. This was the case for a few who found subracer virtual world more interesting for
not being totally strategy-less (e.g. shooting the boxes inside the virtual world).
34 percent of users found the concept of identification inside virtual worlds interesting or
the environments are user friendly and interesting. 4 percent of users liked the nonrequirement for memorable or physical tokens.
A few users commented about privacy concerns from such systems and its effect on the
acceptability of the system. People may be anxious about the safety of the data collected
from them when interacting with the virtual environment. This worry can be worsened when
moving to biometric systems based on real world activities (a future perspective of this
research). Ensuring the security and integrity of the biometric enrolment database and the
communication medium between the sensors and the main system and databases is essential
to remove privacy concerns (these are also essential for any biometric system to prevent
fraud).
A breakdown summary of some of the feedback gathered from the users from the first
experiment is provided in Appendix C.
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5.7

Summary

In this chapter the performance of the developed biometric identification system of this
research is investigated across different biometric features, distance measure algorithms, and
threshold methods introduced in Chapter 4. The results showed that the mono-action
biometric feature performs better than time, speed and entropy biometric features.
Additionally digraph time   biometric   feature’s   performance   was   superior   to   speed   and  
entropy features. The reason for the poor performance of speed and entropy is believed to be
that the number of speed and entropy feature variables is usually less than the action and
time feature variables.
In the case of the time biometric feature, it has been found that the performance of
digraph time is better than the trigraph time biometric feature. The reason is thought to be
that in a sequence of three consecutive actions, the choice of the third action is less
correlated to the first action and more to the second action.
The effect of using mono-action and digraph time biometric features in biometric fusion
to produce new distance scores is investigated. Using biometric fusion improved the average
EERs across all virtual worlds and in both experiments (an average performance gain of up
to 5.6%). The achieved fusion EERs in this research was around 26% for maze virtual
world, 33% for car virtual world and 27-32% for the subracer virtual world. It can be
suggested that biometric recognition performance in virtual worlds with very open
environments, similar to the car virtual world which require little user interaction, could be
relatively low.
Results from this research proposed that biometric fusion of mono-action and (mean)
digraph time biometric features computed using degree of disorder measure algorithm and
average threshold method achieved EERs between 26%-34%. These results show that the
use of user behaviour inside virtual worlds could be a promising avenue to build a
behavioural biometric system based on it.
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6. CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS, DISCUSSION, AND
FUTURE WORK
Abstract

In this chapter a summary of the current research and the major findings is presented. The
applicability of the developed biometric system in existing virtual worlds is discussed. Also
issues such as processing time, the number of users and the scalability of the developed
system are covered. Finally, possible future work of this research is outlined.

6.1

Applicability in Real Virtual Worlds

Users of virtual worlds often are authenticated using usernames and passwords. An example
of the login screen of Second Life is shown in Figure   6.1. The user verification is performed
at the start of the session. During the session the users are not asked to enter their
credentials. Therefore any potential hijacking of the control of the virtual world cannot be
detected during the session. In addition the option to remember the password means that any
person   who   can   gain  access   to   the   user’s   computer   can   enter  the   virtual   world  forging   the  
identity of the genuine user.

Figure   6.1: Login page of the Second Life virtual world14.

14

According   to   Linden   Labs’   official   wiki, the license to capture and use snapshots of the 3D
content displayed in-world is provided (http://wiki.secondlife.com, last accessed on 30/11/2012).
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The virtual environments of this research are similar to the environment of the current
virtual worlds (e.g. Figure   6.2, Figure   6.3, and Figure   6.4) both from the appearance
perspective and the fact they have avatars that can be controlled using the keyboard to
perform specific actions. Furthermore there is no restriction of navigation choices inside
these environments. Therefore it is proposed to use the developed biometric recognition
system to further increase the security of such systems.
The proposed methodology is to use one or more enrolment sessions to register a profile
of the user to the enrolment database. The data from a single long session can be divided to
several parts to extract and record the biometric features from the user behaviour inside the
virtual world. Later for the other sessions, it is possible to perform the user identification in
the intended intervals of 5, 10 or more minutes. The data from different intervals can be
regarded as behavioural biometric samples and the process of identification is similar to the
one proposed in this research.

Figure   6.2: A snapshot of the Second Life virtual world.
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Figure   6.3: A snapshot of the Second Life virtual world.

Figure   6.4: A snapshot of the Second Life virtual world15.

15

From http://compsimgames.about.com/od/secondlife/ig/Second-Life-Screenshots/Driving-in-Second-Life-.htm, last accessed on 25/6/2012.
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6.1.1 Identification versus Verification
The biometric recognition system developed in this research can operate in two modes:
identification and verification. As an identification system, the comparison module
compares the submitted biometric sample against the biometric enrolment database. If the
distance of the submitted biometric sample to any user profile is less than the reference mean
distance or the threshold (Equation (  4.17)), that particular user profile is detected as a
possible candidate, i.e. the submitted biometric sample could belong to him. Using this
technique may detect several candidates. Based on the application this may or may not be a
satisfactory result. The distance of the submitted biometric sample to the candidates can be
utilised to reduce the candidate list to one user.
While the proposed system is developed and tested in identification mode, the system can
be used in verification mode with very little modification to the comparison module. The
submitted biometric sample along with the claim of identity is passed as input to the
comparison module. The comparison module computes the distance of the submitted
biometric   sample   to   the   claimed   user’s   profile.   If   this   distance   is   less   than   the   reference  
mean distance then the user identity can be confirmed.

6.2

Processing Time

In Chapter   5, it has been stated that to find the distance scores using the degree of disorder
measure for tri-action biometric features, long processing times are required. Also it has
been mentioned that the mono-action biometric feature had a better performance than triaction feature in classifying the samples with a shorter processing time. In this section the
processing time for mono-action, time, speed and entropy features using different distance
measures is discussed.
The processing time of the implemented algorithms in this thesis can be divided between
feature extraction and distance score computation. As expected, feature extraction for all
biometric features needed relatively short processing time. As an example, extracting monoaction biometric features for samples of both experiments took about 23 seconds for 360
samples (all users) or 64 ms per sample. This time included accessing the sample files from
the disk and reading these files to extract the biometric features. Similar amounts of time
were required per sample to extract the time, speed and entropy biometric features.
The processing time for the distance computation however varied for different distance
measures and different virtual worlds. These processing times are presented in Table   6.1.
The degree of disorder processing time for maze and car virtual worlds was around 2
seconds per test for a set of 200 identification tests. The longest processing time reported
was 16 seconds per test for degree of disorder distances in subracer virtual world. The time
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needed to compute the scores for the Euclidean distance measure was less than one second
per test.
The algorithms of this research project had not been optimised for processing speed.
These times could be reduced if a commercial distribution of the algorithms is required. For
example this could be achieved by using faster sort algorithms in the degree of disorder
distance computation. In addition it can be argued that a processing time of a few seconds is
acceptable for these kinds of systems, since the users are expected to spend a few minutes
before they can be identified. Also when there is a need for off-line identification of users
from previously collected data, the longer processing time is not a problem.
In an identification system, the processing times depend on the number of users enrolled
to the system. Each newly submitted sample for identification should be compared to the
enrolment profiles of all users of the system to find the possible candidates. Therefore the
distance computation time increases with a larger set of users. The results in Table   6.1 are
based on a set of 200 identification tests. As an example, for 360 identification tests, the
degree of disorder processing time found to be 5 seconds per identification test compared to
the 2.2 seconds for 200 identification tests of the maze virtual world.
Table   6.1: Processing time for computing Degree of Disorder (DoD) and Euclidean distance scores for monoaction biometric features (m: minutes, s: seconds).

Virtual

DoD

Euclidean

World

200 Tests (m)

1 Test (s)

200 Tests (m)

1 Test (s)

Maze

7.27

2.2

0.51

0.15

Car

6.49

1.9

0.48

0.14

Subracer

53

16

2.13

0.64

6.3 Number of Users and the Scalability of the Identification
System
In Chapter   5, the performance of the biometric system in the first experiment has been
reported for 56 and 160 samples. This is equivalent to 14 and 40 users respectively. Table
  6.2 compares the results of   using   14   and   40   users’   samples   in   identification   tests.   These  

results show that the system had similar performances which were independent of the
number of users in the system. The average EERs for the maze and car virtual worlds show a
difference of about 1% between 56 and 160 samples. However for the subracer virtual world
this difference was about 5.5% mostly due to the low EER of the fourth profile of subracer
when using 56 samples.
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Table   6.2: Comparison of EERs of mono-action feature using degree of disorder measure for 14 and 40 users.

Virtual World Profile 1

Profile 2

Profile 3

Profile 4

Average

(Users)
Maze (14)

35.7

38.2

28.6

28.6

32.8

Maze (40)

32.5

30.0

32.2

31.2

31.5

Car (14)

26.9

35.1

35.7

42.9

35.1

Car (40)

32.6

41.0

35.0

35.3

36.0

Sub (14)

23.2

25.0

32.1

14.3

23.7

Sub (40)

24.8

31.5

37.5

22.7

29.1

The independence of the results from the number of users is not expected since
identifying users in a smaller sample set is expected to be more efficient than a larger sample
set. This could mean that the behaviour search space (discussed in Section   4.1.1.2) is large
enough that the additional users of the system can be identified with similar accuracy to the
existing users. In fact the developed biometric system of this research project had similar
performance when merging the samples from the two experiments to get a set of 90 users.
Table   6.3 shows that the EERs of the biometric system were comparable for 14, 40, and 90
users in this research. The scalability of the system to larger sets of users is not known.
However it is expected that in larger environments of the existing virtual worlds and their
larger search spaces due to increased number of available actions, many more users can be
identified.
The above discussion is about scalability of the system when it operates in identification
mode. In verification mode, the number of users does not affect the system hence the
submitted testing sample includes a claim of identity.
Table   6.3 Comparison of EERs of mono-action feature using degree of disorder measure for 14, 40, and 90 users.

Virtual

World Profile 1

Profile 2

Profile 3

Profile 4

Average

(Users)
Maze (14)

35.7

38.2

28.6

28.6

32.8

Maze (40)

32.5

30.0

32.2

31.2

31.5

Maze (90)

32.2

32.2

33.3

33.3

32.8
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6.4

Conclusions

With the popularity of the virtual worlds, establishing the security of these environments
becomes more important. The aim of this research was to develop a behavioural biometric
system to identify the users of a virtual world based on their behaviour inside these
environments. In this research project, previous research about two major areas was
reviewed, namely, biometric recognition systems and user behaviour inside the virtual
worlds. Similarity and distance measure algorithms used in some of the behavioural
recognition systems were adopted to be used in virtual world for user identification
purposes.
Three virtual worlds were designed and implemented with different 3D environments,
avatars, avatar movements, and actions. The three implemented virtual worlds were maze,
car, and subracer. The maze virtual world simulated the movement inside a building in a
virtual world. To achieve this, it used corridor paths and provided a walking avatar which
limited the movement inside the corridors. The car virtual world used a car avatar and roads
with an open environment to simulate the more open environments of virtual worlds. Both
maze and car avatars utilised a 2D movement. The subracer virtual world utilised a
submarine avatar with a 3D movement inside a moderately open underwater environment
which limited the avatar movement to the occasional rocks around the environment.
In this research, two experiments have been run. In the first experiment 53 users
participated and in the second experiment, a year later, 66 different users participated in the
experiment. A total of 160 samples for the first experiment and a total of 200 samples for the
second experiment are used in biometric identification comparisons.
Parameters of user behaviour inside a virtual world were identified. These parameters
were user actions inside the virtual world, avatar position inside the virtual world, and
timing of the start and stop of the actions. Out of these parameters and using novel feature
extraction methods, four main biometric features were extracted, namely: 1- Mono-action,
di-action, and tri-action, 2- Digraph and trigraph time (mean and total), 3- Speed, and 4Entropy.
Out of the three action features, the mono-action had slightly better identification
accuracy than di-action and tri-action features. This was attributed to the behaviour of users
in performing actions inside the virtual worlds. The three action features were computed
using sequences of one, two, and three consecutive actions. Assuming that the user choice of
the future actions is related to the previous actions of a user, these results could mean that in
a sequence of three consecutive actions, the choice of the third action is less correlated to the
choice of the first action and more to choice of the second action.
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Speed and entropy biometric features identification performance were relatively poor.
The reason is believed to be the number of speed and entropy feature variables is usually
less than the action and time feature variables. Time biometric feature also had a slightly
lower performance than the mono-action biometric feature. The justification for this lower
performance could be the method that is used to deal with multiple values of the time feature
variables. When these multiple values are detected, statistical parameters of these values are
derived to initialise the time feature variables. These statistical parameters might not perform
well in classification tests. This problem will be reduced in practice, since the existing
virtual worlds have larger environments and more feature variables can be extracted from
them.
Another problem that has been identified in the experiments was that in some virtual
worlds, specifically, the car virtual world, the users tend to utilise fewer actions to control
the avatars of the virtual worlds. For example some users used the forward (gas) action of
the car for long period of times. This is due to the open environment of the car virtual world
which requires less interaction from the user and results in fewer feature variables that in
turn reduce the performance of the system. More interactive virtual worlds, similar to most
of the existing virtual worlds, can help to overcome this problem.
After extracting biometric feature variables, three distance measure algorithms from the
literature were implemented, namely: degree of disorder, Euclidean and interclass distance
measures. The Euclidean measure had a better performance in classifying action and speed
feature variables while the degree of disorder had a better performance in classifying time
and entropy feature variables. This had thought to be related to the discrete nature of degree
of disorder versus the continuous nature of Euclidean measure. Since the time and entropy
feature variable values fall in small ranges, the Euclidean distances of these values are
similar and difficult to classify. However since the degree of disorder measure orders these
variables in arrays irrespective of their values, then it could classify these feature variables
with better accuracy.
The classification was performed by using a simple nearest neighbour classifier (KNN).
To find the nearest neighbour the distances calculated from the distance measure algorithms
were used. The classification algorithm has been formulated using a mathematical
representation in the thesis. Also a biometric threshold constant was introduced. The
threshold was changed to compute different values of the FAR and FRR of the biometric
system and ROC curve was used to compute the EER of the system.
In this research a transformation based score level fusion was implemented which
combined the scores from mono-action and time biometric features to improve the
identification performance of the developed system. Using score level fusion improved the
equal error rates up to 7%.
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Results of this research project proposed that biometric fusion of mono-action and
(mean) digraph time biometric features computed using degree of disorder measure
algorithm and average threshold method achieved the best results in identifying users of
virtual worlds, amongst many other combinations of these factors. These results showed
EERs between 26%-34% (Table   5.10).
Based on these results it can be suggested that more constrained environments operate
better than the less constrained environments. The maze virtual world achieved EERs of
around 26%, the car virtual world achieved EERs of between 33-34% and the subracer
virtual world provided EERs of between 27-33%.
The results from the two independent experiments were similar and consistent. This can
lead to the important conclusion that the results of these experiments were not random. This
is especially important because in behavioural recognition systems, it is usually difficult to
ascertain whether or not different behavioural biometrics possess a good enough
discrimination power to distinguish between different users.
In this research also the scalability of the identification system inside virtual worlds with
regards to a larger set of users was discussed. It was found that the performance of the
system was similar in identifying a particular user out of a set of 14, 40, and 90 users.

6.5

Discussion

While the results of this research did not report excellent EERs when compared to other
behavioural biometric systems, to   the   best   of   author’s   knowledge, this is the first
identification system based on user behaviour inside virtual worlds; therefore more research
is needed to improve the performance of the biometric system. This system has the capacity
to be used alongside the traditional username-password login to provide continuous user
identity verification in virtual worlds, especially in an uncontrolled environment which an
attacker can use the genuine user credentials to seize the control of the virtual world without
being detected in the process. This system also has the capacity to be used to provide nonrepudiation where the user behaviour can be used to prevent the denial of identity when
some harmful behaviour is performed in a virtual world.
The EERs reported in this research project are slightly higher than the EER of 20%
reported by (Jin, Teoh, Thian, & Tee, 2008) and the EER of 15% reported in (Giot, El-Abed,
Hemery, & Rosenberger, 2011) in their keystroke verification system. However, it can be
argued that in comparison with some other behavioural systems such as strategy based
behavioural biometric system (Yampolskiy & Govindaraju, 2009) with EER of 7%, the
results are not strong. Since this research is the first to study the identification capabilities of
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the user interactions with virtual worlds; it is important to show the discrimination power of
this biometric characteristic and study its performance amongst different virtual worlds.
This research introduced and compared various novel biometric features that can be
extracted from user behaviour in a virtual environment. These biometric features are either
novel in concept such as the three different action biometric features, or novel in the
extraction technique that can be used with behavioural systems. The findings of this research
showed that actions of a user inside the virtual world are the main parameter of the user
behaviour that can be utilised for user identification inside virtual worlds. In other words, it
could be possible to attribute user actions inside the virtual worlds to their identity. The
timing of the actions is another important parameter that can be used for this purpose. The
avatar position was not an indication of the user identity. Neither the entropy feature which
represented the movement trajectory variability of the avatar nor the speed feature which
represented the combination of the time and position parameters were able to identify the
users in the experimental virtual worlds of this research project.
It is not clear whether a better feature extraction technique and/or distance measure
algorithm can improve the EERs of this system or not. This research utilised a basic KNN
classifier for the classification. This allowed assessing the performance of various biometric
features and similarity measures in the implemented behavioural system. However some
more fundamental pattern recognition techniques should be invoked for further development
of the current work. Classifiers based on neural network, fuzzy set theory, and support
vector machines (SVM) can be considered. It is also believed that collecting more biometric
samples (or spending more time in a virtual world) can improve the EERs of the system. In
addition outlier users could have affected the EERs of the system. Detecting and removing
outlier samples can also improve the EERs in this biometric system. Better quality data
could  be  collected  from  user  interactions  with  a  real  “virtual  world”.
The results of this research also showed that using synthetic biometric data with similar
distributions to the real collected data from the virtual worlds is not useful in testing
identification mechanisms inside virtual worlds since these data fail to simulate the real user
interactions in virtual worlds.
This research also found that the users of virtual worlds with restricted and moderately
open environments to the avatar movement are more likely to be identified accurately. The
reason is likely to be that in highly open environments the frequency of the user actions will
be less than more restricted environments.
The fundamental question that this thesis tried to answer was the possibility of describing
the identity of the user knowing some parameters of his behaviour. The outcome of this
research project shed some light on the possibility of user identification based on user
interaction with virtual worlds.
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6.6

Future Work

The following are the future work suggested for this research project:
1. Future work can consider removing the outlier samples, i.e. users who have not
genuinely involved in the experiments. This could greatly enhance the
performance of the system. To identify the outlier users it is possible to analyse
the pattern of actions of the user. If a user has unusually repeated actions in a
sequence, then the user can be marked as a possible outlier.
2. Utilising different classification techniques based on neural network, fuzzy set
theory, and support vector machines (SVM) to improve the performance of the
system.
3. Providing a larger selection of actions to the users inside the virtual world and
encouraging the users to interact more with the virtual world could enhance the
performance of the system.
4. Providing more different paths in the virtual worlds can improve the results of
the speed and entropy features significantly, as it increases number of feature
variables.
5. Future work can study the effect of different emotions of users on their behaviour
and in turn on the identification performance of a similar behavioural biometric
system.
6. Future   work   can   use  the   existing   virtual   world’s   tools to create a private space
inside these worlds. Virtual worlds such as Second Life provide scripts to add
logic to the created space. Data collection logic can also be added using these
scripts. Similar experiments to this research can be performed to collect data
from this new virtual world space.
7. As an alternative to the previous point, data collected by existing virtual worlds,
if access is granted, can be a valuable source to test the performance of the
proposed identification system. Since this data are recorded from many more
users than the experiments of this research, the result could be much more
accurate.
8. The feature extraction and user classification techniques used in this thesis can be
applied on real user behaviour recorded from CCTV cameras to unobtrusively
identify the users performing various tasks in real world. This technique can be
used to identify possible security threats in highly secure places such as airports
or nuclear plants.
9. Online games can be regarded as a form of virtual environments similar to virtual
worlds. Dissimilarities between action frequencies and action types between
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humans and bots can be used for detection of game bots. Since these measures
are related to the user behaviour inside the games, it is less likely that game bot
developers can provide countermeasures to this technique. This can be confirmed
by the fact that the synthetic data generated in this research using the normal
distribution of the real data had not perfomed well in identification tests. The
developed algorithms in this research can be used in a future work to differentiate
humans from bots in online games.
10. The algorithms used in this research project can also be used in a future work to
find users operating multiple accounts in an online system.

6.7

Summary

This thesis presented the following:


The implementation of three virtual worlds with different environments
providing   navigatable   spaces   for   the   users   and   capable   of   collecting   user’s  
interactions with the virtual worlds.



Conducting experiments to collect data from user interactions with the
implemented virtual worlds.



Identifying parameters of user behaviour inside virtual worlds which have the
potential to uniquely identify users.



Comparing the identification capabilities of various parameters of user behaviour
inside virtual worlds.



Comparing the performance of different distance measures in classifying users of
virtual worlds.



Evaluating the performance of using the biometric fusion technique for multiple
parameters of user behaviour inside virtual worlds.
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6.8

Thesis Contributions

The main thesis contribution has been developing a behavioural biometric identification
system to identify the users of a virtual world based on the user behaviour inside virtual
worlds. This system has the capacity to provide continuous user identity verification in
virtual worlds.
The results of this thesis showed that using the human behaviour inside virtual worlds
can be a promising tool for biometric recognition systems. The other thesis contributions can
be summarised as follows:


Implementing novel methods to extract biometric features from the parameters of
user behaviour in a virtual world.



Formalising user classification techniques based on the distance scores of
biometric samples of a virtual world.



Specifying the parameters affecting the identification performance inside virtual
worlds.



Establishing initial identification performance of a behavioural identification
system inside virtual worlds in terms of equal error rates.
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APPENDIX A: BIOMETRIC VOCABULARY
The definitions in this Appendix are extracted from ISO/IEC harmonized biometric
vocabulary (Standing document 2, 2007). However for simplicity and ease of understanding,
when appropriate, definitions are simplified or the meanings are narrowed down to the
purpose of the current research.

A.1 Biometric Recognition
Biometric recognition is  defined  as  the  “automated  recognition  of  individuals  based  on  their  
behavioural   and   biological   characteristics”   and   includes   biometric identification and
biometric verification.

A.2 Biometric Identification
Biometric identification is the process of searching against a biometric enrolment database
to detect the biometric reference(s) matching a submitted biometric sample of a single
individual.

A.3 Biometric Verification
Biometric verification is the process of confirming a biometric claim made about the identity
of an individual. The biometric claim can be from an individual being or not being the
source of a biometric reference.

A.4 Biometric Sample
A biometric sample is  the  “analogue  or  digital  representation  of   biometric characteristics”  
of an individual.

A.5 Biometric Feature
Any information in the form of labels or numbers extracted from biometric samples that can
be used for comparison purposes.

A.6 Biometric Reference
Biometric reference is constituted  of  “one  or  more  stored   biometric samples”  belongs  to  a  
single individual and can be used for comparison purposes.
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A.7 Biometric Enrolment Database
In the context of this thesis, the biometric enrolment database is defined as the database
containing the biometric reference(s) of the set of individuals who are enrolled to the
system. Additionally this database contains non-biometric data attributed to the individuals
(for example, the name or number that can be used to identify the individual).
In some applications for security and privacy purposes biometric references are stored in
a separate database which is called biometric reference database and pointers to these data
are stored in the biometric enrolment database. However this is not the case in the current
research.

A.8 Biometric Characteristic
Biometric characteristic,  sometimes  is  referred  to  as  simply  “biometrics”,  is  the  “biological  
and  behavioural  characteristic  of  an  individual”  from  which  unique  and  repeatable  biometric  
features

can

be

extracted

for

the
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APPENDIX B: EERS OF USING DIFFERENT BIOMETRIC
FEATURES, DISTANCE MEASURES, AND FUSION
B.1 EERs of Action Biometric Feature for 56 Samples in the
First Experiment
B.1.1 Using Degree of Disorder Distance Measure
Virtual

Biometric

World

Feature

Maze

Car

Sub

Profile 1

Profile 2

Profile 3

Profile 4

Average

Mono-action

35.7

38.2

28.6

28.6

32.8

Di-action

28.6

35.7

35.7

35.7

33.9

Tri-action

28.6

28.6

41.4

35.7

33.6

Mono-action

26.9

35.1

35.7

42.9

35.1

Di-action

28.6

37.7

35.7

42.9

36.2

Tri-action

29.9

38.7

28.6

35.7

33.2

Mono-action

23.2

25.0

32.1

14.3

23.7

Di-action

28.6

20.6

22.3

19.6

22.8

Tri-action

35.7

30.4

25.6

26.5

29.6

B.1.2 Using Euclidean Distance Measure
Virtual

Biometric

World

Feature

Maze

Car

Sub

Profile 1

Profile 2

Profile 3

Profile 4

Average

Mono-action

32.1

28.6

35.7

37.0

33.4

Di-action

34.8

34.5

28.6

37.7

33.9

Tri-action

35.7

35.7

26.6

40.8

34.7

Mono-action

21.4

28.6

35.7

32.1

29.5

Di-action

25.7

31.8

30.3

35.7

30.9

Tri-action

25.0

28.6

30.3

32.7

29.2

Mono-action

34.8

21.4

13.6

28.6

24.6

Di-action

35.7

21.4

18.1

32.1

26.8

Tri-action

35.7

28.6

27.5

29.4

30.3
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B.1.3 Using Interclass Distance Measure
Virtual

Biometric

World

Feature

Maze

Car

Sub

Profile 1

Profile 2

Profile 3

Profile 4

Average

Mono-action

39.3

27.1

39.9

42.9

37.3

Di-action

39.3

26.7

35.7

46.4

37.0

Tri-action

35.7

32.3

35.5

42.9

36.6

Mono-action

30.7

35.7

39.3

39.3

36.3

Di-action

29.3

35.7

42.9

35.7

35.9

Tri-action

34.8

35.7

40.4

35.7

36.7

Mono-action

39.3

42.9

32.1

28.6

35.7

Di-action

35.6

29.2

32.1

31.1

32.0

Tri-action

42.9

38.1

28.6

39.3

37.2

B.2 EERs of Mono-Action Biometric Feature for 40 and 50
Samples in Both Experiments
B.2.1 Using Degree of Disorder Distance Measure
VW

Profile1

Profile2

Profile3

Profile4

Maze 2010

32.5000

30.0000

32.1837

31.1842

Maze 2011

30.0000

34.0000

32.6987

34.4954

Car 2010

32.5852

40.9756

35.0000

35.2557

Car 2011

32.9707

38.0000

34.0000

34.6968

Sub. 2010

24.7543

31.4971

37.5000

22.7286

Sub. 2011

35.2920

34.0000

32.4714

36.0000

B.2.2 Using Euclidean Distance Measure
VW

Profile1

Profile2

Profile3

Profile4

Maze 2010

33.2471

32.0881

31.8713

37.5000

Maze 2011

34.0000

30.0000

32.0000

40.1845

Car 2010

35.0000

35.0000

37.5000

42.5000

Car 2011

33.6168

35.0047

37.8419

32.0000

Sub. 2010

34.2836

32.5000

35.0000

32.5872

Sub. 2011

37.5392

32.3562

34.0000

34.0000
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B.3 EERs of Time Biometric Feature
B.3.1 Mean Digraph Time using Degree of Disorder Distance Measure
VW

Profile1

Profile2

Profile3

Profile4

Maze 2010

30.9735

33.9234

35.0000

33.5465

Maze 2011

32.1583

26.0000

29.1412

40.0000

Car 2010

32.3086

37.5000

35.9152

32.5000

Car 2011

34.7589

35.4574

37.9881

45.3597

Sub. 2010

35.0000

37.5000

42.5000

35.2959

Sub. 2011

37.0882

38.0000

37.5106

39.0538

B.3.2 Mean Digraph Time using Euclidean Distance Measure
VW

Profile1

Profile2

Profile3

Profile4

Maze 2010

39.8790

45.6492

48.1069

40.0000

Maze 2011

46.0000

40.0000

47.7203

49.4933

Car 2010

37.5000

50.8791

52.5000

42.5000

Car 2011

46.5751

42.0161

42.7854

48.0000

Sub. 2010

45.0000

48.1351

47.5000

46.4306

Sub. 2011

47.0940

46.0000

48.0000

49.4017

B.3.3 Total Digraph Time using Degree of Disorder Distance Measure
VW

Profile1

Profile2

Profile3

Profile4

Maze 2010

21.3830

32.5000

30.1295

30.6287

Maze 2011

28.9469

28.2344

28.0000

35.8000

Car 2010

31.0620

38.4220

40.0000

30.9900

Car 2011

37.0227

36.2814

37.5765

38.0000

Sub. 2010

30.3410

31.6360

37.5000

30.5920

Sub. 2011

37.3245

35.7467

34.9508

36.0000

B.3.4 Total Digraph Time using Euclidean Distance Measure
VW

Profile1

Profile2

Profile3

Profile4

Maze 2010

28.5300

35.0000

34.1370

27.7270

Maze 2011

28.0000

28.0000

28.0000

40.0000

Car 2010

37.5000

40.1160

35.5850

37.4470
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Car 2011

40.0000

40.9204

38.6838

36.3766

Sub. 2010

39.9140

32.5000

37.5000

35.0000

Sub. 2011

42.0250

36.8383

36.2096

41.1750

B.3.5 Mean Trigraph Time using Degree of Disorder Distance Measure
VW

Profile1

Profile2

Profile3

Profile4

Maze 2010

36.3850

40.0000

37.8108

39.2873

Maze 2011

34.9557

33.4849

30.5665

36.7554

Car 2010

35.5831

42.7232

45.6174

35.9375

Car 2011

40.5532

36.7907

41.2534

47.7965

Sub. 2010

45.0000

43.9141

48.3148

45.3513

Sub. 2011

46.2132

41.9895

38.0000

39.9478

B.3.6 Mean Trigraph Time using Euclidean Distance Measure
VW

Profile1

Profile2

Profile3

Profile4

Maze 2010

42.2105

45.3649

47.6067

40.0000

Maze 2011

46.2500

42.0000

45.0513

49.8259

Car 2010

43.5534

54.7305

53.3143

45.7165

Car 2011

48.2155

45.2394

46.6507

48.0000

Sub. 2010

45.1913

48.1250

48.3657

46.3295

Sub. 2011

47.4918

46.0000

46.9623

50.3371

B.3.7 Total Trigraph Time using Degree of Disorder Distance Measure
VW

Profile1

Profile2

Profile3

Profile4

Maze 2010

30.0000

35.0000

30.8240

29.7294

Maze 2011

28.0000

32.5053

26.0000

38.5470

Car 2010

32.1569

40.0000

39.9155

32.5000

Car 2011

34.0000

32.4775

37.3248

41.8163

Sub. 2010

37.5000

38.9652

42.9736

38.2583

Sub. 2011

43.1396

40.0000

36.0960

38.0000
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B.3.8 Total Trigraph Time using Euclidean Distance Measure
VW

Profile1

Profile2

Profile3

Profile4

Maze 2010

30.2528

37.0060

30.0000

30.0000

Maze 2011

30.0000

28.0000

28.0000

38.0000

Car 2010

37.1591

36.1696

32.5000

38.4286

Car 2011

41.0708

38.0000

40.0000

32.0928

Sub. 2010

42.3521

35.0000

38.2540

40.3261

Sub. 2011

41.2339

39.2645

37.3600

44.0000

B.4 EERs of Speed Biometric Feature
B.4.1 Mean Speed using Degree of Disorder Distance Measure
VW

Profile1

Profile2

Profile3

Profile4

Maze 2010

42.5000

49.5676

41.9849

41.9913

Maze 2011

46.0000

50.0000

46.0000

52.5221

Car 2010

40.5621

35.0000

42.5000

47.5000

Car 2011

42.0000

40.0189

42.0000

45.7840

Sub. 2010

-

-

-

-16

Sub. 2011

-

-

-

-

B.4.2 Mean Speed using Euclidean Distance Measure
VW

Profile1

Profile2

Profile3

Profile4

Maze 2010

42.5000

41.7582

35.6528

41.0053

Maze 2011

44.0000

46.4564

43.6772

43.8884

Car 2010

42.3555

36.1063

43.5201

39.5419

Car 2011

38.4141

45.9471

37.8921

42.0000

Sub. 2010

-

-

-

-

Sub. 2011

-

-

-

-

16

As stated in Chapter   4, the speed and entropy biometric features have not been extracted for the
subracer virtual world.
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B.4.3 Total Speed using Degree of Disorder Distance Measure
VW

Profile1

Profile2

Profile3

Profile4

Maze 2010

40.4687

49.8446

36.9312

42.5000

Maze 2011

46.0000

49.4706

48.0000

50.5968

Car 2010

45.0000

35.0000

40.0000

37.5000

Car 2011

41.8721

40.0000

40.2066

44.4930

Sub. 2010

-

-

-

-

Sub. 2011

-

-

-

-

B.4.4 Total Speed using Euclidean Distance Measure
VW

Profile1

Profile2

Profile3

Profile4

Maze 2010

41.1416

35.3144

38.9571

44.3030

Maze 2011

38.0000

39.1826

38.0000

42.0000

Car 2010

45.0000

35.0000

40.0000

37.5000

Car 2011

42.0000

40.9604

41.0189

42.2180

Sub. 2010

-

-

-

-

Sub. 2011

-

-

-

-

B.5 EERs of Entropy Biometric Feature
B.5.1 Mean Entropy using Degree of Disorder Distance Measure
VW

Profile1

Profile2

Profile3

Profile4

Maze 2010

43.5920

48.2627

37.6613

40.0000

Maze 2011

44.1626

52.0000

47.6100

52.0000

Car 2010

42.5000

35.4211

45.0000

40.9359

Car 2011

37.7991

39.8841

43.5089

44.3211

Sub. 2010

-

-

-

-

Sub. 2011

-

-

-

-

B.5.2 Mean Entropy using Euclidean Distance Measure
VW

Profile1

Profile2

Profile3

Profile4

Maze 2010

45.0000

42.5000

45.0000

42.5000

Maze 2011

44.8389

42.0000

49.8269

52.0000

Car 2010

42.6471

37.5000

52.5000

45.0872
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Car 2011

39.1026

42.0000

46.0000

50.0000

Sub. 2010

-

-

-

-

Sub. 2011

-

-

-

-

B.5.3 Total Entropy using Degree of Disorder Distance Measure
VW

Profile1

Profile2

Profile3

Profile4

Maze 2010

44.0909

46.4242

36.6082

40.0000

Maze 2011

43.7306

50.3158

46.5600

49.6996

Car 2010

49.2879

38.5116

47.5000

45.0000

Car 2011

34.8136

37.8894

43.9171

44.1279

Sub. 2010

-

-

-

-

Sub. 2011

-

-

-

-

B.5.4 Total Entropy using Euclidean Distance Measure
VW

Profile1

Profile2

Profile3

Profile4

Maze 2010

42.5000

43.2812

42.5000

43.5955

Maze 2011

39.2697

36.1220

41.2019

42.1261

Car 2010

49.2879

38.5116

47.5000

45.0000

Car 2011

36.0000

42.0000

43.8679

46.0000

Sub. 2010

-

-

-

-

Sub. 2011

-

-

-

-

B.6 EERs of Biometric Fusion of Mono-Action and Time
Biometric Features
B.6.1 Fusion of Action and Mean Digraph Time Using Degree of
Disorder Distance Measure
VW

Profile1

Profile2

Profile3

Profile4

Maze 2010

28.5769

27.5000

25.0000

25.3049

Maze 2011

26.1919

25.2296

23.6842

29.8881

Car 2010

27.5000

35.0000

39.7564

32.5000

Car 2011

32.0000

32.8875

32.0000

37.0192

Sub. 2010

23.2305

26.6702

34.4629

25.0000

Sub. 2011

36.2317

29.5471

30.7013

34.0000
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B.6.2 Fusion of Action and Mean Digraph Time using Euclidean
Distance Measure
VW

Profile1

Profile2

Profile3

Profile4

Maze 2010

33.1871

32.0758

31.0320

36.1638

Maze 2011

34.0091

29.4553

32.0000

40.4175

Car 2010

35.0000

35.8480

36.2202

40.1719

Car 2011

32.0000

34.0000

36.6385

32.0000

Sub. 2010

31.6272

35.0000

31.3517

34.7222

Sub. 2011

37.1189

32.0000

34.0000

32.9194

B.6.3 Fusion of Action and Total Digraph Time using Degree of Disorder
Distance Measure
VW

Profile1

Profile2

Profile3

Profile4

Maze 2010

23.4640

27.9770

25.0000

25.2130

Maze 2011

24.7302

28.0000

22.2783

30.0000

Car 2010

27.5000

35.0000

37.5000

32.2250

Car 2011

36.0000

34.1890

30.6966

32.6824

Sub. 2010

25.0560

22.5000

30.5200

25.0000

Sub. 2011

36.4270

31.9091

28.4811

33.8123

B.6.4 Fusion of Action and Total Digraph Time using Euclidean Distance
Measure
VW

Profile1

Profile2

Profile3

Profile4

Maze 2010

30.3880

30.5030

32.5000

32.5000

Maze 2011

30.0000

30.8532

30.0000

40.0000

Car 2010

37.2590

37.5000

35.4890

37.5000

Car 2011

32.1187

38.0000

34.8219

32.2152

Sub. 2010

32.5000

32.0930

28.9360

36.7510

Sub. 2011

34.8439

32.0000

34.0000

34.7208
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B.6.5 Fusion of Mono-Action and Mean Trigraph Time using Degree of
Disorder Distance Measure
VW

Profile1

Profile2

Profile3

Profile4

Maze 2010

27.9427

30.0559

25.0000

27.2426

Maze 2011

27.8495

26.0000

25.1266

29.7744

Car 2010

22.6809

37.2553

42.0192

32.4342

Car 2011

32.6198

33.3028

35.3171

37.8158

Sub. 2010

32.5000

32.5000

38.4701

31.5941

Sub. 2011

38.0485

35.5119

34.0000

36.8976

B.6.6 Fusion of Mono-Action and Mean Trigraph Time using Euclidean
Distance Measure
VW

Profile1

Profile2

Profile3

Profile4

Maze 2010

34.8757

30.6886

32.5000

35.0000

Maze 2011

33.9631

30.1976

32.0000

40.0000

Car 2010

35.0000

34.2587

35.5848

40.0000

Car 2011

31.6256

35.4299

38.0000

32.9156

Sub. 2010

31.7877

35.0000

30.9254

37.5000

Sub. 2011

35.5345

33.3240

34.2522

35.0531

B.6.7 Fusion of Mono- Action and Total Trigraph Time using Degree of
Disorder Distance Measure
VW

Profile1

Profile2

Profile3

Profile4

Maze 2010

26.3684

29.2219

26.9689

27.7551

Maze 2011

26.0000

27.3780

22.0000

30.0000

Car 2010

29.0736

32.5000

40.0000

30.2116

Car 2011

33.7934

31.6136

32.3559

36.9786

Sub. 2010

29.1896

30.1848

33.7698

27.5000

Sub. 2011

38.0000

34.0000

32.2018

36.0000
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B.6.8 Fusion of Action and Total Trigraph Time using Euclidean
Distance Measure
VW

Profile1

Profile2

Profile3

Profile4

Maze 2010

30.0000

30.3824

30.0731

32.5000

Maze 2011

30.3596

30.0000

28.0000

38.1373

Car 2010

37.5000

35.2586

34.6823

37.5000

Car 2011

31.6592

36.5277

37.5000

32.0000

Sub. 2010

30.0000

32.4260

28.9971

35.0000

Sub. 2011

35.4719

32.1030

36.0000

34.0090
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APPENDIX C: USERS’  FEEDBACK
This appendix presents a breakdown summary of some of the feedback gathered from the users from
the first experiment.
Feedback

Number of Users Suggested the
Feedback (out of 53)

Emotions (different situations) can affect the behaviour.

4

Non-requirement for memorable or physical tokens is 2
convenient.
The environments are user friendly.

1

The identification process is time consuming.

4

Playing games was a very tedious, boring, and in some

6

cases frustrating exercise.
Playing games was boring because they were aimless.

6

Inapplicable for everyday use.

1

Had the potential to be a much more user friendly.

1

An interesting concept (Idea, Impressive, Creative).

14

Games themselves are interesting.

3

Defining goals that end the games.

1

Subracer game was more interesting (partial aim).

1

The system may not be accurate.

5

Has the potential to be a powerful identification system.

1

Better security than the current verification systems.

1

Tend to carry out the similar activities

1
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Biometric

I.
INTRODUCTION
A reliable authentication system is a critical component for
many applications that require access control. Biometric
mechanisms of authentication are becoming a popular
approach to securing computer systems, networks and other
critical resources. While there has been a significant surge in
the use of biometric systems for user authentication in recent
years, they have not been a perfect solution and there are a
large number of known attacks against these systems. A few
security attacks have been reported in [1-5]. Reference [5]
identifies a number of different types of spoofing attacks to
biometric systems:






Coercive Impersonation- in this type of attack the
attacker physically forces a genuine user to identify
himself to the authentication system or removes the
biometric trait (for example finger) to gain access to
the resources.
Replay Attack- is based on re-presentation of a
previously recorded biometric trait, such as recording
someone voice or taking a picture of a person and
presenting it to a face recognition biometric system.
Impersonation Attack- is based on a change in
attacker’s   appearance   to   match   a   genuine   user, for
example  using  makeup  to  copy  somebody’s  face.

Although there are a number of counterattacks against
spoofing by using liveness detection methods as described in
[6] or using a multi-model biometric system [7], these
methods add to the complexity and cost of the biometric
system and they are not always successful. For example a
multi-model voice and face recognition system can be attacked
by concurrent presentation of recorded voice together with a
picture  of  user’s  face.
Studying possible attacks against current biometric
systems reveals a common characteristic of such systems that

makes the spoofing attack possible. This common
characteristic is the trait physical accessibility. This is where
behavioural biometrics takes advantage over physiological
biometrics. The behavioural traits of a user are not physically
accessible. Examples of behavioural biometrics are keystroke
dynamics [8,9], pointing device interaction [10] and game
based authentication [5,11,12].
In this paper we propose a behavioural authentication
system based on computer games similar to the one that has
been created in [11]. Reference [11] performed a feasibility
study for an authentication system that authenticates based on
user interaction with a three dimensional maze. The results of
this study showed that the system had an average accuracy of
88.33% in identifying different users from each other. This
paper is an extension to the work that is done in [11] and
describes design and implementation of three different games
that can be used for authentication purposes. A number of
users have been asked to play each game for a specified
amount of time. During this period the system collects and
audits statistics about the users’ behaviour. This process is to
be repeated a few times in a one month period. At the end of
the data collection, statistical methods will be used to
distinguish between different user behaviours.
II.

BACKGROUND

A. Recent Advances in Biometric Authentication
Biometrics refers to the recognition of a legitimate user by
using physical or behavioural traits associated with that
individual. Any physical or behavioural trait can be used for
biometric recognition as long as it has the following
characteristics [13]:





Universality: any human should possess the trait.
Distinctiveness: all humans should be sufficiently
distinctive in terms of the measured trait.
Permanence: the trait should remain constant
throughout a period of time.
Collectability: the trait should be measurable
quantitatively.

A practical biometric authentication system should also
have a satisfactory accuracy and speed, good acceptability
among users and high security against attacks. Reference [13]
reported that biometric systems based on fingerprints [14],
face [15] and iris [16] have received the most attention in
recent years. Reference [13] also reported the state of the art
error rates of four popular biometric traits (TABLE I). Due to

TABLE I. FALSE REJECT AND ACCEPT RATES WITH STATE OF THE ART
FINGERPRINT, FACE, VOICE AND IRIS VERIFICATION SYSTEMS [13].

Biometric Trait
Fingerprint
Face
Voice
Iris

False Rejection
Rate
0.1%-2.2%
0.8%-1.6%
5%-10%
1.1%-1.4%

False Acceptance
Rate
1%-2.2%
0.1%
2%-5%
0.1%

intrinsic variability of biometric traits, it is a challenging task
to maintain the performance of the biometric system while
ensuring the security demands of an authentication system.
Whilst the development of a comprehensive biometric
mechanism is crucial as biometric systems grow rapidly into
access control systems, developing such a mechanism with
guaranteed security demands and recognition performance has
remained an unreached objective.
B. Behavioural Authentication, an Overview
Behavioural authentication is a subset of biometric
authentication  which  uses  measurable  properties  of  a  person’s  
actions to identify the person. All behavioural biometric
systems work in a similar manner: by analysing the current
user actions create a model of individual user behaviour and
then use this model to predict the future user behaviour.
Although behavioural biometrics generally introduces less
accuracy levels (error rates) than the physical biometrics, they
have some advantages over physical methods:




As discussed in the introduction, behavioural
methods are more resistive against spoofing attacks.
Data gathering process is often unnoticeable by the
user.
They are often less expensive and require no
specialized hardware.

Most of the current research in behavioural biometrics
concentrates on very low level user behaviour such as
keystroke dynamics and mouse movements. Although these
traits are accurate, they reveal user behaviour directly related
to physical abilities of the human and ignore higher level
intentional behaviours, which may describe identity of the
person more successfully [17].
C. Related Work
1) Pointer device authentication
Reference [10] proposed a behavioural biometric technique
based on human computer interaction. Their developed system
captures data via a pointing device, and uses this data to
authenticate an individual. The acquisition module of the
system is a web based memory game. An equal error rate of
0.02 was reported.
2) User verification via web interaction
Reference [18] proposed the use of a biometric trait based
on behaviour extracted from interaction with a web page. It is
proposed to integrate this trait into a conventional login web

page to enhance the security of the system. The proposed
system is a multi-model authentication system that uses both
biometrics and memorable traits. This work suggested that the
users are more cooperative in data collection if it is done in
game environment than a non game environment. The results
of testing the system on a population of 50 users were equal
error rates of 6.2%-12.5%.
3) Strategy-based behavioral biometrics
Reference [12] showed that a behavioural biometric
signature can be generated based on the strategy used by an
individual to play a game. They implemented a software to
extract behavioural profiles for each player in the game of
poker. The generated behavioural signature is continuously
compared with players’ current actions and significant
changes in behaviour are reported as security breaches.
Yampolskiy reported equal error rates of as low as 7% for the
behavioural profiles enhanced with temporal and spatial
information [19].
D. Three Dimentional Authentication
Reference [11] proposed using a three dimensional
behavioural authentication system. The project involved
implementing a three dimensional maze game that records
user interactions as users navigate through the game. The
project included testing of the proposed system on a small
group of users and analyzing the collected signatures by
means of statistical analysis methods. The results of
conducting the tests showed an average true rejection rate of
88.33% with an average false acceptance rate of 11.67%.
Reference [11] suggested that the developed system has the
potential to be introduced as a powerful authentication system
for very high security demands. However the authentication
system was only tested on 5 users enabling multiple analysis
techniques to be assessed. For this reason only a small amount
of data were collected to test the method proposed. Another
drawback of the work was the unattractiveness of the game
and that it occasionally caused headache and dizziness for
some users.
In the current paper it is proposed to extend the game
authentication method developed by [11]. Three different
games has been designed and implemented. Then an average
of 50 users have been asked to play the games for four periods
of 4 minutes during a one month period. This paper focuses on
the design of the games and presents some user feedback
about the games.
III.

METHODOLOGY

A. Games
Two parameters are considered in games design. First was
that the games intended to be easy to play and graphically
interesting for users. Failing to meet this requirement may
decrease the acceptability of the system among users. To meet
this requirement Blender 3D game engine is used to
implement the games. Some open games are chosen as a base
for two of the games aiming to provide a state of the art game
experience to the users.
Second parameter was that the games should provide users
with easy decisions in the course of the game. This is against a

strategy based game which needs complicated decisions to be
made inside the game. The difference is between two
approaches: pointless game and target based game. In a target
based game the users should follow a logical method to finish
the game and win or loss based on the quality of their
decisions. Examples are chess, poker and other strategy based
games. In this type of games since the decisions are logical,
behaviour of the user can be predicted based on the current
situation in the game. However the degree of predictability
differs among different strategy based games. For example a
chess game behaviour is more predictable than a poker game.
Reference [17] stated this difference and created a behavioural
biometric using a poker game [12]. However he reported that a
spoofing attack is possible against his developed system by
secretly and automatically monitor the target user during the
play in an online casino.
In this paper the idea is brought further and the games
designed to be pointless. The authors believe that the pointless
nature of the game can reveal more accurately the behavioural
difference of a human and increase the resistance of the
system against spoofing attacks.

(a)

1) Maze game
The maze game consists of a large series of corridors that
connected together and created repeated random shapes. The
user will not have any idea during the game of the start and the
end point of the maze. The user controls the movement of the
game character; a squirrel (Fig. 1(a)).The character has the
abilities to walk forward and backward, turn right and left,
jump, double jump, rotate its tale and run. The user has
complete control over the mentioned activates.
2) Car game

(b)

The car game uses the same map as the maze game, but
this time instead of corridors the map is used to create roads.
Again the game environment is large enough for the user to
navigate through. A third person camera view is used from the
back of the car. The user can drive the car through the
provided controls (accelerate, brake, steer left, steer right)
(Fig. 1(b)).
3) Subracer game
The subracer game is a submarine game that can be played
in an underwater environment. The submarine can be driven in
different directions as well as up and down in a large circular
path. This game provides more controlling options to the users
than the first two games (Fig. 1(c)). Subracer is slightly
breaking the rule of pointless game as there are some
collectable boxes around the game environment. However the
users are not aware of existence of the boxes until they play
the game. These objects are included in to the game to
compare with two first games which are completely aimless.
The environment also includes some rocks, mines, plants and
other different objects.

(c)
Fig. 1. Snapshot of the games: (a) maze game. (b) car game. (c)
subracer game.

D = N – S.
B. Data Acquisition
A unique data acquisition module is written for all three
games. This module collects user behaviour throughout the
game. This behaviour includes the keys pressed, exact time of
key press and the location of game character (animal, car or
submarine) at the time of key press.
50 users (engineering students) have been asked to play all
the games one time a week for a period of one month. Each
time the games allow the user to play for a period of 4
minutes. At the end of data collection period it is expected to
have a minimum of 200 samples of data for each game.
C. Users’  Feedback
Some users stated that their emotions in different situations
may change their behaviour. This could affect the false
rejection rates adversely. However this could also make the
system more secure against Coercive Impersonation attack.
When an attacker try to force a genuine user to authenticate,
the change in user’s   emotions   may affect his behaviour
significantly and he may not be able to log in to the system.
For other situations when the user is naturally in a different
emotional mood, a longer registration period can help to
improve false rejection rates.
Many users complained about the time consuming process
of the authentication. They argued that this could be a very
tedious and boring process. Some suggested that defining
goals in the games could improve them. This was the case for
a few who found subracer game more interesting for not being
totally pointless.
Some users liked the non-requirement for memorable or
physical tokens, and other users found the environments user
friendly. A few users noted the privacy concerns of such
systems. They argued that these systems would not be
acceptable until the attitude of the society as a whole towards
privacy changes.
IV. DATA ANALYSIS
When a new biometric data sample is presented to an
authentication system, the system should be able to measure
how similar the new sample is to template data, gathered at
registration stage [19]. A similarity measure should consider
the statistical characteristics of the data distribution assuming
that enough data is available to determine these properties
[20]. A number of similarity measures have been used in
behavioural biometrics. Some are introduced in this section.

B. Distance of Two Samples Using Degree of Disorder of an
Array Method
Reference [8] used the concept of degree of disorder of an
array to calculate the distance between two samples. Given an
array V of N elements, the degree of disorder of V with respect
to a second array V’   can be calculated as the sum of the
distances between the position of each element in V, with the
same element in V’ [8]. The arrays elements should be
identical, and they should differ only in position of the
elements. As an example, assume that array A = {R, T, Y, U,
I} and B ={I, R, T, U, Y}. The degree of disorder of A and B
is: ( 1 + 1 + 2 + 0 + 4 ) = 6 (Fig. 2).
C. Euclidean Distance
Euclidean distance is one of the most popular distance
functions. Euclidean distance can be calculated as the sum of
the squared distances between the elements of the ndimensional vectors (xi, yi) [12]:
dE = ∑𝑛𝑖=1(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖 )2

DM(x) = (𝑥 − 𝜇)𝑇 𝑆 −1 (𝑥 − 𝜇)

(4)

Mahalanobis distance is widely used in classification
techniques   and   is   closely   related   to   Hotelling’s   T-square
distribution used for multivariate statistical testing and other
analysis methods [21].
E. Manhattan Distance
The Manhattan distance between two points is defined in a
Euclidean space with fixed Cartesian coordinate system, and is
the sum of lengths of the projections of the line segment
between the points on to the coordinate axes. It can be
considered as the absolute differences of the elements of two
vectors [12].

(1)

The similarity score S, has a maximum value of N. Hence
the distance of the vector x to the group of vectors can be
calculated as:

(3)

D. Mahalanobis Distance
The Mahalanobis distance of a multivariate vector x = (x1,
x2, x3, ..., xN)T, from a group of values with mean µ = (µ 1, µ 2, µ 3,
..., µ N)T and covariance matrix S is defined as [12]:

A. Maximum and Minimum Similarity Measure
Reference [11] used a simple algorithm to measure the
similarity of a given vector x = (x1, x2, x3, ..., xN) to a group of
vectors with the maximum vector M = (M1, M2, M3, ..., MN) and
the minimum vector m = (m1, m2, m3, ..., mN). The similarity
score of vector x to the group of vectors is:
S = ∑𝑁
𝑖=1 1 , 𝑚𝑖 < 𝑥𝑖 < 𝑀𝑖 .

(2)

Fig. 2. Calculating the degree of disorder of arrays A and B

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper current physical and behavioural
authentication methods were reviewed. Advantages of
behavioural methods in comparison to physical methods were
argued. A game based behavioural authentication system was
proposed. Pointless and target base types of games were
discussed and it has been shown that pointless games have
more capacity to collect behavioural traits of users and can be
more secure than strategy based games. Finally some common
similarity measures that can be used in a behavioural
authentication system have been reviewed.
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Abstract:

In this paper the feasibility of having an authentication system based on user’s behaviour is studied. The
approach used is based on psychological mechanisms of authentication which are a subset of a broader class
of biometric mechanisms. This project implemented a 3D graphical maze that a user has to navigate
through. The user is authenticated based on information collected from their behaviour in reaction to the
maze. Results obtained from the experiments revealed that this authentication system has a mean accuracy
of 88.33% in identifying different users from each other.

1

INTRODUCTION

There has been a significant surge in the use of the
biometric systems for user authentication in recent
years. However they have not been a perfect solution
and there are a large number of known attacks
against these systems, (Buthan & Hartel, 2005;
Ratha, Connell, & Bolle, 2001).
Studying possible attacks against current
biometric systems reveals a common characteristic
of such systems that makes spoofing attacks
possible. This common characteristic is the trait
physical accessibility. This is where behavioural
biometrics has an advantage over physiological
biometrics. The behavioural traits of a user are not
physically accessible. Examples of behavioural
biometrics are keystroke dynamics (Bergadano,
Gunetti, & Picardi, 2002), pointing device
interaction (Gamboa & Fred, 2004) and game based
authentication (Yampolskiy & Govindaraju, 2009).
These techniques use user behaviour directly related
to the physical abilities of the human and ignore
higher level intentional behaviours, which may
describe the identity of the person more successfully
(Yampolskiy, 2008).
This paper describes a feasibility study for an
authentication system that authenticates based on
higher level intentional behaviours.

2

BACKGROUND

Behavioural authentication is a subset of biometric
authentication which uses measurable properties of a
person’s   actions   to   identify   that person. All
behavioural biometric systems work in a similar
manner: by analysing the current user’s actions, a
model of the individual user behaviour is created
and then this model is used to predict the future user
behaviour.
Although behavioural biometrics are generally
less accurate than physiological biometrics, they
have some advantages: they are more resistive
against the spoofing attacks, and the data gathering
process can be unnoticeable by the user.

2.1

Behavioural Authentication

Behavioural authentication systems based on
keystroke dynamics utilize mechanisms to
authenticate users based on their typing specific
behaviours. Unlike other biometric authentication
mechanisms, keystroke analysis does not provide
acceptable levels of accuracy for authentication
(Bergadano, Gunetti, & Picardi, 2002).
Jin et al. (2008) proposed the application of
fuzzy logic to authentication using typing dynamics.
The manner and rhythm with which a person types

characters on a keyboard have been used to identify
that person. The work reports that an Equal Error
Rate (EER) of 20% could be achieved using this
mechanism. The paper suggested that using this
method can overcome the unavoidable weakness of
extreme data influence in statistical methods.
Gamboa & Fred (2004) proposed a new
behavioural biometric technique based on human
computer interaction. They developed a system that
captures data via a pointing device, and uses this
data to authenticate an individual. An EER of at
least 2% is reported.

3

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

The first step of this study is to create the 3D
graphical environment. The graphical maze has to be
simple to steer through and large enough to allow
the user to choose different paths. The initial idea is
a simple pattern of vertical and horizontal corridors
as shown in Figure 1.
The user always starts observing the world from
the same starting point (the small circle in the
figure). There is no specified goal for the user to
achieve inside the maze. The requirement is only to
steer through the maze for a specified period of time
visiting any corridor the user prefers.
The user interaction can be extracted in the form
of keystrokes or the turn behaviour of the user. Turn
behaviour refers to decision of the user at the
junctions of vertical and horizontal corridors. The
decision could be a right turn, left turn, continue in
the forward direction (front turn) or turn back and
continue in the opposite direction (back turn).

3.1

Data Acquisition and Analysis

The data acquisition module retrieves the raw data
from the user interface of the 3D maze and converts
it into useful information about the user behaviour.
The input to the data acquisition module is the x and
z coordinates of the current place of the user. The
turn direction parameter is extracted from these
coordinates.

3.2

Behavioural Variables

In this study, three levels of variables are calculated
from the captured data. For each user, the number of
right, left, front, and back turns is calculated. These
four variables are the first level variables. At the
second level consecutive pairs of turn directions are
considered. Examples are the number of turns to the
left then left, left then front, and front then right,
which results in 16 variables. At the third level three
consecutive turn directions are considered for a total
of 64. These three levels of calculations provide the
analyser with 84 behavioural variables that can be
used in the authentication process.

3.3

System Test

After implementing all parts of the 3D
authentication system, it is tested by a group of 5
users. Each user navigates through the 3D maze for
6 periods of 5 minutes. The first three tests are
performed in one session and then the remaining
three tests are done in a second session after 24
hours.

Figure 1: Map of the maze and different sections.

During the test stage some problems were raised.
One problem was that, although much effort was
made in making the 3D maze visually attractive,
some users did not like the graphical interface and
found it boring. The other disadvantage was the long
time of the test that made the users feel tired.

4

ANALYSIS

are classified in to three different levels. These
different levels may carry more or less information
about the user behaviour. To reflect this difference,
the scores can be calculated separately for each level
and added with different weights to form a total
score for the set.
Based on the idea above several parameters of
the analysis can be changed:
1.

As each of the 5 users navigates through the system
6 times, the analysis module is provided with 6 sets
of data from which behavioural variables can be
extracted for each user. This yields 30 sets of
behavioural variables. In the following paragraphs
the   word   ‘set’   refers to a set of behavioural
variables. Each set contains 84 variables as
described in section 3.2.
For the purpose of analysis, corresponding
variables from different sets can be compared. For a
successful authentication it is expected that the sets
of one user will have more similarities than the sets
of different users. These similarities are in terms of
corresponding behavioural variables. To prove this
similarity, 3 sets are chosen for each user to train the
system. These sets are compared with the remaining
three sets of the same user and all the sets of other 4
users.
To be able to compare the three chosen sets, the
minimum and maximum values of corresponding
variables of these sets are calculated. Then the
variables of the remaining sets are examined to
check whether these variables are in the range of the
calculated maximum and minimum. If a relationship
exists between different sets of the same user, more
variables of these sets will be in the range of
minimum and maximum than the sets of the other
users.
The minimum and maximum values can be
slightly modified to enhance the results of the
comparison. This modification can be an adjusted
increase or decrease of the maximum and minimum
values. As stated in section 3.2 behavioural variables

2.
3.

The three chosen sets that were used to train
the system.
The amount of modification made for
minimum and maximum values.
Assigning different weights to calculate
scores.

These parameters are changed until the best
results are achieved. In this study the data are
analysed 8 times with different parameters. For each
case the maximum score of the three chosen sets is
found and compared with other users’ scores to find
the number of other users’ scores that are smaller
than this maximum. This number is then calculated
as percentage and represents the True Rejection
Rate. As this number increases, the results of this
feasibility study are improved. For each case the
True Rejection Rates (TRR) for users is shown in
Table 1.
Since this work is a feasibility study, the False
Rejection Rate (FRR) is of less interest and is set to
zero (ideal value) by the newly calculated maximum
and minimum value. Another reason to force FRR to
zero is that small number of attempts for each user
(6 times) makes the FRR rates inaccurate. It is well
known that FRR and False Acceptance Rates (FAR)
are dependent measures and increasing one will
decrease the other measure. As a result setting FRR
to zero will increase the FAR which can be
calculated using following formula:
FAR=1-TRR

(1)

Table 1: True rejection rates for different cases.

User 1
User 2
User 3
User 4
User 5
Average

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

Case 5

Case 6

Case 7

Case 8

87.5
37.5
95.83
70.83
25
63.33

95.83
16.67
95.83
54.17
29.17
58.33

100
66.67
66.67
75
79.17
77.5

100
95.83
87.5
66.67
91.67
88.33

100
62.5
66.67
79.17
66.67
75

100
91.67
95.83
79.17
70.83
87.5

100
87.5
83.33
50
83.33
80.83

91.67
87.5
87.5
37.5
87.5
78.33

5

RESULTS

Table 1 shows that the best results are achieved
using case 4.   By   applying   case   4’s   method   of  
analysis to the data an average of 88.33 % of the
attempts to enter as a false user are prevented. All
genuine attempts to enter the system were successful
(FRR=0).
The results of this simple system reveal that the
idea of using a 3D authentication system is feasible
with a False Acceptance Rate of 0.1167 (1-0.8833).
This value is calculated at a zero value for False
Rejection Rate.
It seems that the data recorded in one session was
more related to each other than the data recorded in
the other session. Therefore, the data should be
gathered at different times, as might be expected in a
practical system.

6

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
FUTURE WORK

Behavioural authentication has the potential to be
introduced as a powerful authentication tool where
variables can be extracted easily. However extensive
research is needed to improve it. This section
provides several recommendations to improve the
system that was studied in this paper.
One of the drawbacks of the system implemented
in this project was the small amount of data
available for the analysis. Gathering more data from
the user behaviour in the 3D environment could
improve the results. Several ways to increase the
amount of data are:
1.
2.

3.
4.

Adding more directions (up and down) in y
axis. An example could be adding floors to the
environment.
Increasing the test time. This may decrease the
level of system acceptability among users.
Although, ideally, these behavioural metrics
should   be   extracted   without   the   user’s  
knowledge.
Defining additional levels of behavioural
analysis.
Using keystroke dynamics analysis similar to
one was used in (Bergadano, Gunetti, &
Picardi, 2002).

Another suggestion is to improve the analytical
methods of data analysis. As was shown in the

results section, the analysis method has a great effect
on the results achieved.

7

CONCLUSIONS

The aim of this study was to investigate the
feasibility of having an authentication system based
on user's behaviour. A 3D authentication system was
implemented for the feasibility study. The results of
conducting the tests show an average True Rejection
Rate of 88.33% with an average False Acceptance
Rate of 11.67%. These rates are not perfect but it
shows the possibility of implementing this system.
The findings show that although more studies are
needed, the concept of having a 3D authentication
system is feasible.
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Abstract—Biometric identification systems are being used widely
in many applications and security systems all over the world. In
this paper, a review of the research in behavioural biometrics is
presented and a biometric identification system is proposed
which utilises user interactions with virtual worlds for
identification. Three game based virtual environments are
implemented and three biometric similarity measures namely:
distance, Euclidean, and interclass are used to evaluate the
system. The proposed system was able to identify users with up to
89 percent of accuracy. The average equal error rates between 29
to 35 percent are achieved. The proposed system can have
applications such as identifying users in virtual environments,
differentiating humans from machines in online games, and
finding users operating multiple accounts in an online system.
Keywords: Identification; Verification; Authentication;
Behavioural Biometric; Biometric Recognition; Virtual Worlds;
Games

I.

INTRODUCTION

Biometric identification as defined by ISO/IEC is the
process of searching against a biometric enrolment database to
find and return the biometric reference identifier(s) matching a
submitted biometric sample of a single individual [1].
Biometric identification can be based on both biological and
behavioural characteristics. This paper uses user interactions
inside virtual worlds and therefore the proposed system is a
behavioural biometric system. Behavioural biometrics are a
subset of biometrics that use measurable properties of a
person’s actions to identify the person. These systems analyse
the current user interactions with the system to create a profile
of individual user behaviour, and then use this profile to
identify or verify the user identity in the future. While
behavioural biometrics are generally less accurate than the
other biometric techniques, they have some advantages over
them.
Behavioural methods are more resistant against spoofing
attacks such as coercive impersonation, replay attack, and
impersonation attacks [2]. The reason for this improved
resistance is that the user behaviour is not generally directly
accessible by attackers, in contradiction with the other
biometric methods where the user trait is usually physically
accessible (such as finger prints, iris, and face). The data
gathering process in behavioural biometric systems can be

unobtrusive and unnoticeable by the user and they also can be
less expensive and require no specialised hardware.
A behavioural authentication system can have applications
in ubiquitous authentication, in which the identity of the user is
constantly verified by the system, without the user being
involved in the process. Human behaviour research is also of
interest for other scientific disciplines. Some of the disciplines
that investigate user behaviour are intrusion detection,
marketing, and criminal profiling.
Identification concept is closely related to verification.
Verification is the process of confirming an individual's
biometric claim by comparing a submitted sample to one or
more previously enrolled samples in the biometric enrolment
database. In identification, there is no claim of identity and the
system searches for a match to the submitted biometric sample
in the biometric enrolment database. While most current
behavioural biometric systems cannot provide accurate
identification, they provide enough accuracy for verification.
Only a few behavioural biometrics are believed to be accurate
for large scale identification. Those are signature, handwriting,
and speech [3]. This claim can be verified by comparing the
accuracy of behavioural biometric systems such as voice and
strategy-based behaviour with biological biometric systems
such as fingerprint and iris. Table I shows a comparison of
performance of a few biometric systems.
Examples of behavioural biometric systems that were
proposed in previous papers are: 1- pointer device
authentication [4], 2- user verification via web interaction [5],
3- user authentication through keystroke dynamics [6,7,8,9,10],
and 4- strategy based behavioural biometrics [11].
These behavioural systems reported different equal error
rates, from 0.01% in keystroke dynamics to 6.2%-12.5% in
user verification through web interaction. Reference [11]
suggested that a behavioural biometric signature can be
generated using the strategy of an individual to play a game of
poker. EERs of as low as 7% in the proposed system are
reported.
In this paper, we propose a user identification technique
that utilises user interaction with virtual worlds. The virtual
worlds are 3D games that are implemented for the
identification purpose in order to collect the user actions during
the game play.

III.

TABLE I.
FALSE REJECT AND ACCEPT RATES WITH SOME
BEHAVIOURAL AND BIOLOGICAL BIOMETRIC SYSTEMS
Biometric Trait
Pointer-Device
Authentication [4]
Verification-via Web
Interaction [5]
Keystroke Dynamics [6]
Strategy-based
behavioural [11]
Fingerprint [12]
Face [12]
Iris [12]
Voice (behavioural) [12]

II.

False Rejection
Rate
2%

False Acceptance
Rate
2%

6.2%-12.5%

6.2%-12.5%

4%
7%

0.01%
7%

0.1%-2.2%
0.8%-1.6%
1.1%-1.4%
5%-10%

1%-2.2%
0.1%
0.1%
2%-5%

EVALUATION OF BIOMETRIC SYSTEMS

Biometric systems can be compared from three different
perspectives:
•

Performance

•

Acceptability and user satisfaction

•

Security

While we discussed the security issues briefly in the
introduction, we are more interested in performance issues.
There are a few performance parameters that can be used to
evaluate performance of different biometric systems [1]:
A. False acceptance rate (FAR):
FAR is the percentage of the completed biometric
comparisons that result in a false match. A false match is the
comparison decision of “match” for samples originating from
different individuals.
B. False rejection rate (FRR)
FRR is the percentage of the completed biometric
comparisons that result in a false non-match. A false non-match
is the comparison decision of “non-match” for samples
originating from the same individual. The value computed for
the FAR and FRR will depend on thresholds and other
parameters of the comparison process.
C. Equal error rate (EER):
ERR is the rate at which both false acceptance and false
rejection errors are equal. The value of the EER can be easily
obtained from the receiver operating curve (ROC). The EER is
a quick way to compare the accuracy of biometric recognition
systems. In general, the system with the lowest EER is more
accurate.
These performance metrics can be used to evaluate and
compare the accuracy of different biometric systems.

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

A. Data Collection
In this paper, virtual worlds are defined as interactive 3D
environments with the ability to collect user interactions with
the environments for identification purposes. In the current
paper, 3D computer games are adopted as virtual worlds for
user identification.
Examples of these virtual worlds have been developed in
[13]. However the virtual worlds developed in this paper are
larger and provide more decisions to the user than the ones
developed in [13]. In this section we introduce the games that
are to be used as the identification environments. The three
implemented games in this research are:
1.

Maze game (2D Movement)

2.

Car game (2D Movement)

3.

Subracer game (3D Movement)

1) Maze Game
Maze game is intended to be similar to the game developed
in [13] with improvements to the graphics and the movement.
It consists of a large series of corridors that are connected
together. It also includes a moving character to make the
experience more real. This character is a squirrel with a set of
predefined actions and animations such as walking, jumping,
running and a few other actions. Despite the name, there is no
objective defined for the user inside the maze, and there is no
means of leaving the maze environment. Table II shows the
actions of maze game. There are only 6 actions for this game.
2) Car Game
The car game is the second virtual world of this research. It
includes randomly connected roads that the user can drive on
with the car. A green area of grass surrounds the roads, and the
user can drive on this area as well as roads. This is different
from the maze game where the user cannot exit the corridors.
The game environment is large enough for the user to navigate
through. A third person camera view is used from the back of
the car. The roads and grasses are enclosed with a large
rectangular shaped wall, so that the user cannot exit the world.
Table III shows the actions of the car game. Similar to the
maze game, there are only 6 actions for this game.
TABLE II. MAZE GAME
ACTIONS
Actuator
Up key
Down
key
Right
key
Left key
m key
n key

Action
Going
forward
Going
backward
Going right
Going left
Jump
Attack/ run

TABLE III.
CAR GAME
ACTIONS
Actuator
Up key
Down
key
Right
key
Left key
Left
Shift
Left Ctrl

Action
Accelerate
Reverse
Steer right
Steer left
Brake
Ebrake

3) Subracer Game
The two previously designed games have a common
limitation: the characters can only move in two dimensions.
The third game intended to have a 3D movement, which is an
additional z direction movement. Wartmann [14] implemented
a submarine game in an underwater environment using the
Blender. This game is considered as the third authentication
environment in this paper. The submarine can be navigated
inside a circular path. The users are not aware of the circular
nature of the game environment. There are also a few boxes
around the game that can be shot during the game. The user can
also hit the boxes to remove them. Table IV shows the subracer
game actions. Subracer game has only 9 actions which is more
than the first two games with 6 actions.
4) Experiments
After developing the virtual worlds, tests were performed to
identify the approximate length of time for identification. Four
minutes was been found to be suitable for the games and this
was set as the time for the experiments. This time may provide
sufficient samples for identification (a minimum of 100
samples per each game play). Increasing the time to more than
4 minutes can make the users feel bored due to the monotony
of the game. Decreasing this time can lead to insufficient
biometric samples collected at the play time. 53 users were
asked to play the games with in a one month period. The users
played each game once per week for a total of four weeks. The
result is four sets of samples per game for each user. The total
sets of samples gathered from one user for all of the games are
12. Table V summarises the number of sets of samples
gathered from the users.
The user set of this research were all final year male
engineering students. The dominant age group was between 2025 years old. The games were provided to users via the project
website. There were not any constraints on the time and place
of the test. The only requirement was to supply one sample of
each game per week.
TABLE IV.
Actuator
Up key
Down key
w key
q key
TABLE V.

Week 1
Week 2
Week 3
Week 4
Total

SUBRACER GAME ACTIONS

Action
Pitch up
Pitch down
Forward thrust (going forward).
Turbo speedup

Actuator
Right key
Left key
a key / d key
Space

Action
Turn right
Turn left
Roll the ship
Fire

NUMBER OF SETS OF SAMPLES GATHERED FOR DIFFERENT
GAMES PER WEEK
Maze
Game
46
52
50
52
200

Car
Game
47
52
50
52
201

Subracer
Game
46
52
52
52
202

B. Data Analysis
Many parameters have been collected from the users during
the game play. The parameters per one sample are: the actions
of the user (such as moving forward or turning right), the
Euclidean coordinates of the game character (such as the car) at
the time of the action, and the time of the action. For the
current paper only the actions of the users are used in the
analysis in an effort to keep the analysis simple and to simplify
finding the best performing similarity measures. The order and
frequency of the actions are the analysis parameters as
described in the next paragraphs. There are a minimum of 100
samples per game play which yields to a minimum of 100
actions per each set of samples.
During the game play the user may perform several actions
together in the game. For example accelerate while steering to
the right. Also the actions can come in different orders. For
example steering left, then accelerating, and then stopping
(brake). The proposed methodology in this paper was to
analyse chunks of 1, 2, 3 or 4 of consecutive actions. Analysis
using chunks of 1, 2, 3 and 4 of consecutive actions, are
referred to as level 1, 2, 3 and 4 of analysis. The aim was to
find which level of analysis is more efficient in the
identification process. The idea came from the keystroke
biometrics where in some cases the analysis is done on two or
three consecutively pressed keys rather than concentrating on
one key at a time. In one of the previous works this was very
effective in improving the results [6]. It should be kept in mind
that the identification system in this paper is different than the
keystroke biometric systems. The extracted biometric features
in this method are the actions performed by the user, while in
keystroke biometrics; the features are the latency between
pressing and releasing the keys. In addition, in the keystroke
biometric systems, the user is usually restricted to type a
predetermined text or shared secret. This can be either a long
text, for example 674 characters in [6], or a short shared secret,
for example 16 characters in [15]. In contrast in the proposed
system in this paper there is no predetermined order to perform
actions.
Fig. 1 explains the concept of levels in the proposed
system. Suppose that the user perform actions 1 to 5 in order at
a specified period of time. It is possible to study the behaviour
of the user in performing actions one by one. This method can
be named level 1 of analysis. However one can study every 2
consecutive actions together. For example in Fig. 1, actions 1
and 2, actions 2 and 3, actions 3 and 4, etc, can be considered
together for the analysis as level 2 of analysis. The same

Total Samples /
Week
139
156
152
156
603

Figure 1. Concept of levels

concept applies to levels 3 and 4 of analysis.
Out of 4 sets of samples of each user, different enrolment
profiles can be built for the analysis. A profile contains 3 sets
of samples to form the biometric enrolment profile of one user.
The last set of samples of the same user is used as the testing
set for the identification. Four different profiles can be created
by selecting different sets of samples out of the available 4 sets
per user. Using this technique allows the system to perform
more identification tests and to get more accurate results.
However since the first set of samples of each user is the
learning sample, while during capture of the other sets user is
more familiar with the environments, then the accuracy of
different profiles for an individual user can be different.
Table VI shows the three sets of samples used for each
profile. Note that the sets are in order of collection time, where
set 1 is the first set collected from the users and set 4 is the last
one collected from the users.
1) Threshold
When comparing biometric samples often the output is a
similarity score. Threshold is a numerical value (or set of
values) which determines the match or non-match decision for
two biometric sets of samples. This decision is made base on if
the similarity score is above (or below) the predetermined
threshold value. For different biometric systems with different
policies and security levels, the threshold value is assigned to
the system according to these differences.
There are two methods of assigning thresholds to a system.
One method is to use a global threshold for all users. The other
method is to assign different thresholds to different users based
on the enrolment data. In this research the second approach is
used, and the threshold is calculated based on the user
enrolment profiles.
Three different approaches have been used to calculate the
threshold for each user. These approaches are briefly called
average method, maximum method, and minimum method. In
average method, the threshold is determined based on the
average of the values of the samples in the user profile.
Similarly in maximum and minimum methods, the maximum
and minimum of these values are used to determine the
threshold. Each of these methods has a different affect on the
balance of false acceptance and rejection rates.
In all the results which are presented in this paper, unless it
is specified, the average threshold method is used.

2) Similarity Measures
A similarity measure is an essential part of every biometric
system. It allows the system to compare the new submitted
samples with the samples in the biometric enrolment database.
Three different similarity measures have been investigated in
this paper to compare their performance:
1.
Distance similarity measure
2.
Euclidean similarity measure
3.
Interclass statistics similarity measure
a) Distance of Two Samples
Reference [6] used the distance of two samples to measure
their similarity or difference. It used the concept of degree of
disorder of an array, to calculate the distance between two
samples. Given an array V of N elements, the degree of
disorder of V with respect to a second array V can be
calculated as the sum of the distances between the position of
each element in V, with the same element in V [6]. The arrays’
elements should be identical, and they should differ only in the
position of the elements. As an example, assume that array
A={R, T, Y, U, I} and B= {I, R, T, U, Y}. The degree of
disorder of A and B is: (1+1+2+0+4) =6. Table VII presents the
results of applying the distance measure on the collected data.
b) Euclidean Distance
Euclidean distance is one of the most popular distance
functions. Euclidean distance can be calculated as the sum of
the squared distances between the elements of the ndimensional vectors (xi, yi) [11]:

Table VIII shows the values of FAR calculated from this
analysis measure.
TABLE VII.
Game

DISTANCE FAR VALUES FOR ALL GAMES FOR ALL USERS
Level
Level 1

Maze

Level 2
Level 3
Level 1

Car

Level 2
Level 3
Level 1

Sub.

Level 2
Level 3

TABLE VI.
Profile
Number
Profile 1
Profile 2
Profile 3
Profile 4

(1)

dE =

Profile1
35.7
28.6
28.6
26.9
28.6
29.9
23.2
28.6
35.7

Profile2
38.2
35.7
28.6
35.1
37.7
38.7
25
20.6
30.4

Profile3
28.6
35.7
41.4
35.7
35.7
28.6
32.1
22.3
25.6

Profile4
28.6
35.7
35.7
42.9
42.9
35.7
14.3
19.6
26.5

SAMPLES ASSIGNED TO DIFFERENT PROFILES
Sample 1

Sample 2

Sample 3

Sample 4

TABLE VIII.
Game

EUCLIDEAN FAR VALUES FOR ALL GAMES FOR ALL USERS
Level
Level 1

Maze

Level 2
Level 3
Level 1

Car

Level 2
Level 3
Level 1

Sub.

Level 2
Level 3

Profile1
32.1
34.8
35.7
21.4
25.7
25
34.8
35.7
35.7

Profile2
28.6
34.5
35.7
28.6
31.8
28.6
21.4
21.4
28.6

Profile3
35.7
28.6
26.6
35.7
30.3
30.3
13.6
18.1
27.6

Profile4
37.0
37.7
40.8
32.1
35.7
32.7
28.6
32.1
29.4

c) Interclass Statistics Similarity Measure
The interclass statistics similarity measure is introduced by
[16]. Reference [16] proposed new methods of selecting the
similarity measure and the verification threshold. In current
biometric systems, the number of samples given per person is
relatively small. This makes the job of classifying or verifying
new samples difficult and inaccurate. The proposed strategy is
to extract more information about the data distribution in the
biometric system, and to use this data in developing a new
similarity measure.
Assume x=(x1,…,xD) is a random variable with dimension
D representing one sample of the biometric system. All data
sets can be divided into subsets Xk = {xnk | nk = 1,…,Nk}
(k=1,…,K). Each subset Xk consists of data from a class Ck
representing samples of one person. For verification purposes,
the current methods use the probability density function pk(x)
to represent the data belong to one class. This method is not
very accurate when there is not a sufficient number of data x
per class (person). It is often not feasible to collect large
number of samples in a biometric system. As a result using the
conventional probability density function methods for
classification and verification does not provide accurate results.
To provide the verification algorithm with more samples, [16]
suggested introducing a new random variable y, defined from a
pair of data (x, x ) from the same person:
y = h(x, x )

(2)

The h can be defined based on the nature of the biometric
system. The definition used in this work is the same suggested
by [16]:
y = h(x, x )= x - x

(3)

After calculating y from all possible combinations of two
samples x and x in each subset Xk, a new set Y consisting of
the newly created y=( y1,..., yD) can be defined. The standard
deviation and mean of the y can be estimated using the
following:

(6)

Table IX shows the values of FAR from interclass analysis
measure. The results are not very different (in some cases
worse) from distance and Euclidean measures.
In fact introducing the new random variable y had the effect
of minimising the standard deviation (see Tables X, XI and
XII). This effect comes as a reason of trying to minimise the
sample deviations in the proposed algorithm. Changing the h
function in (2) can improve the results of this algorithm.
IV.

Fig. 2 shows the ROC curve for Euclidean algorithm
applied on subracer game using level 1, profile 3, minimum
threshold method, and across all users. This is the best result
achieved by applying different similarity measures across all
users’ data. The equal error rate for this curve is 10.71%.
However this result was not replicated for the other games.
Comparing the FAR values on Tables VII, VIII and IX, it is
noticeable that the third game has a better performance than the
other two games. Game 1 has the worst performance of the
other two games. The reason for the good performance of the
third game may be the increased number of actions available to
the user. To visualise these data we summarised them in a radar
chart. Fig. 3 shows a summary of the equal error rates achieved
for each game using different similarity measures. The distance
of each enclosed curve to the centre of the circle, shows the
value of the equal error rate. A closer curve to the centre of the
circle means better performance for that particular algorithm.
The figure shows that in general the Euclidean similarity
measure performed better in the tests.
TABLE IX.
Game

INTERCLASS FAR VALUES FOR ALL GAMES FOR ALL USERS
Level
Level 1

Maze

Level 2
Level 3

(4)

Level 1

Car

Level 2
Level 3

Where

=(

1,…, d) and is given by:

Level 1

(5)
The distance of two samples x and x can be defined by the
following:

DISCUSSION

Sub.

Level 2
Level 3

Profile1
39.2
39.2
35.7
30.7
29.3
34. 8
39.3
35.6
42.9

Profile2
27.1
26.7
32.3
35.7
35.7
35.7
42.9
29.2
38.1

Profile3
39.9
35.7
35.5
39.3
42.9
40.4
32.1
32.1
28.6

Profile4
42.9
46.4
42.9
39.3
35.7
35.7
28.6
31.1
39.3

100

influence on improving the resultss. It can even decrease the
performance in a few of the algorith
hms.

80

Tables XI, XII and XIII show th
he summary of the analysis
for different games. In each case the equal error rate and the
corresponding standard deviation is
i calculated. The standard
deviation shows the deviation of th
he average EER calculated
from different levels and threshold methods.
m
A smaller value of
the deviation means that the results are
a more independent of the
level of analysis and/or the thresshold method used in the
analysis. Checking the deviations in these tables shows that
profile 1 (which was included sets 1, 2 and 3) had the minimum
deviation of the other profiles.
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F
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Figure 2. ROC curve for subracer game, Euclideean algorithm,
level 1, profile 3, minimum threshold method and aacross all users

Also it is possible to compare between the games using Fig.
3. The results related to each game are shownn with a different
label. The area between the centre of the grapph, GiP1 to GiP4
radials, and the curves shows the performancee of each game (i
is between 1 and 3 and represents the game)). A smaller area
indicates a better performance for that particular game. The
graph shows that Game 3 performs better thhan the other two
mances.
games. Game 1 and 2 had comparable perform
Table X shows the average EERs for different levels. In
distance and Euclidean algorithms Level 1 had a better
performance than the other levels. In the inteerclass algorithm
level 2 had a slightly better performance than the level 1. As a
conclusion, analysing different levels of daata has no great

G3P4

G3P3

G3P2

G1P1
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

The best average equal error ratee is in bold in each table for
each algorithm. In general the Eucliidean algorithm had a better
performance. This confirms the ressults from Fig. 3. Although
this is not the case in game 3, bu
ut the margin between the
performances of the two algorithm
ms is small. For game 2,
profile 1 had the best performance,, while for the other games
profile 3 and 4, had good results too.
TABLE X.

AVERAGE EQUAL ERROR RATES FOR DIFFERENT LEVELS FOR
ALL USERSS

Algorithms
Distance
Algorithm
Euclidean
Algorithm
Interclass
Algorithm

Level 1
Average

Level 2
Averag
ge

Level 3
Average

Level 4
Average

31.3

31.5

32.7

-

28.9

30.4

32.0

32

36.2

34.9

36.9

41.1

G1P2

G1P3

Distance
G1P4

Euclidean
Interclass

G2P1

G3P1

G2P2

G2P4
G2P3

Figure 3. A summary of equal error rates fo
for different games applying different similarity measures. Notation GiPjj represents ith Game
and jth profile.

TABLE XI.

Algorithm
Distance
Avg. EER
Distance
Std. Dev.
Euclidean
Avg. EER
Euclidean
Std. Dev.
Interclass
Avg. EER
Interclass
Std. Dev.
TABLE XII.

MAZE GAME AVERAGE EQUAL ERROR RATES AND
STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR ALL USERS
Profile
1

Profile
2

Profile
3

Profile
4

Avg.

32.7

34.6

35.4

33.7

34.1

11

11.6

15.9

11.5

12.5

35.6

33.3

28.4

39.2

34.1

10.6

13.9

13.6

9.17

11.8

39.3

32.2

38.4

43.7

39.3

2.62

6.66

3.05

1.56

2.6

CAR GAME AVERAGE EQUAL ERROR RATES AND STANDARD
DEVIATIONS FOR ALL USERS

Algorithm
Distance
Avg. EER
Distance
Std. Dev.
Euclidean
Avg. EER
Euclidean
Std. Dev.
Interclass
Avg. EER
Interclass
Std. Dev.
TABLE XIII.

Algorithm
Distance
Avg. EER
Distance
Std. Dev.
Euclidean
Avg. EER
Euclidean
Std. Dev.
Interclass
Avg. EER
Interclass
Std. Dev.

Profile
1

Profile
2

Profile
3

Profile
4

Avg.

29.5

38.1

33.7

40.6

35.5

7.3

10.9

14.1

11.4

10.9

23.1

29.6

30.9

33.6

29.3

5.79

4.92

8.84

5.99

6.39

33.8

36.5

40.7

38.6

33.8

2.88

2.85

1.99

3.59

2.88

SUBRACER GAME AVERAGE EQUAL ERROR RATES AND
STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR ALL USERS
Profile
1

Profile
2

Profile
3

Profile
4

Avg.

28.5

26.7

27.9

20.6

25.9

11.4

11.4

12.3

15.5

12.6

34.9

27.1

23.2

30.9

29

6.98

16.1

27.8

13.3

16

39.7

36.8

31.5

36

39.7

3.59

5.32

2.45

6.49

3.59

V.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a biometric identification system was
implemented. Three 3D game environments were designed,
namely, a maze game, a car game, and a subracer game. A set
of 53 users used the virtual environments and their interactions
with the environment have been collected.
Three similarity measures were compared, namely:
distance, Euclidean and interclass analysis measures. In
subracer game and with certain choice of algorithm and
threshold method, an average equal error rate of up to 10.71%
was achieved across all users. Euclidean has been found to
perform better than the other two algorithms in almost all
environments. The average equal error rates for Euclidean are
reported as 28.95%, for distance reported as 31.3% and for
interclass reported as 34.88%, across all users. The interclass
measure was very reliable in terms of error rate variations. By
improving the performance of the interclass measure (through
modifying the algorithm), it can be considered as a promising
algorithm for behavioural biometric systems.
Amongst the three games developed for this research, the
subracer game had the best performance with an equal error
rate of 20.61% with distance algorithm. For car game, using
Euclidean algorithm, an equal error rate of 23.09% achieved.
Using the same algorithm for maze game an equal error rate of
28.41% achieved.
This work has looked at the analysis of user interactions
within a virtual environment regardless of any strategy or
purpose to the actual game, therefore moving away from
strategy-based identification systems and proposing a new
approach to identification within virtual worlds based on the
user actions. Although the proposed system has not improved
the performance over previous similar work (such as equal
error rate of 7% reported in [11]), but the current work is still in
a preliminary stage. Future work will consider incorporating
other parameters of the user actions inside the virtual worlds,
such as the speed of movement and trajectory variability [17] to
improve the performance of the system.
The user identification inside virtual worlds can have
different applications in addition to the traditional
authentication systems. One useful application is in a closed set
identification system by returning a candidate list of identified
users. Other applications are identifying users in the growing
online virtual reality environments or differentiating the users
from machines in online games. More future work is needed to
study application of the proposed system in each of the
mentioned areas.
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Abstract:

The use of virtual worlds is becoming popular in many fields such as education, economy, space, and
games. With the widespread use of virtual worlds, establishing the security of these systems becomes more
important. In this paper a behavioural biometric system is implemented to identify users of a virtual
environment. This research suggests the use of a score level fusion technique to improve the identification
performance of the system. The identification is achieved by analysing user interactions within the virtual
environments and comparing these interactions with the previously recorded interactions in the database.
The results showed that using score level biometric fusion in behavioural biometric systems similar to the
one presented in this research is a promising tool to improve the performance of these systems. The use of
biometric fusion technique enhanced the performance of the implemented biometric system up to 7.5%. An
average equal error rate of up to 22.7% was achieved in this work.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.

A virtual world is an interactive 3D virtual
environment that visually resembles complex
physical spaces, and provides an online community
through which the users can connect, shop, work,
learn, establish emotional relations, and explore
different virtual environments. Users of a virtual
world can interact with the objects of the virtual
environments through avatars. They can perform
real world activities such as watching, hearing and
touching the virtual objects through avatars.
Virtual worlds have become very popular in
many fields such as E-learning (Dharmawansa,
Nakahira, & Fukumura, 2011; Gonzalez-Pardo,
Rodriguez, Pulido, & Camacho, 2010), economy
(Harris & Novobilski, 2008; Kim, Barua, &
Whinston, 2002; Peng & Xu, 2008), space (Noor,
2010; Romann, 2007), and games (e.g. the World of
Warcraft). USA National Aeronautics and Space
Administration agency (NASA) use virtual worlds to
test the design of equipment (Cline, 2005, p. 92). In
the last few years a large number of virtual worlds
have been developed, which share a number of
characteristics (Noor, 2010):

2.
3.
4.

Presence and real-time chat facilities in a
shared space.
Persistent environment in which objects
continue to exist in the absence of users and
do not disappear when users are logged out.
Users are represented in the virtual world
by avatars.
3D graphical environments.

Cline (2005) argued potential impacts of virtual
reality environments in human life and activity. He
predicted that virtual reality will be integrated into a
human’s  daily  life  and  techniques  will  be  developed  
to influence human behaviour, interpersonal
communication and cognition. Cline (2005) also
suggested that there will be a shift from the use of
virtual reality from mainly communications to the
use of virtual reality as an extension of the real
world   and   a   “migration   to   virtual   space”   will   result  
in significant changes in economics, culture and
other aspects of human life.
Therefore the future of the technology seems to
be interconnected with the future of virtual reality as
Cline (2005) predicts. With the expansion of virtual
worlds there will be a demand for security of these
newly created virtual reality environments. Similar

to all types of systems and applications, virtual
worlds require access control mechanisms to control
the access of users to the resources of these
environments. Authentication is the key component
of any access control policy in any system. While
almost all virtual worlds implement initial
authentication through usernames and passwords,
very few (if any) virtual worlds have mechanisms to
verify the identity of the users after the initial log in.
The importance of subsequent verification results
from the possibility of intruders seizing control from
the genuine users initially logged in to the system.
The difficulty with continuously identifying users
inside virtual worlds is that it can be obtrusive and
prevent users from easily interacting with the virtual
world. However, continuous user identity
verification can be achieved unobtrusively through
analysing user interactions with the virtual
environments. Identifying users in virtual worlds
based on their interaction with these environments
not only will be useful for continuous user
recognition, but also for verifying the identity of the
users claiming to be the genuine users of the system
and possessing the genuine user password.
Knowledge based authentication mechanisms such
as passwords are currently used in virtual worlds;
however the virtual worlds are not capable of
distinguishing between genuine users and imposters
who possess the knowledge needed to gain access to
the virtual world. In addition current virtual worlds
are not capable of determining if the current user is
the continuing genuine user (who has been
authenticated to access the system at the start of the
session) or an imposter who has seized control of the
virtual world.
In this paper we propose a behavioural biometric
identification technique that utilises user interaction
with virtual worlds. The virtual worlds are strategyless 3D games that are implemented for the
identification purpose in order to collect the user
actions during the game play. While proposing a
more secure biometric identification system is the
main theme of this research, the study of the human
behaviour in a virtual world can have several other
applications. Examples of such applications are
differentiating humans from machines (bots) in
online games (Golle & Ducheneaut, 2005;
Thawonmas, Kashifuji, & Chen, 2008; Yampolskiy
& Govindaraju, 2007), and finding users operating
multiple accounts in an online system (Ishikawa,
Watanabe, Nishimura, Umemoto, Okada, & Murata,
2010).
To the best knowledge of the authors, there is
currently no research available which implements

behaviour based user recognition inside virtual
worlds. However there are a few studies that analyse
the behaviour of users inside virtual worlds
(Dharmawansa, Nakahira, & Fukumura, 2011;
Gavrilova & Yampolskiy, 2010; Gonzalez-Pardo,
Rodriguez, Pulido, & Camacho, 2010).

2. BIOMETRIC IDENTIFICATION
2.1

Introduction

Biometric identification as defined by ISO/IEC is
the process of searching against a biometric
enrolment database to find and return the biometric
reference identifier(s) matching the submitted
biometric sample of a single individual (Standing
document 2, 2007). Biometric identification systems
are usually classified into two categories:
physiological and behavioural biometric systems.
While there has been a significant surge in the
use of physiological biometric systems for user
identification and verification in recent years, they
have not been a perfect solution. There are a large
number of known attacks against these systems. A
few security attacks have been reported in (Buthan
& Hartel, 2005; Ratha, Connell, & Bolle, 2001).
Buthan and Hartel (2005) identified three types of
spoofing attacks to biometric systems: coercive
impersonation, replay attack, and impersonation
attack. Although there are a number of
counterattacks against spoofing by using liveness
detection methods as described in (Toth, 2005), or
using a (multi-sensor) multimodal biometric system
(Schuckers, 2002), these methods add to the
complexity and cost of the biometric system and
they are not always successful.
To overcome some of these potential security
threats, a behavioural biometric system can be used.
Behavioural biometrics is a subset of biometrics
which   uses   measurable   properties   of   a   person’s  
actions for user recognition. The behavioural
biometrics of a user are not physically accessible, in
contradiction with the other physiological biometric
methods where the user biometric is usually
physically accessible (e.g. finger prints, iris, and
face). Therefore behavioural biometrics are more
resistant against the spoofing attacks mentioned
earlier.
The proposed system of this paper is a
behavioural biometric system, utilising algorithms
used in previous systems for user identification
inside virtual environments. However the feature
extraction techniques proposed in the paper are

novel and specifically designed to extract user
interactions with the virtual worlds.

2.2

Multimodal Biometric and ScoreLevel Fusion

A biometric recognition system is essentially a
pattern recognition system which works by
acquiring biometric samples from an individual,
extracting a biometric feature set from the acquired
samples, and comparing the feature set with the
previously recorded templates in a biometric
enrolment database (Tran, Liatsis, Zhu, & He,
2011). The biometric feature sets extracted from the
user behaviour inside a virtual world are of very
different natures. Therefore, two or more of these
biometric features can be combined to improve the
efficiency of the system.
Different levels of biometric fusion may be
defined based on the type of the available
information. Score-level fusion is the most common
fusion technique applied, due to the trade off
between information availability and fusion
complexity (Tran, Liatsis, Zhu, & He, 2011).
Drosou, Ioannidis, Moustakas, & Tzovaras (2012)
suggested a behavioural biometric system that uses
score level fusion to combine two biometric features
for user identification based on the spatiotemporal
analysis of human activities. This paper uses a
similar approach of score level fusion of two
biometric features extracted from user interactions in
virtual worlds.
In score-level fusion the match scores which are
generated by multiple biometric comparison
modules are combined to create a new match score.
A match score is the outcome of comparing two
feature sets extracted using the same feature
extractor (Ross & Nandakumar, 2009). Match scores
are typically categorised to two classes: similarity
scores, and distance scores, which respectively
reflect the similarity or distance of the compared
biometric samples. These scores can be rescaled
arbitrarily without affecting the performance of the
biometric system, provided that the values are scaled
in a monotonic manner (Hube, 2010).
Let X be the set of similarity scores from
biometric features extracted from different feature
extractors, and let x ∈ X. The normalised similarity
score of x can be marked by  𝑥′. To normalise the set
of similarity scores, the following method can be
used to map the similarity scores to interval [0, 1).
The original distribution and characteristics of the
features will be retained as the result of the scaling
process:

𝑥′ =

𝑥
∑

(1)
𝑥

In this paper sum-rule-based score level
(transformation based score level) fusion technique
is used to combine the new normalised similarity
scores 𝑥′ and to create a new similarity score. This
technique is generally easier than the other scorelevel fusion techniques. The procedure for sum-rulebased fusion is stated in (Horng, Chen, Run, Chen,
Lai, & Sentosal, 2009): After computing the
normalised scores (x1, x2, ..., xm) from a single user
(from different feature extractors), the fused score fS
can be calculated using the following formula:
𝑓 = 𝑤 𝑥 + 𝑤 𝑥 + ⋯+ 𝑤 𝑥

(2)

The notation 𝑤 represents the weight of each
normalised score 𝑥 , for i = 1, 2, ..., m. In the
experiments of this research, equal weights are used.
The newly generated fused score fS can be used in
the comparison process to determine the identity of
the user.

3. METHODOLOGY
3.1

Data Collection

In order to have complete control on the virtual
world and the avatar actions inside virtual world, we
implemented our own virtual environment. 3D
computer games were adopted as virtual worlds for
user identification. These 3D games are considered
as interactive 3D environments with the ability to
collect user interactions with the environments for
identification purposes. Virtual worlds can have very
different environments and to investigate the user
behaviour in diverse environments with different
user avatars and movement capabilities, three
different 3D games have been considered. These
three identification environments (3D games) are
different in two main perspectives, namely, world
constraints, and character movement. Each game has
a set of different actions that can be performed using
the computer keyboard. The three implemented
games in this research are:


A maze game (2D Movement)



A car game (2D Movement)



A subracer game (3D Movement)

3.2

Design of Experiments

After developing the virtual worlds, the next step is
to run experiments to collect data from users
interacting with these virtual worlds. Each user
should play the games for a specified amount of
time, called the identification time.
In tests that were performed to identify the
approximate length of time for identification inside
the developed virtual worlds of this research, 4
minutes was found to be the maximum time before
the users lose their concentration inside the game.
This time also provided enough data for user
identification. Therefore each user should play a
game for the period of 4 minutes for the system to
collect one set of biometric samples from the user.
The biometric sample represents a set of avatar
interactions with the environment and other data
collected from the user during a period of 4 minutes.
The experiments of this research have been
repeated twice and at different times. In each
experiment a separate group of users were asked to
play the games four times within a one month
period. There was a gap of one year between the two
experiments. The users played each game once per
week for a total of four weeks. The total sets of
samples gathered from one user for all of the games
were 12. In the first round a total of 40 users
participated in the experiment. In the second round
and a year later, a total of 50 different users
participated in the experiment. For the first round of
experiments each of the 160 sets of samples are
compared against 159 profiles giving a total of
25,440 identification tests. Similarly for the second
round each of 200 testing sets are compared against
199 profiles for a total of 39,800 identification tests.
The biometric comparison module uses a
similarity measure algorithm to classify the
extracted biometric features. The similarity measure
algorithm allows the system to compare the newly
submitted samples with the samples in the biometric
enrolment database. Various similarity measure
algorithms have been used in behavioural
recognition systems. For the sake of analysis in this
paper, the distance similarity measure is used
(Bergadano, Gunetti, & Picardi, 2002).
The user set of this research were all final year
male engineering students. The dominant age group
was between 20-25 years old. There were no
constraints on the time and place of the test. The
only requirement was to supply one sample of each
game per week.

3.3

Biometric Features

Biometric features are the information (in the form
of numbers or labels) extracted from biometric
samples which can be used for comparison with
other biometric samples. During the experiments,
many parameters have been collected from the users.
The parameters are: the actions of the user inside the
virtual world, the Euclidean coordinates of the game
avatar at the time of the action, and the time duration
and delay between actions. From these parameters
different features can be extracted. For the analysis
purposes of this paper, two biometric features have
been extracted, namely actions, and time biometric
features.
During the game play the user may perform
different actions, either sequentially (one by one) or
several actions at the same time (each action
corresponds pressing one or more keys). The actions
can occur in different sequences and different
frequencies. The sequence and frequency of the
actions can be used as a biometric feature to
compare biometric samples together. Each action
starts and ends at specific times, decided by the user.
Also there could be a delay between the previous
action and the next one. The time duration and delay
between actions can be used as another biometric
feature in biometric comparisons. Also, the time
biometric feature can be extracted using two
different methods. The first method is to calculate
the time between two subsequent actions. This
method is referred to as digraph method. The second
method is to calculate the time between three
subsequent actions and can be referred to as trigraph
method. An illustration of these two methods is
shown in Figure 1. Digraphs and trigraphs are used
in keystroke biometric systems (Bergadano, Gunetti,
& Picardi, 2002). Digraphs are defined as the
latency between two consecutively types keys.
Similarly, three consecutively typed keys are
referred to as trigraphs in these systems.

Figure 1: Time biometric feature calculation methods.
Notations t1 to t4 (digraph) and t'1 to t'3 (trigraph) are time
feature variables for actions 1 to 4.

3.3.1 Fused Biometric Scores
To compute the fused biometric scores, Equation (1)
and (2) can be used to fuse actions and time
biometric scores. Since there are two methods to
calculate the time scores, two fused scores can be
generated. These scores can be compared to find the
more efficient feature extraction method. The result
of using digraph and trigraph feature extraction
methods and fusion technique is two biometric
scores: 1- digraph fusion score, and 2- trigraph
fusion score.

4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Table 1 illustrates the results of identification
experiments in terms of EERs. Equal error rates are
computed based on the extracted individual features
of time and action and also the score fusion of these
two biometric features. For each experiment, EERs
from five different biometric features (scores) is
reported: 1- actions, 2- digraph time, 3- trigraph
time, 4- digraph fusion, and 5- trigraph fusion. The
first three numbers represent the performance of
system in the absence of fusion techniques. The last
two numbers represent the performance of the
system when applying digraph and trigraph fusion
techniques respectively. The first round of
experiments is identified with a 2010 label, and the
second round of experiments is identified with a
2011 label. The results show EERs between 29%46% for individual features and 26%-36% when
applying fusion techniques.
The results from Table 1 exhibits that the
“actions   feature”   has   a   better   identification  
performance   than   the   “trigraph   time   feature”.  
However this is not the case when considering
“digraph   time   feature”,   where   the   EERs   are  
comparable;;   though   the   “action   feature”   still  

performs better by a small margin. The similarity in
the  results  of  the  actions  and  “digraph time”  can  be  
justified by the comparable discrimination power of
the time and actions behavioural features. The
slightly better results of the actions can be depicted
by the way the time feature extractor works. The
time feature value is essentially the durations of two
or three consecutive actions. When these
consecutive actions are repeated by the user in the
same session, then there are two values for the same
single feature variable. Further repeating the action
results in multiple values for this feature variable.
Since a unique value has to be assigned to each
biometric feature variable, the possible solution will
be to use the mean of these multiple values. This
mean value might not perform well in classification
tests.
It is also interesting to analyse the reason behind
the different performances of digraph and trigraph
time features. The reason behind the better
performance   of   the   “digraph time   feature”   is   not  
instantly clear. It could be that the digraph features
possess more behavioural attributes than trigraph
features. Assuming that the user choice of the future
actions is related to the previous actions of a user,
these results could mean that in a sequence of three
consecutive actions, the choice of the third action is
less correlated to the first action and more to the
second action.
Using score level fusion has improved the
performance across all games and in both
experiments. Both digraph and trigraph fusion
performed well in the identification tests. Figure 2
and Figure 3 show a graphical representation of the
performance gain across the games and for digraph
and trigraph fusion methods. Results show that the
maze game benefit from fusion was the most notable
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Table 1: Average equal error rates based on individual
biometric features and fusion scores.
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Figure 2:  Performance  gain  in  “digraph  fusion”.
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Figure 3:  Performance  gain  in  “trigraph  fusion”.

with an average of 6- 7.5% increase in performance.
The car game performance gain was between 1.54.5% and the subracer game performance was
between 2- 6%. These results suggest that more
constrained environments (with restricted paths),
such as the maze virtual environment, perform better
than less constrained environments, such as car
game environments.

4.1

20
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10
5

25

Comparison of Experiments

The results of the two experiments showed that in
general the performance of biometric fusion was
consistent across both experiments. The number of
users has not affected the results. Figure 4 shows a
comparison of the fusion performances of the two
experiments. The performance reported from the
second experiment is comparable to the first
experiment across different games. The importance
of repeating experiments comes from the fact that
the discrimination power of the behavioural traits is
not easily provable. For example in the case of
fingerprint biometric systems, it is well known that
the fingerprints of humans possess a high
discriminating potential. The same cannot be said
about behavioural biometrics because of the lower
performance of these systems. However since
extensive work has been conducted on some
behavioural systems, such as keystroke based
systems, the discrimination property of these
systems are known (e.g. (Bergadano, Gunetti, &
Picardi, 2002)). In the case of this research, to the
best knowledge of the authors, there is no similar
system available at the time of writing and as a
result repeating the experiments is necessary to
prove the discrimination property.
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Figure 4:   Performance   comparison   of   “digraph   fusion”  
between the two experiments.

5. CONCLUSIONS
This work proposed a behavioural biometric
identification system for virtual worlds, which has
the potential to identity users of virtual worlds using
a new approach, based on their interactions with the
virtual environments. In this paper three games were
implemented to test the performance of the proposed
system and biometric score level fusion technique
has been used to improve the performance of the
system. To test the performance of the system, two
experiments have been conducted. In the first
experiment 40 users, and in the second experiment, a
year later, 50 different users participated in the
experiment.
Two biometric features namely, time and action,
are extracted using two different feature extractors
(digraph and trigraph extractors). The resulting
scores from these features are normalised and then
fused using transformation based score level fusion
method. The identification tests results showed that
using this fusion technique in this particular
biometric system improves the performance of the
system significantly. The fusion technique boosted
the equal error rates to up to 7.5%. It is
recommended to use this technique to combine
biometric scores with higher performances, since it
is well known that the performance of biometric
fusion is greatly affected by its biometric feature
component with lower performance. The results also
showed that the individual digraph features
performed better than the trigraph features. This
better performance also is reflected in the fused
scores, so that the “digraph fusion” has a better
performance than the “trigraph fusion”.
The results from the two independent
experiments were similar and consistent. This is

especially vital since in behavioural recognition
systems, it is usually difficult to find whether or not
different behavioural biometric traits possess a
discrimination power to distinguish between
different users. The suggested biometric fusion
technique in this research achieved an average equal
error rate of up to 22.7%.
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